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Cotton Jubilee And NAACP Officials At Odds
Tri-State Defender,.
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Local NAACP Officials
Seek To Discontinue
Cotton Makers' Jubilee

George Lee Replies To King's
Blast Of Republican Party

•

Price 15c

Republican ments. Of course, I would be
A
Tennessee
State Committeeman, George happy to to see Dr. Robert C.
W. Lee of Memphis, this week Weaver made a member of the
took opposition to Dr. Martin President's cabinet. I think it
brit, chairman of the Freedom
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Luther King's recent blast of would be a fine thing for the
Committee, an affiliate of the
Below are two statements.
the "hypocrisy of the Repub- nation both at home a n d
local NAACP.
abroad. On the other hand, 1
lican party."
One was released to tile Tr NAACP officials claim, acHigh
think
the
Democratic
King expressed in strong
State Defender by local NAA- cording to the statement that
Command
is
using
this
Urban
terms his displeasure with the
CP officials and the other by t h e Cotton Makers' Jubilee
members of the House Rules Affairs Bill to gain political
the Cotton Makers' Jubilee of- "perpetuate segregation. Jubiadvantage
with
Robert
C.
Committee who voted against
ficials, who are headed by the lee officials, while vowing to
Weaver,
head
of
Housing
and
President
the bill by which
fo inder, Dr. R. Q. Venson, a continue the 22-year-old affair,
Finance,
as
merely
an
unhappy
to
sought
John F. Kennedy
local dentist. The statement contend that the affair "is not
released by the NAACP, bore a segregated part of the Metacreate the new department of pawn in a political chess game.
e
"The
presentation
of
t
h
Housing."
the name of Dr. H. Clarke Na- pLis Cotton Carnival."
Urben Affairs and
Bill at this time seems to be
King said of the Republi• ••
• ••
devised for the purpose of putcan Party, "I am appalled and ting the Republicans behind
sickened by the destructive the political eight rock."
viciousness of the insidious
"The Memphis Branch of
"The quest of a Department JOINS W. C. HANDY — Memphis for several dec•
Dr. Venson said in a writcoalition which stands deter- of Urban Affairs is one thing Richard "Dick" Rose, one of ades. he played violin, guithe NAACP has protested prominedly flatfooted in the path and the quest of Mr. Weaver's the original members of W. tar and piano for the Handy ten statement:
duction of the Cotton Makof the progress of the Ameri- appointment to a cabinet posi- C. Handy's band, died last band. According to friends,
"The opposition against the ers Jubilee, by unanimous
ADELAIDIS RAGLAND
can people as a whole." Lee tion is another. The proposed week at Shelby county hosMr. Ross moved here from Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubi- means for the past two years.
said in a written reply to plan to create an Urban Af- pital and was buried in
It is still our feeling that this
Boston. A frequent visitor to
lee. Inc. on the grounds that spectacle .does not fit into tile
King's criticism:
fairs Department should be Memphis on Sunday after Hooks Brothers studio, this
"I feel it is important to
is
a
segregated
part
of
the
scheme of social progress that
is one of the last photovoted up or down on its merit, services were held for him
have both points of view pre- without regard as to whether at R. S. Lewis Funeral graphs made of him. (Hooks Memphis Cotton Carnival is is now revolutionizing our ensented of the Republican Par- or not a Negro will be appoint- home. A familiar figure in
Bros. Photo)
without merit and is mislead- tire nation," said Rev. H.
ty's position on the Bill by ed to the Kennedy
Clarke Nabrit.
cabinet.
ing.
Those are two different
which President Kennedy One is left to believe that the
"In Memphis, more progress
Corporations, hence the Memseeks to create a Department Democratic
administration's
has been made in peace relaphis Cotton Makers' Jubilee,
of Urban Affairs in Housing.
tions and civil rights in the
Inc. is not a counter-part of die
I want to make it clear that
(SEE PARTY PAGE 2)
last two years than in the pre
Memphis Cotton Carnival, but
The early morning quiet of she refused to give any infor- I respect Dr. Martin Luther
vious two hundred, and it was
rather a protest organization
King. He has definite opinthe 1300 block of Richmond mation.
brought about by gently but
against the Negroes' participaions as to the position the
ave, was shattered about 4 ALL LIES'
insistently demanding these
tion in the Memphis Cotton
Republican Party should take
a.m. last Sunday when shortly
rights, then exercising them
Ignoring h e r dinner, Mrs. and he is articulate in preCarnival pulling floats, pickafter five or six shots were
with dignity and intelligence,
t
h
e
to
hear
Ragland
asked
ing
banjoes,
singing plantation
senting his opinion."
fired, the air was filled with
so impressing the entire comfrom
a
appealing
and
Monday,
Turner
is
police,
YORK
—
On
statement
issued
by
NEW
spirituals,
wearing
dusters and
"I personally disagree with
the scream of sirens from pothen said. "That's all lies. I the position that Dr. K i n• g
Feb. 26, the U.S. Supreme decision of a three-judge Fed- bandanna handkerchiefs, and munity that daily more a n d
lice cars and an ambulance
more people are coming to reJanuary
23,
1961
court
of
have
not
lost
eral
didin't
say
that.
I
Court
is
scheduled
to
hear
areating
watermelons
atop floats,
takes in condemning a whole
hurrying to 1349 Richmond ave.
gument on Turner v. City of which refused to rule on the and sitting on bales of cotton alize that ours is a fight f o r
consciousness since I was shot, party for what he considers
Cut dowie by four bullets and I did not tell them that.
right and righteousness and
Memphis, a case involving !li- merits of the case. The lower
hypocrisy on the part of five
fter her estranged husband
A pretty 16-year-old junior cit segreg,rtion in the Dobbs court held that Turner should throughout downtown Mem- are blending their efforts with
phis.
;otparty
icked down the door and argu- "All of this happened in my members of that
at 'Hamilton htgh school was Houses restaurant in the Mem- bring an action in Tennessee
ours to help in this fight to
ed with her for a few minutes an house, and it is no busi- ing against the Bill."
crowned the 1962 Queen of phis, Tenn., airport.
bring all the principles of decourts for construction of the HARMONY-UNITY
Repub"He states that the
was Mrs. Adelaide Ragland, ness of the public.
the National Defense Cadet
"The purpose and program of mocHicy in proper focus in our
hypocrisy
showed
Mrs. Contance Baker Motpopular beautician, who lists "When my sitter died when lican Party
Corps of Memphis City high
the Memphis Cotton Makers' community.
some of the city's most fash- I was 19, and left her five chil- in voting against the Bill— schools during the second an- ley, Associate Counsel of the
Jubilee, Inc. is to dignify MULTI-BILLION
the
condemn
NAACP
Legal
Defense a n d
ionable women among her cli- dren for me to raise, no one yet he fails to
nual NDCC military banquet
manhood, inspire youth, to "The promoters of The CotDemocrats who had a ma- and ball, last Saturday night Educational Fund, will argue
ents.
portray the Negro's contribu- ton Makers Jubilee say that
thought about writing a story
for
Jesse
of
10
Turner,
the
appelcommittee
Arraigned in City Court on about what I was doing then," jority on the
at Carver high school. She
tion to the economic life of the organization does three
to five and who could have won over six other coeds from lant.
Monday and held to the state she said.
the South, to glorify the pos- things: Promotes the sale and
the
opdespite
Bill
the
passed
on charges of assault to murother city high schools.
sibilities of cotton, the chief use of cotton; helps spotlight
said,
"This
is
Ragland
Mrs.
Republicans,
if
the
position of
Monday and held to the state
The NDCC Queen is Miss
product of the South, in serv- Negro talent, and promotes inder and carrying a pistol was all that I have to say to you: they had been concerned. But Carole Jones, daughter of Mr.
ing the demands of our Na- terracial good will. It is our
have
fine;
I
feeling
I
am
stop
there;
doesn't
Dr.
King
Harvery C. Miller, who gave
and Mrs. Preston Jones, 1381
tional interest and security; to contention that the promotion
his address as 719 Alston st. plenty of energy left, and I he goes on to say that he is S. Willet at. The retiring queen
advertise Memphis as a place of the cotton industry through
not going to die."
am
the
disgust
over
with
filled
is a senior at Hamilton school,
of good-abode and to bring this celebration is a great
KICKED DOWN DOOR
Republicans.
of
the
hypocrisy
Miss Phyllis Ross.
about goodwill, harmony, and hoax. None of the individuals
According to police. Miller She demanded that the papers
unity between the races," said connected with the celebraThe featured speech at the
came to the beautician's home make no mention of her being Dr. King's charges might easiDemohandful
of
to
a
ly
apply
shot, a n d added that there
banquet was delivered by Col.
the founder.
tion are even remotely conand asked to be admitted.
race
on
the
extremist
crat
Marvin L. Jacobs, an Army
When refused admittance, he would "be trouble" if such a
"In accordance with this nected with the cotton indusis
clearquestion—but
race
reportedly 1(4 eked the door story appeared.
engineer at the Memphis Depurpose and program, we have try, and the scope of the program is so limited that it could
down. An argument with Mrs. Another reporter from this ly not the cause of Republican pot. He said: "NDCC teaches
dignified
manhood and womopposition.
has
been
fur
$1,000
A
cheek
and
disciplineship, citizenship as
Ragland followed, a n d when paper called at the home
JESSE H. TURNER
by crowning adult and not begin to be an effective
anhood
"There
further.
Lee
stated
LeMoyne
college
to
presented
force in this multi-billion dolMiller became angry at state- was greeted by a gruff male
well as how to give and obey
by members of the local Le- state-wide regulation permit- junior kings and queens, we lar industry," said Nabrit.
ments she made to him, he be- voice, but no one came to the are radical conservatives in commands."
have inspired our youth by
Party
just
as
the
Republican
The
money
Alumni
club.
Moyne
door.
gan firing.
The colonel added: "NDCC
"It is also our contention
ting segregation in restaurants
there are radical conservatives makes for loyalty to our coun- will be used to furnish and promulgated by the Tennessee sending our young girls on that little or nothing is done
The bullets struck her twice He did, however, notice
National Tours to the princiParty.
All
Democratic
the
in
the
in
the
rooms
one
of
equip
from
missing
in the legs, once in the upper glass pane was
to develop and promote Negro
try during these days when
Department of Conservation
parties have divergent ele- people want to know where library building now under con- in 1952, and for construction pal cities of America and For- talent. Talent used in the celeea arm and once in the the front door.
eign countries; we have disstruction.
tomach. Her condition was listbration is largely trained in
young people stand."
of an 1875 state statute giving played talent in
essay coned on Monday as "satisfactory."
the public school system and
He placed emphasis upon The check was presented to the owners of hotels, public tests, Jubilect
Shows, a n d
Hollis
F.
LeMoyne
President
to
one
report,
an
According
can best be displayed a n d
transportation or amusement school bands
the "invaluable necessity" of
in parades beunidentified couple was in the
promoted in a more satisfaca well rounded education. He Price as a climax to Alumni facilities the right to choose fore the
thousands of spectathis
conducted
which
was
Day
house at the time that Miller
organizatheir own customers.
said, "education today is intors that line the side walks tory atmosphere by
alumni-facuof
an
year
in
form
started shooting, and alarmed
TRIAL
valuable to our country, our
MAY ASK NEW
eager to see and to applaud tions of a higher cultural
soiree.
lty
by the loud talk and pistol reexpected
to
standard, better suited to suMrs. Motley is
citizens, your race and your
Presenting the check to Presi- ask the Supreme Court to re- what we have in Memphis.
ports, the pair leaped through
pervise the continued developfamily, as well as yourself."
L.
Mrs.
Ann
Price
was
dent
RADIO-TV
a glass window, carrying the
back
to
the
lower
ment of such talent.
fer
the
case
Col. Jacobs urged the cadets
club,
president
of
the
Weathers,
pane with them, and fled the
instructions
to
dewith
continue
court
Said Nabrit, "as relates to
and coeds "to at least
"Furthermore, a vital phase
after it had been written by cide the case on its merits, and of the
scene.
tour of the Jubilee interracial goodwill, we f ee1
Funeral services for Dan H. at schools here with truancy thru high schoo 1. However,
Benjamin to issue an injunction against
WAS DESPONDENT
complete your college educa- the club treasurer,
queen was to visit top govern- that the quality of interracial
Hancock, sr., attendance offi- problems.
Homicide Capt. E. C. Swann cer for the Memphis Board of Floral tributes to Mr. Han- tion if at all possible even if Lewis.
segregation in the Dobbs Hous- mental officials, such as the goodwill and better race relaensaid his officers were told by Education for more than 10 cock stretched from one side you are forced to do it at a The soiree, a colorful and
es restaurant.
vice president of the United tions fostered by this celebrajoyable occasion, was directed
Miller, known to most of his years, were held at the Mis- of the church to the other on sacrifice," he said.
Turner is the first Negro to States, governors of states, tion is not in accord with the
Townsend
Thelma
by Misses
associates as "Columbus" Mil- sissippi Blvd. Christian church Saturday.
be elected to the Democratic senators, congressmen, mayors ideals of the movement for soHe concluded with, "educaa n d Frances Thomas, recent
ler, that he was despondent on 'Saturday afternoon with
Music for the service was tion is the greatest emanci- graduates of the college who County Committee in Shelby of cities, top personalities in cial progress that is now
because "his wife would not the pasto r, Elder Blair T. furnished by the senior choir pator."
County, Tenn. since Recon- business, education, and t h e sweeping the world. We know
are now teaching in the Mem- struction. He is executive vicecome back to him, and that Hunt, delivering the eulogy. of the church, with Mrs. EmAlso speaking briefly was
theatrical world as well as to that the true interracial goodsystem.
ProPublic
school
phis
he was still in love with her." Mr. Hancock died early Feb. ma Lee Wilson as soloist.
president and cashier of t h e make appearances on radio will is not created by the mast h e superintendent of t h e
Mrs.
chairman
was
gr
am
Miller was said to have been
Tri-State Bank of Memphis. and television shows such as ter-servant relationship of slav15 at Collins Chapel hospital. His survivors includea Memphis City Schools, E. C. Charle P. Roland.
drinking before the shooting
The Dobbs Houses restau- the Arthur Godfrey Show, ery days when the master
He had suffered a stroke while daughter, Miss Danese Han- Stimbert; and Maj. George The affair was saddened howoccurred.
attending to duties at Manas- cock, a student at Xavier uni- Robinson, head of NDCC in ever by the death of Cassette rant at the Memphis Airport Welcome Traveler, Steve Al- came down to the quarters to
Tri-State
DeOn Sunday, the
sas high school a few days versity at New Orleans, and the city's Negro high schools. Knox, a member of the col- is the one which refused serv- len, Jack Parr, Queen for A have the field hand perform
fender office was called by
for him, but rather by individDan H. Hancock, jr., a student Miss Harry Mae Simmons, lege's chemistry department. ice to Deputy Assistant Secre- Day and many others."
earlier.
numerous friends of Mrs. RagAccording to friends, Mr. at Father Bertrand high school principal of Magnolia element- 1-2 was to have rendered a tary of State Carl Rowan last "What other Institution or uals of both races recognizing
land. who had heard about the
month.
the universal doctrine of the
native of Ar- in the city. He and his wife ary school, was mistress of saxophone solo at the soiree.
shooting and who had gotten Hancock was a
NAACP Legal Defense Fund occasion of this kind can pro- brotherhood of man, and
ceremonies.
were divorced.
airsports that her injuries had kansas, and moved to Memvide
an
opportunity
for
pub:
attorneys representing Turner
working together creatively to
Pallbearers included Nat D.
phis about 1939, where he was
een fatal.
in addition to Mrs. Motley are lie observation of such vast solve our problems as we are
Caro- Williams, Robert Morris, I. A
CotA reporter from the news- employed with North
audience,
as
the
Memphis
R. B. Sugarmon, of Memphis,
so effectively doing in other
Insurance Sodden, L. B. Matlock, Ted
paper called the hospital and lina Mutual Life
and Jack Greenberg of New ton Makers' Jubilee?", said areas of community life here
Beauchamp, Martin Gray, Ike
was told that the victim was company as district manager.
Venson,
Dr.
York City.
in Memphis.
When the company attempt- White, Will Freeman, Melvin
sitting up in bed eating her
—•
AT ITS WORSE
ed to move him to another Conley and Dr. E. A. Withersupper.
"We further contend that
The victim was visited on area, friends said Mr. Hancock spoon.
the Cotton Makers Jubilee is
New Park
last Monday by a reporter in resigned from the insurance Interment was in
the segregated counterpart of
post cemetery, with T. H. Hayes
an effort to get her to clear field and accepted the
the Cotton Carnival though no
Funeral home in charge of finup some of the reports about with the city school system
cateeach
in
prizes
connection exists on paper,
The second annual creative be three
the shooting in her home, but He became a familiar figure al arrangements.
writing contest for "promising gory as follows: first prize, encouraged to remain in oped
n
$200;
a
prize,
second
ration by certain segments of
young Negro Writers," was an- 8300;
the white community to help
nounced earlier this week by third prize, $50.
its co-sponsors the Reader's Di- Rules of the contest are: each keep the Cotton Carnival segsat Foundation and the United entry must be an original work, regated. If this is not true, then
never before published (ex- why not have the Jubilee on
Negro College Fund.
The 1962 Regional Basket- Ripley, Covington, Halls, Ma- Tourney which is played in
LeMoyne College cept in a college paper) and not July 4th, or Dec. 25? Why do
former
A
second
week
in
Nashville
the
Brownsville,
Somerville,
son,
ball Tournament is scheduled
Student, Al Snyder, won a submitted in another national they run concurrently if one is
Marc h. Last year's winners
to be played at Booker T. Whiteville and Bolivar.
prize in the contest last contest; essays must not exceed not the counterpart of t h e
éash
and
f
irst
Washington
were
Rethe
in
Representation
startschool
Washington high
3,000 words; short stories must other? This is self-imposed
year.
second.
Carver
deteris
Tournament
Feb.
gional
Wednesday,
ing at 7 p.m.
The Contest, is open to regu- not exceed 4,000 words, a n d segregation at its worse.
gain
went
on
to
teams
These
to
district
March
by
thru
mned
28 and continuing
larly enrolled undergraduate poetry, 60 lines in any form of RACE RELATIONS
play. The top teams so far are: third and second place in the
3.
students attending any of the verse. All entries must be type- "We further contend that
respectively.
state,
.
Whieb
and
Washington
toBooker
T.
brings
tournament
di This
the 'general atmosphere cre32 member-colleges of the Fund. written and double spaced.
gether the top teams from Lester in district I; Mt. Pisgah teams will win out this year
James R. Smothers, jr., director All entries must be submit- sted by the Cotton Makers
Pisgah
Mt.
question.
big
II,
is
the
district
in
Woodstock
and
are:
which
districts,
three
of educational services. UNCF, ted to the Chairman of the Eng- Jubilee is one that is not in
WashingDistrict I, composed of the and Halls, Ripley and Coving- — Halls — Lester or
will administer the competition. lis'i Department on the parti- accord with the basic princiaccording
strongest
ton
seem
•
district
III.
ton
in
League.
Prep
Memphis
Entries will be accepted in cipating college campus. Clos- ples of morality and good 0311.
District II, Shelby County First and second place win- to seasons records but tournathree categories: essays, short ing date for the entries is March
ments seldom go according to
tournaregional
in
the
ners
(SEE NAACP PAGE 2)
Schools.
stories, and poetry'. There will 1.
e form.
I?istrict III, Schools from ment w411 go to the S t
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StorkStops:

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS

aLty

AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL Effie.
LIMELIGHT
whelming score of 41-24. The
Jerson, 1682 Barton; girt ReFeb. 1.
The limelight this week falls high point honors went to
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones, gina.
Mr.
Miss
and
-on
Mrs. Carvell Cole- 1881 Hunter; a boy.
Doris Dennis, a 17- Rickie Roberson and Horace
Feb. IL
man, Rt. 3, Box 214, Arlington; AT JOHN GARTON
'Year-old senior, and the daugh- Hunter, both with 13 each.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Turner,
boy, Russell.
ter of Mrs. Margarett Dennis, CAMPUS TAIK
HOSPITAL:
2211 Jackson; girl, Terrie Jo.
of 3452 West Horn Lake rd.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
C. Dortch, Feb. 10.
John Turner, we hear
Mr. and Mrs. Willie M.
Around the campus, Doris are making a come-back you
1062 Azalia; girl, Carolyn
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Webster, Story. 1134 Peeples; boy, Barry
with
is secretary of the senior class, Fannie Britton,
Denise.
1029 Arnold; girl, Janice Spencer.
a member of the FBLA, FTA Jacqueline Wertham,
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Grice, Lenye.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Stpwe
ahd NHA. She is also secretary hear that you have a new
1130 Dunlap; girl, LeIllani
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. pherson, 473 Edith; girl,
CarpLynn.
of the 1962 yearbook staff.
Madden, 1421 Austin; boy, lyn Elaine.
heart-throb.
Religiously, she is a member Margaret Williams, who
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Jones,
Gerald
Wayne.
is
Mr and Mrs. Tommy L
est the St. Stephen Baptist it going to be? Troy
806 loka, girl, Angela Elaine. Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Robin- Walker,
Jackson
545 N. Seventh; boy,
church. After graduation she or James King
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Ivery,
son,
1583
Michigan;
girl,
S. B. Timmy.
(BTW).
plans to attend Dillard univer1387 Cameron; boy, Russell Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Flynn, Mr. and Mrs
Howard Peters and Alice
John A Telsity, and major in business ed- Hanna have declared
Lydel.
846 Porter; girl, Joyce Arnette. ford, 1512 Elliston, boy, Bobthemucation.
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Mom. Mr. and Mrs. George Ham- bie
selves the "Untouchables.''
Lynn.
NEGRO HISTORY WEEK
on, Jr., 2350 Silver: girl, Taro- pton, 15 W. Illinois; girl, De- Mr.
D. W., why were you
and Mrs Willie D. On.
- The themes: "Birth of the with Ernestine Johnson sitting
lyn Lynn.
:nitric Dianne.
at
the
ton,
816 St. Paul; a girl.
New Negro.""Up From Slavery game instead of F. W.?
Feb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent A. Green, Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Through Opened Doors." These TOP GIRLS
Mr. and Mrs. Prince Whit- 553 Crump; girl, Ethel Cas- Smith, 578 Brown
mall; girl,
seas performed in two separate
ing, 111 W. Burdock; girl, Marla sandra.
Linda Marble, Beverly MilJacqueline.
programs by the junior and ler, Fannie
Renee.
Britton, Jerri JohnMr.
Mrs.
Ernest
and
WilMr.
and
Mrs.
Grady L. Pensenior high school social stud- son, Charlene
Feb. 3.
McIntosh, Chrisliams, 976 McDowell; boy, dleton, 797 Hazelwood; twin
io groups of Mitchell High. tine Sanders,
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Wil- Reginald.
Gloria Willis,
boys,
Kelvin
and
Kevin.
The senior program was pre- Mildred
liams, 1103 Chicago; boy, Mr and Mrs. Joshua Scott, Mr.
Holcombe, Jackie
and Mrs. Cornelius
minted by the twelfth grade Roberson,
David
Allan.
Doris Dennis, Role- THE WINNER — Miss
1409 S. Main; girl, Kathryn Goodlow, 390 Calhoun; boy.
staged in the project on Misses Phyllis Tillman, left, Feb. 4.
history class in the form of a tha
Jones and Gwendolyn Dorothy Joan Rogers was
Ann.
Anthony Wayne.
Valentine night, and placing and Sherral Galloway. Wu
qpiz of the Negro through the Hardin.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hughes,
Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis White, Feb. 14.
crowned "Miss Sweetheart" crown on her head is Hosea Rogers and her
years. The junior program was
court
were
334
Dison;
W.
girl,
Pandora 222 Chelsea; boy, Maurice.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nelson,
of the Oates Manor Y-Teen C. Bridges, manager of the serenaded by the
Peesented by the seventh and TOP GEN171
Yellen- Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. 680 Wells; boy, Nicky Donnie.
ehth grade social studies Ricky Roberson, William club in a sweetheart Ban project. Her attendants are tinoes.
Feb.
5.
Thylor, 581 St Paul; boy
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Terry,
reams and illustrated how the Partee, Lucious Nelson, ThomMr. and Mrs. Elbert Kuykin- Steven Von.
1327 S. Main; boy, Tony RoIsIgro has risen from slavery as Rowland, James Herron,
doll,
1056
Seventh,
N.
Apt.
Charles
5;
Martin, Joseph JackMr. and Mrs. Edward L. zelle.
to his present status.
girl, Rhonda Joyce.
Stones, 824 Center Lane; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry,
Nusic for both programs was son, Carl White, Emmanuel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Casey
Armstrong,
Starks,
Michael
Perry
Wither, AdMitchell.
1518 N. Second; a girl.
gteen by the band and the
3513
Rochester;
girl,
Anita
rain
Hubbard,
Feb.
11.
James
Weary
chorus under the directions of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A.
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The 1962 Jubilect of the Mem.
phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee JACKSON. Miss. — (UP!)— ed from Jackson State, when
will be held at the Music hall James Meredith, an Air Force he is a senior, if the Mitt*
Ellis auditorium on Friday veteran, said Sunday he will tion were not granted.
of
NASHVILLE—When this dynamic decade prepared
The appeals eourt will conMarch 16, and "Miss Ju- not graduate from Jackson
night,
savings
complete
perform
The Community Fed- to
State college for Negroes this duct a hearing on the merits
contesfrom
bliect"
selected
deservices
A SIDEWALK PHILOSO- he is affiliated was being honloan
home
and
eral Savings and Loan Assospring, but will continue h i s of the case, pronably in April.
PHER explains the racial si- ored: Crawford replied "Loved
ciation opened here this week, signed to meet most exacting tants from the seven Memphis efforts to enroll at the all- It will then decide whether to
high
schools.
specifications."
tuation in America thusly: I not groceries more."
coopan experiment in civic
In order to be eligible for the white university of Missis reverse U.S. District J u d
"There's an icicle between Ne- THE PHOTOGRAPHER and
eration began with the asso- OTHER OFFICERS
Sidney Mire's cicision against
Other officers of the inte- title, the girl must be pre• •groes and whites and its go- the reporter didn't seem to
ciation operliting under an
Meredith said he would re- Meredith.
ing to have to melt before agree on sone issue over a
integrated board of directors. grated board are Alfred C. Gal- sentedly enrolled at Carver, enter Jackson State and carry
The dedicatory ceremonies loway, contractor, executive Douglass, Lester, Manassas, a "minimum load" during the
`there's real good race relations. bottle of scotch during the
'Whites don't hate Negroes and grand opening of the new esheld Sunday, Feb. 18, in Kean vice-president; Jasper D. Mar- Melrose, Hamilton or Booker- spring quarter. "I will not
Hall on Tennessee A and I tin, funeral director, vice-pres- T. Washington high schools . graduate in May," he said. "If
Negroes don't hate whites . . . tablished Eagle club.
State university campus, when ident - secretary; Austin G. The young woman selling the I am
tut it is that icicle that make CHARLES HENRY FIELDS,
admitted to the universiTennessee's Gov. Buford Elling- Swett, Bi-Rite food market highest amount of tickets above ty in June, I will go."
them cool toward each other." JR. indicated to the manager
chain operator, vice-president- a stipulated amount will be givton participated.
If nothing else, the com- of the Big-M that the M did
Last week the U.S. fifth cirFRANK L STANLEY
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
The ribbon-cutting followed treasurer; Hobart T. Martin, en a cash scholarship to the cuit
not stand for Melvin as Melvin
parison has merit.
court of appeals in New President Ahmadou Ahidjo of
immediately at the newly com- funeral director, vice-president; college of her choice and an
MEVIL WOOTEN WANTS Bond told him. Bond was so
to
Orleans
refused
grant
an
West,
Dr.
president all-cotton wardrobe.
Harold D.
the Federal Republic of CamFederal
Community
pleted
to know "did Christians baffled by Fields' designation
emergency injunction against eroon has accepted President
building, 2430 Jefferson at., of Meharry Medical college,
Brothers college basketball until he had to chuckle.
the
university
allowing
MereW.
Dr.
vice-president,
DaS.
held
Kennedy's invitation to visit
where open house was
players pay for tickets when LOCAL ATTORNEY is redith's immediate enrollment. Washington beginning March
vis, president of Tennessee A
for public inspection.
they attended the Tennessee ported to have landed a big
I
university,
and
vicesaid
State
had
Meredith's
attorney
13. He plans to spend five daY1
ahead
"Nashville is moving
State A & I University-Alcorn job in Washington, D. C. It
he would find himself graduat- in this country.
with the sixties," says Charles president; J. Victor Barr, jr.,
Basketball Games at Melrose is said that his annual salary
A. Rawls, Brownsville, insur- attorney-at-law, general counwill be counted by five digits.
-last Wednesday night?"
ance executive, who has been sel; and Howard F. Butler, Porter Junior High school's
LO! AND BEHOLD. She
SOMETHINGS AND SOME
named president of the asso- attorney-at-law, general coun- PTA and Homeroom Mothers,
pEOPLE WE'LL never under- appeared at church last Sunsel.
NOW WITH
are all set to present a dance
stand. Take the case of the day after the news had swept A Louisville, Ky., newspap- ciation.
"Com- Inman Oley of the Otey chain group for a benefit program at
woman who had the title Mrs. around town that she had died. er editor, Frank L. Stanley, has "And," he continued
moving into food stores is managing the the school at 8 p.m., Friday,
.scratched from in front of her She said many .had called her been engageed to deliver the munity Federal is
new banking house.
Feb. 23, announced Mrs. C. D.
name at the John Gerber Com- home after the report was fe..tured address when t h e
Others participating in the
PTA president.
pany, after it was discovered made. She said some callers Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity on
opening ceremonies were Sen. The program will depict the
that she is a Negro. The wom- were crying and pretending to Lane college campus in JackEstes Kefauver, Congressman beliefs and practices centered
an refused to let the fact be be grief strickened. However, : , Tenn., celebrates Founder's
J. Carlton Loser, Nashville's
the religious life of napublished. In such cases this she had not spoken to them Day, Sunday, Feb. 25. The proMayor Ben West, Judge Bev- tives in the Carribbean Island.
ip aiding and abetting an evil nor them to her in years. In gram is scheduled to start at
erly Briley of the Davidson Hopi, Yucca and Indians. The
reply to the statement "I 4 p.m.
system.
County Cdtirt, President M. G. dance is called "Haitian Riteyou were dead,' hse Stanley, editor of the LouisGEORGE LEE, who is he
Ferguson of Citizens Savings las", sacrificial ceremonies.
known for his great oratory, said "No. Not yet." The Lord ville Defender, will come to
Jackson. The debate teams of LeMoyne Bank and Trust co., Mrs. The program is open to the
came up with a new explana- let me stay around here to Memphis en route to
Mem- college and Arkansas A.M.&N. George N. Redd, and Rev. W. public. Adult admission is 50
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on Sewanee.
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of the state legislature in FebGuest speaker for the lunch- CIANS say that Dr. Ross Prit- of the three-year-old school
ruary, 1961. It provided for a
0n will be Elder Blair T. chard, who has indicated that located at 322 King rd.. and
referendum to enable Parish
Hunt, a member of the Shelby he is interesting in running Mrs. Hattie Lee, PTA presi(county) voters to indicate
County Board of Education, pro- for a seat in the U.S. Senate
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of
result
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stration and all civic clubs to
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attend the luncheon program.
placed on the Dean's List and Court:
Members of the Council's
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Owen college, according to
Supreme Court to cancel hearannounced that scholarships
need for urban redevelopment Dean-Registrar T. I. Willard.
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By
Prices good through Wednesday. February 28. Right Reserved to Limit.
ings in a dispute over the use
will be given this year to stutestifies to the dynamic nature The Dean's List is prepared
dents graduating from Shelby
"Now the Lord is that of the problem of American city at the end of each semester for political purposes of dues
S Govt Inspected Grade A With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
County high schools.
and consists of students who obtained under a railroad
spirit: and where the spirit change.
Cutup
The
,Mrs. M. A. Wrushen is presi- of the Lord is, there is liberThe ever need for redevelop- have carried not fewer than 15 union shop agreement.
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dent of the Council; Mrs. J. ty." 11 Corinthians 3 chapter, ment should erase from our semester hours and whose case involved an eight-year-old
Whole
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six worers obpack
M. Peters, chairman of pub- 17 verse.
minds any lingering hope that scholarship in terms of grade suit in which
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licity and Mrs. Cleora Gibbs,
"God is a spirit and they what we do today will serve point average is not less than jected to use of their dues payreporter.
that worship him must wor- for all time to come as the fi- 2.30, with no grade less than "C" ments by the Brotherhood of
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ship him in spirit and in nal answer to the problems The Honor Roll is comprised of Railway Clerks. At the new
t:uth." Si. John 4 chapter. 24 which we face. If we can do a tudents whose grade point Georgia hearings„ 14 railway
verse.
reasonable job in meeting the average for 15 or more semest- unions would be required to
Urban redevelopment. We issues of our day, we can er hours is 2.00 with no grade produce financial records.
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—Denied a hearing to four
sometimes think of city plan- leave to those who follow us less than "C."
ning as something new. All cit- the task of changing our results Three Freshmen tied for tor Negro clergymen seeking to
honors. They were Geraldine nullify libel actions against
ies have been planned whether to suit their needs.
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ernathy and S. S. Seay
pation of future needs that
What reason is there to expect ages.
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be needed after we have done Johnnie Dockery,. R. B Hooks, worth of Birmingham and J.
FREEZER QUEEN
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President of Universal Life quacies of such planning be- our best to fashion what we jr.; Barbara Brooks; Emma E. Lowery of Nashville, Tenn.
Insurance company, A. Maceo come apparent when the rate consider to be modern cities? Watkins, Irma Sholders, Veola They were sued by the govWalker, last week, attended the of growth exceeds expectation. What we inherited was once Graham, Effie Eubanks, Isaiah ernor of Alabama and MontInstitutional Investors Confer- The pattern of city streets, modern. It has become the yes- Madison, Joe Purdy and Eunice
gomery city officials for stateU.S. Govt. Inspected Grade A With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase
ence held at the New York th • distribution of real estate terday of today. Today must Straughter.
Stock Exchange. He was invit- uses, the character of building, inevitably become the yester- Harry Douglas and Bernice ments made in an ad carried
ed by the president of the etc., all need replanning. Urban day of tomorrow.
Pasley head the Honor Roll by the New York Times on
• ••
Stock Exchange, J. Keith Funs- redevelopment now contemLarge
with 2.27 grade point averages. March 29, 1960. It concerned
Medium
ton, Walker attended a similar plates the replanning of con- ABRAHAM LINCOLN
'They are followed by Brodie
Doz.
Doz.
Negro student demonstrations
institute last year.
siderable areas, with abandon- Let him not, who is homeless, Claton, Charlie Folsom, Ger- in Montgomery.
MORTON Apple, Cherry, Peach
Discussed was the oragniza- ment of street patterns and pull down the house of another aldine Mason, Dorothy Vaughn,
KROGER
—Let stand a ruling that
Daisy Hedges, Eddie Newby and
lion and functions of the ex- their replacement with more man, but
22-0,SIN
would allow the use of wirechange, which included trading modern means of transporta- Let him work diligently and Henrietta Person.
jPk gs. or
Bo•
techniques, auctioning a n d tion and communication; great- build one for himself. Property
firm members.
er attention to a proper balance is the fruit of labor, Property
FR ES-SHORE
ARMIX
Walker was accompanied on of real estate uses; considera- is desirable. It is a positive good
should
some
That
world.
the
in
the trip by his wife.
tion for public uses; etc. The
Con
be rich shows that others may
become rich, and hence is just
BUSH Cut-Green
KROGER
encouragement to industry and
e 5i O,100
enterprise. Let not him who,
U Cans
is houseless pull down the house
of another, but let him labor
Imprinted witn your name, address, city & state
24-0z. can With Coupon and $5.00
diligently and build one for
WITH
himself, thus by example showadditional purchase.
ing that his own shall be safe
BEANS
from violence when built.
Number 7800
KROGER
AVONDALE
White. 100 situ,rie sheets (50 imprinted, 50 plain)
$150
50 envelopes
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African President
To Visit I'S' ashington

Kentucky Editor
To Address Frat
At Lane College

Porter Presents
Dance Group

BILL SPEROS

LeMoyne Ties
In Debate With
Arkansas AMA

as
,

Integration Wins 1.Loses
OneAsTopeourt Rules

Shelby County
PTA Council To
Give Luncheon

St
CHARLIE ASHBURN

Walker School To
Mark Founders Day

BILL SPEROS
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REM. ESTATE DIGEST

13 Students On
Owen Dean List
First Semester
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Number 555
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Number 7810
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190
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Shortening

594 Chunk Tuna

".7 4,,„°.' sr° Beans

Studio At
319 BEALE STREET
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•Family Groups
• Church Groups
• Home Photos
• News Photos
• Weddings
• Receptions
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For hot foods of every kind or s spread for bread,
there is NO substitute for the flavor of real butter.
Get. Forest Hill Sweet Cream ,Butter at your favorite foodstore, or call BR 4-2034.

Pineapple Juice

KROGER
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FOREST !BALD,
5040 MADISON

BR 44034

YORF MEMPHIS ARO SHELBY MINTY FAIAilirs USE
FOREST 1011 SUTTER MANI AM OMR 'RAND.
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With this Coupon end 55.00 ed
ditionel purchase ot Sta g er,
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290

Tomatoes

Catsup
You just haven't tasted hot rolls at their verv hest
until you've tried them with Forest Hill Sweet
Cream Butter. made right here in Memphis front
the same sweet cream you use on your table.

L,.49

L, 494

CHILI

Nunther 551
Pink or blue. 50 printed sheets, 50 plain
50 printed envelope

kindlsikorder by number.
hend.eheck or money order
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EGGS
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Garnett-Nabrit
Lectures To Be
Held In March

Negro To Be Declared Saint

•
•
Sacred Son

The fifth annual GarnettNabrit Lectures are scheduled
to be held in the American
Baptist Theological Seminary
RACE RELATIONS
the world problems. Current in Nashville, March 6 through
"And I, if I be lifted up world conditions are no dif- March 9. The program
is dewill draw all men unto met" ferent from those during the signed to help ministers and
Jahn 12:32
days of Jesus. Not only is it church workers.
Throughout the nation last true that men attach them- To be featured at the lecSunday was supposed to have selves higher and nobler than tures are Dr. D. C. Washingbeen designated "Race-Rela- themselves in the days of ton, executive director of the
tions Day." Somewhere in some Jesus but the same must be National Baptist Sunday
remote little churches the idea done today. It is mandatory School Publishing Board of
was promoted. The othe • today that we appreciate that Nashville; Dr. T. E. Huptely, a
churches took a strange "hands which is worthwhile.
St. Louis, Mo. pastor; Dr. MelWhen Jesus said, "And 1, if vin H. Watson, associate prooff' position. In many instances
I
be
lifted
up
I
will
draw
the messages were directed a
all fessor of theology at Moreeverything but race relations. men unto me," the same thing house college in Atlanta, Ga.;
is
true
today.
Only
to
the
exand Dr. Edwin D. Jonston, $1,000 FOR LEMOYNE —
But why should one worry
Benjamin Lewis, club trees
president of the club; Mrs.
or become disturbed when so tent that in our saner moments professor of religion at Mercer The LeMoyne Alumni club
urer, is writing the check
Ann L. Weathers, club pros.
we
direct
all
attention
of
our
university
in Macon, Ga.
of Memphis presented a
many of the sheep go home
as the college president, Dr. ident; Misses Frances ThomFor additional information, check for $1,000 to the colhungry Sunday after Sunday' and efforts to the best this life
Hollis F. Price, looks on. as and Thelma Townsend,
They come looking for a Chris has to offer will our world and interested persons should con- lege on annual Alumni Day Standing, left to right are
co-chairmen of the day, and
tian message and get every- we as individuals be in a posi- tact American Baptist Theo- which was observed in form
Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, proMiss Lisa Young and Mrs.
thing else, so why marvel at tion to make contributions to logical Seminary, 1800 White's of an alumni-faculty soiree. gram chairman for the soiSusie Hightower, committee
the fact that 'Race-Relations the lives of all those with Creek Pike, Nashville 7, Tenn.
ree; Elmer Henderson. vine
members.
whom we come in contact.
is left out of the program?
Today one of the great tragIn far too many instances
edies of our world is brought
we have people in the pulpitS
who dare not do what they out in the fact that there are
too many unattached men.
know is right. They lack the
Mrs. Arnetta C. Wallace, in Lockard; cafeteria, Mrs. Nina
moral stamina to do "Thus Each one of us today should
have something for 'which we
ternationally known educa- Jackson; program, Mrs. Elizasaith the Lord." The message
are willing to die. This and
tional and religious leader of beth Watson; entertainment,
CHOIR ROBES
of God burning upon their
only this is our salvation. We
Chicago, Ill., will be the guest Mrs. Lille Hall; activities, Mrs.
High Fashion Styling
hearts ist often quenched by
must
align
that
ourselves
to
speaker
at
a
3:30
p.m. pro- Isabel Flagg; decorations; Mrs.
the application of cold water.
Superbly Tailored
which will make us better
gram at the Metropolitan Bap- Jean Harris; telephone, Mrs. At An Economy Price!!
SOME LIKE HATE
people and in proportion that The home of Rev. and Mrs. tist church Sunday. Feb. 25, Josie Combs, Mrs. Gladys
Maybe wholesome race re- we are better we will be in a E. Paul Beavers, 390 Decatur culminating a month of activ• SHAPIRO - SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
lations are not what many of better position to make others st.. was the site of the recent ities led by the women of the Webb and Mrs. Thelma Wha314
South Mein St.
lum
JA 6-3641
are
in
charge
of music,
us really want. Many of us better.
meeting of the newly organized church.
Cell for Mrs. Lillie Pearce
thrive on confusion, hatred, We live In a day of "impera- Interderionnainational MinisA native of Knoxville, Mrs. and Mrs. 'Evelyn Hillman is
(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
selfishness and the like. The tives" — we must do certain ter's Wives of Shelby County. Wallace received her college publicity chairman.
Church for Information)
more we have the happier we things if we are going to attain
The president, Mrs. Bertie degree there before attending
are. Our popularity and sur- and maintain status in certain DeLyles, gave a lecture on par- Tennessee State A & I college.
vival is directly dependent areas. There are no substi- liamentary procedures, before She is the wife of Rev. Robert
upon our ability to appeal to tutes for these "imperatives." Mrs. Bertha Evans led out in C. Wallace. executive dean of
the rabble element of society Having a spiritual perspective the devotional service with Chicago Baptist institute. She
to which we administer. While is one of these "imperatives." Alfreda Gibbs Bunton providover there is somebody who The only way that any one of in, music.
is making a feeble effort to us can lay claim to being a
Mrs. Lottie Storey, vice
carry out God's will.
Christian is realized through president at large, presided
over the meeting. Two new
Maybe there are those of us ''Lifting up Jesus."
The man, woman, boy or members joined the council.
who do not accept good race
relations as a part of God's girl who does not lift up Christ They were Mrs. Hattie E. Jackwill. Maybe there are those of can not lay claim to being a son and Mrs. Hattie Stewart.
Others present for the sesus who would rather keep all real Christian. In the vast
of the things that are going march toward somewhere or sion were Mrs. Sadie Mickle,
on now as is. We fight hard something today each of US Mrs. Eula Mae Cunningham
to maintain the status quo. We must take on new allegiance and Mrs. Cora Gleese.
The next meeting will be
are against changes in any to those things or that thing
area if they are promoted by will eventually bring salva- held at the home of Rev. and
Jesus himself. We fool our- tion to all of us. This and this Mrs. H. C. Bunton, 370 Boyd
selves into believing that alone is the solution to all of St.. on Friday night, March 9.
starting at 7.
everything is all right with the our problems.
world as it now stands.
But a closer look at things
will make each of us far more
conscious of the dire need of
race relations and all the other
things that stand as impediments to a full realization of
the world as designed by God.
Today we must fortify ourwill not be wrapped up in
selves for the better things of GREATER WHITE STONE
MRS. A. C. WALLACE
life — the only way that this Greater White Stone Bap- antagonism and retaliation but
can be realized is through a tist Church's Celestial Choir in the ability to adjust himcomplete adherence to the full will present a family Spiri- Self to the newly won free- has taught music in Kentucky.
tual Hour, Sunday evening, doms and show the world what Tennessee and Virginia before
will of God.
Feb. 25, at 7:45 p.m.
freedom can really mean. The retiring in 1957. She is a memLIFT JESUS
The event is one of the an- speech was very well accepted ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Years ago while looking at 3
A reception honoring Mrs.
nual features presented by the by the hearers and they are
decadent society Jesus said,
Youth Choral Group of Great- looking forward to putting into Wallace will be given Satur"And I, if I be lifted up will
er White Stone each year. The action the things heard. Mrs. day night at the home of Dr.
draw all men unto me!" Not
Celestial Choir invites the pub- Alma Jean Edwards served as and Mrs. I. A. Watson, at., 828
only was that practical and
lic to spend an inspiring eve- mistress of ceremony. Elder E. McLemore ave.
the solution to the problems
The pastor, Rev. S. A. Owen
ning with the group.
C. Thomas Paige is minister
of Jesus' day but it is the same
will bring a special message
John P. Buntyn, Sr., is the of the church.
today. Once again we need to
to the women at the 11 a.m.
director; Mrs. Joan Golden
lift up Jesus and all that He
service.
(Golden Girl of WLOK) is the
stands for and thereby solve
Immediately after the mornpianist; Thomas Moore, organing service. dinner will be
ist; and Rev. A. R. Williams
served in the cafeteria of the
is the church pastor.
church.
MACEDONIA BAPTIST
Serving as chairman of comMacedonia
Baptist
The
mittees for the month are:
Church, 2093 Perry Rd., obMrs. Velma McLemore, genserved the Church's Annivereral chairman; speaker's cornsary on Sunday, Feb. 18, at
mitte, Mrs. Thelma Davidson:
12:00. The Rev. L. D. McGhee,
evangelistic, Mrs. Willie Roby;
pastor, delivered the message: WILLIAMSTOWN,
Mass. — f inane e, Mrs. Wilhelmien
and the program's theme was
(UPI) — Williams College, one
"Present, Past and Future."
of Massachusetts' oldest eduMrs. Elno r a Smith was the cational institutions, will
begin
LEXINGTON, Miss. — Fu- chairman of the event .
a student exchange program
neral services for Mrs. Irene RIVER VIEW CHRISTIAN
with a Negro university next
R. Jackson, aunt of Dr. J. H. Under most favorable wea- month.
Jackson, president of the Na- ther conditions the members Officials announced that six DAVENPORT, Ia. — In a
tional Baptist Convention USA, and friends of the Riverview students from Williams and six ceremony here recently. seven
Inc.. and a prominent resident Christian
Church
observed Loin Howard University of Negroes were among 24 men
of Lexington for many years, Race-Relations Day. The pre- Washington, D.C. will take accepted as meml)ers of Loras
were held here last week at se:.ce of some outstanding part in the first exchange dur- Council 532, Knights of Columthe Asia Baptist church with personalities of the communi- ing forthcoming vacation peri- bus.
These are the first Negroes
Rev. G. If Hines. jr., officiat- ty did much to enhance the ods.
to become members of the 61ing.
evening. Music. very befitting
Williams said "it is hoped year-old council which
numThe widow of the late J. J. the occasion wts rendered by that the exchange will stimubers nearly 1.000.
Jackson, who held large farm- the choir of the church along late more thought and person"We
have
no
barriers
as far
ing interests in the area, she with solos by Mr. Robert al involvement on the part of
as race," said Grand Knight
died at her home at the age Jones a teacher of Shelby students in civil rights activiJames
S.
Rasmussen;
"In
fact,
c. nty and Mrs. C. Thom a s ty."
of 91.
you'll notice that the Knights
Paige.
Mrs. Jackson was the mother
The exchange students will do not mention race on apof Prof. P. J. Jackson. retired The featured speaker of the live and dine with regular stu- plication forms."
chemist of Lexington; Rev. R. afternoon was Clark Porteous dents and exchange views in
Worth 1 2 Cent each to your
M. Jackson of the Weather of the Memphis Press Scima- informal panel discussions.
church, civic group or
Bureau at Asheville, N. C. tar. During his address he told
and Mrs. Hattie J. Brown, a the audience that at this stage
charitable organization.
member of the faculty of the in Mstory Negroes are in a
Mall or bring to Air Press
Lexington Attendance center. peculiar position to make a conAll Colas end Cele?
Agency
Coonbtneliom
Other survivors are her tribution to democracy heretograndchildren, Rev. and Mrs. fore unmack...
fa. Usher* sod
Union Avenue
2071
Oreonixotiews
T. F. Hammond and Miss Cath- The Negro's real contribution The annual meeting of 'the
Memphis,
Tennessee.
erine C. Boyles of Memphis:
(1011111 FNsatTIftIfft.
Goodwill Homes board of direc?pipits, Pee,Gam Tales
and a niece, Mrs. Goldie Adams
tors was held yesterday (Tuesof Jackson, Miss.
lover./ Prim Aveneele
day) in a meeting room of the
WRITE ROI 1511(SEAM
Among
the
out-of-town
Memphis Bank & Trust Compersons present for the funerAl
pany on Union ave. Officers SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
were Mrs. M. A. Smith, Miss
were elected and committees 701 /4 at., N.1. 77 111.1mima It., S.W.
waist.,
O.C. atisete 3, essrafs
Mettiod,,i Church's were appointed.
M. E. Smith and Mrs. Pauline
Martin of Cleveland, Miss.: Sunday School, 3196 Ford rd.,
s
Miss 0. M. Dailey, Greenwood, held a coronation at which
Miss.; and Mrs. Ethel Taylor Glenda Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Smith, was
of Memphis.
crowned queen; and Eric
Plunkett. son of Mr and Mrs
Elijah Plunkett, was crowned
mill
king, by the pastor, Rev. C. E.
Young.
The White House Tea
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
planned by Clayborn Temple Attendants were Elaine
Campbell, Malcom
Walker,
AME church for Feb. 25. will Je!•sicia Williams and Lee WalIssemses
mewling
be postponed until Sunday lace; jr.
!!!!!!IM!!!
March 4, from 4 to 6 pm. an- Appearing on the program
nounces the chairmen. Mrs. were Mrs. E. C. Young and
Dewey Carrouthers. Sponsoring
Luverna Carridine and Miss the affair were
Miss Mary
G. J. Nash,
Nance and Eddie F. Carter.

VATICAN CITY — The son Cardinals of the
f a Negro ex-slave anda gregation of Rites met Ali
Spanish knight probably will February 13 to examine
be declared a saint this year. cures through Blessed Martin.
This would place on t h e intercession. Both cures bay
Catholic roll of saints Blessed been 'approved by the congre
Martin de Forces who lived in gation's medical commissions a
Peru nearly 400 years ago.
beyond the powers of nature
Canonization
is
esx4te(May 6.
•
Blessed Martin was lporr
*lac
in
who
1589
Negress
to
a
The Clayborn Temple AME
church is expected to be ad- been a slave in Panama. CH
dressed by Dr. C. D. Coleman, father was a knight from 'Ala general officer of the CME cantara, Spain. The youth Iva'
church, Sunday, Feb. 25, at 11 apprenticed as a barber ind
am., announces the pastor of studied surgery as part of.the
Clayborn, Rev, A. D. Brown. barber skill. At 15 he entere
the Dominican friary of .the
Dr. Coleman is the secretary Rosary in
Lima and became S
of education of his denomina- professed
lay brother.
tion.
Though beautified by Five
Gregory XVI in 1837, his cause
About 25 million new fami- for canonization was dornaant
lies will be formed during the until 1928.
next 15'years, creating about The first of the cures
$375 million in new retail that of Dorothy Caballero of
Paraguay in 1948 and the other,
sales, according to Realty Hor11 years later, took place • in
izons.
Tenerife, Canary Islands.

Coleman To Speak

Wives' Council Chicago Woman Comes To Speak At Metropolitan
Holds Meeting
At The Beavers

itiaptist Tiptrrii
353 LUCY AVENUE
Sunda." School - 9:30 A.m.
13.T.1;.
- 6 P.M.

morning Worship • II A.M.
Night Worship - 8 P.M.

REV. JOHN S. 110%, RD, Pastor- MRS. C. M.
WINSTON,Secy.
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Here
And
There

With the theme — "UNITY for a series of engagements.
She will be guest speaker
THROUGH CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP" — the women of for the Honors Day Assembly
Chicago Baptist Institute — of Hamilton High school, on
trustees, faculty, alumni, stu- Monday, Feb. 19, will meet
dents, members of the farflung with the board of trustees of
Baptist constituency and Owens college, in which capacBy ELNORA CLAYTOR
friends — will join forces in ity she has served since its
the 19th Annual Founders Day founding, on Feb. 20 and will
grand "Brotherhood
for
A
speaker
guest
as
serves
celedaylong
Observance in a
Luncheon" will be held in
Women's Day at the Metropolbration, Friday. Feb. 23.
Greater Bethesda Baptist
church on Sunday,
The occasion is sponsored by itan Baptist
church, 5301 S. Michigan ave.,
Feb. 25.
the Women's Educational Union
Saturday, Feb. 24, at I p. m.
of which Mrs. Selena Sneed is BANQUET SET
•••
Tickets are now available
president. Spearheading the
of our church
members
BanBenefit
Many
Annual.
for
the
B.
B.
Mrs.
be:
will
observance
are anxious to attend services
Allen, general chairman, Mrs. quet of Chicago Baptist InstiDoretha Hudson, vice chair- tute which will be staged in REV. C. C. WHEELER, a on the first Sunday of the
man, Mrs. W. N. Daniel, mis- the V. I. P. Room of McCor- member of Prairie Avenue month which will highlight
mick Place on Friday e v e- 3aptist church was recently "Holy Communion" worship.
tress of ceremonies.
April 6, when members ns'.alled as co-minister and The Communion service always
ning,
event
the
for
speaker
Guest
trustees Will director of religious educa- follows regular sermons deis Mrs. Frank K. Sims of Eb- of the board of
pastor,
tion of Morning Star Baptist livered by our dynamic
enezer Baptist church, a grad- be signally honored.
This will include new mem- church, Kansas City, Mo. Dr. Rev. A. Lincoln James.
uate of South Carolina State
•• •
college
received
college and A. sad I. State bers presented at the annual Wheeler
membership ofentire
The
Institute's
the
of
meeting
Baptist
Western
at
training
university of Nashville, Tenn.
fered condolence to the beand Roosevelt University.
constituency on March 7.
MRS. A. G. WALLACE
reaved family of our faithful
TO SPEAK
assistant pastor, the Rev. Dr.
E. M. Bell, who died recently.
Taking time out of a busy
He was buried Feb. 3.
local schedule, Mrs. Arnetta
Rev. Bell was held in high
G. Wallaee, wife of the execuesteem by our congregation
tive dean, will journey to
and was a loyal servant of God
Memphis, Tenn., this weekend
and the church. He was greatly
• The congregation of Carey worship service, and at 4 p. m. assisted Ill his religious enAME Temple observed Relo- the Rev. Mr. Gomez formally deavors by his faithful wife.
cation Day with a series of dedicated the new edifice and We, the members and friends
services culminating into mov- delivered the dedicatory ser- of Greater Bethesda, offer our
ing into the new edifice of the mon.
prayers for "Eternal Peace,
church at 7157 S. Greenwood
The Rev. W. W. Harris, or- Love and Tranquility," for OUP
on Sunday, Jan. 21.
ganizer and first pastor of dear departed assistant Mira.*
The Rev. A. Leon Bailey, Carey AME church, together ter.
Calvary Missionary Baptist
•••
DEDICATION SERVICES for in this photograph. They are Titus, trustee: the Rev. Rob- ley. pastor of the church:
Roosevelt pastor of the church, led the with the Reverends D. W.
the new edifice of Carey AME (left to right) Robert Miller, ert Thcgrias jr., the Rev. D. R. Roland Ingram. steward, and church, 4130-34 W.
sermon entitled
Hyrecent
A
Stewart,
E.
H.
from
move
Shannon,
its
in
congregation
their
rd., will hold
annual
Temple were conducted re- trustee: L. C. Williams. the Baderibaugh, the Rt. Rev. the Rev. U. S. Robinson. •
"Home Coming Service" Sun- 5347 S. Michigan to its new man S. Mills, Bishop F. D. Jor- "Prayer", delivered by the Rev.
cently. Principal figures in Rev. Russell S. Brown, Lee Joseph Gomez. presiding bish- former pastor of the church.
dan, Reverends U. S. Robin- Dr. James, was one to be reday, March 4, at 9 a.m. Rev. church home.
abe day-long rites ere shown Mayes, trustee: Mrs. Ruth D. op; the Rev. A. Loon BatThe Rt. Rev. Joseph Gomez, son, A. L. Williams, and J. D. membered. "Be not like the
J. L. Walton is the pastor
presiding bishop of the fourth Coston, all former pastors of hypocrits who love to pray in
Rev. J. H. Lightfoot, a memEpiscopal district; the Rev. A. the church, were among the the street. Prayer is a suppliber of the board of direetors
Wayrnan Ward, presiding elder persons who shared in the cele- cation, a petition and a comof the National Baptist Conmunication between man and
of the north district of the bration.
pasvention, USA, Inc., and
Chicago annual conference, In addition to the religious God."
From 1956 to 1960, Cloyd
The Rev. Mr. Cloyd, who be.NEW YORK — T h e Rev. eine' ind technical skills.
of
of
tor
Baptist
chwch
Shiloh
offi- The Lord's Prayer should be
Thomas H. Cloyd, a native of In his new position, the Rev. gan his duties recently in one was director of the Methodist Waukegan will deliver the ad- and the Rev. Mr. Bailey offi- services, the pastor and
Elizaciated in ribbon-cutting cere- cers and members of the church repeated by all christians daily
Ilenelson, Tenn., has been ap- Mr. Cloyd is in charge of re- of the institute's offices in the educational program in
dress.
es
will administer a daily pro- upon arising because God is
monies at 11 a. m.
ptpnted to handle the recruit- cruitment, language training Interchurch center in New York, bethville. Ile also served
A delicious free dinner will
and
The ministers then led the gram Of services to the corn- Love and Peace that is needed
ment of American personnel for and orientation of American said the institute is seeking a director of youth work
to guide us everyday,
for the be served to all participants. congregation in a thankful rnunity.
the Congo Polytechnic Institute. personnel going to the Congo to technicians, doctors, agricultur- director of social work
:The young Methodist minis- serve in one of the institute's ists,home economists, engineers Southern Congo Methodist Conference.
a .d other specialists.
ter, who was a missionary for dispersed centers.
At sensesecte
foilr years in Elizabethville,
csipital of Katanga (Congo), will
hod a new interdenominational
program for rapid training of
Ciangolese in agriculture, home
economics, business, civil administration, engineering, mediThe Washington Park Y
Boosters recently regaled one
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Jurisdiction, is more than 10,- of its members at a bon voyage
Central (Negro) Jurisdiction of 000,000.
party at the Surf and Surrey
The Methodist Church will try
This will be the second such restaurant on Chicago's lake
to increase its church mem- crusade for the Central Juris- front.
bership by ten per cent dur- diction. One in 1959 increased
The honoree, Miss Natalie
ing a Bishops' Evangelistic the membership of its churches Bailey, is taking a sabbatical
Crusade in the jurisdiction by 10,667, according to Dr. leave and will travel In Europe.
March 11-18.
Lester, who was executive di- There to share the gala and
Membership of the Central rector of the 1959 crusade and delightful fete with her was rWooss..sw•
CME
The women of Jubilee
direct tITe coming one. the honoree's mother, Mrs. riwis•hapaa
Jurisdiction, which covers most
Temple, 114 E. 59th at., will pre- of the U.S., is now 367,340, Among the things to be em- Bailey.
sosollo se IroCr
in
Paris
of
Glimpse
Also enjoying the bon voyage Wool who •
sent "A
according to the Rev. Dr. W. phasized during the simultawswaa.a.
Fashions," Sunday, Feb. 25, at D. Lester. Nashville, staff neous endeavor by the Central or Natalie who sailed for
4. p.m.
member of the Methodist Jurisdiction churches will be Europe on the luxurious SS
Rev. Walter A. Miller is the General Board of Evangelism. Visitation evangelism, preach- France liner were Mires and
Mesdames Jan Roberts, presipastor. Elaborate plans have
In addition, several thousand ing, and prayer.
been made to assure the suc- Negro Methodists are memIn addition to the goal of dent of the Young Professionof
Women's Auxiliary
al
cegs of the affair.
bers of churches in other juris- a ten per cent net increase in
hospital; Mildred 4,am
church membership on pro- Provident
M• embers of the entertain- dictions of the denomination.
'a
Juanita Meine, Jua- C. O •
ntlint committee are: Mrs. D. The Methodist Church in the fession of faith, it is hoped Williams,
and
Taylor
Ward,
nita
Dorothy
at
Fftwers, E. Hampton, L. Cog- U.S. is divided into six juris- that at least 25 new congregaof Evanston; Glors, M. Evans and Mrs. W. A. dictions — the racial Central tions and 50 , new church Pearl Lewis
ia
Williams:
the
ler.
Jurisdiction and five geogra- schools will result from
Misses and Mesdames Leola
'-Participants in the fashion phical jurisdictions. Total U.S. crusade.
Sturgis, Dolores Strickland,
shbw are: Dave Woods, James membership of the demonina- Though statistical ;tools have Eulah Robinson, Gloria Gleation, including the Central been set, Dr. Lester said, "The son, Connie Williams, Doris
M'Organ and others.
real goal is to make every
church a praying church, a Nicholson, Allene Donato, Myrtstewardship church, an ad- le Shands, Jill Powell and Isobel Neal.
vancing church."
Bishops serving areas in the
Central Jurisdiction are Mar- F. Golden, Nashville; Noah W.
quis L. Harris, Atlanta; Edgar Moore, Jr., New Orleans; and
a Contains ONE ACTIVE INGREDIENT Doctors Often Prescribe
Baltimore; Charles Matthew W. Clair, Jr., St.
times by so many loyal users A. Love,
atm years thousands of sufferers
Louis.
ye blessed the welcome relief
e.
1
Heir, Yourself to greater comfor
hart
bottle
first
salicylate action of C-2223 has -fast. Price Of
The district superintendents
ought time and time again. if not satisfied! Get C-2223 toda3
of the jurisdiction will serve THE 19TH ANNUAL found- Jute, 51st and South Parkway, students of the institute. The is, Mary Graham, Mollie Henevery time you use it you'l
Vs why it's such a "popular
C-2223
tor
Ask
did!
you
glad
be
*In reliever." trusted so many
affair will be sponsored by derson. and Salli• Robinson.
as the crusade promotional er's day will be celebrated Feb. 23. during a day-long
Women's
Educational Standing: Mesdames Nancy
at the Chicago Baptist Insti- observance by the women, the
committee.
We pick up any 0/ay or
Union, headed by Mrs. Se- Slater. Arnetta Wallace, A.
trustees, faculty. alumni, and
112ESCRIPTION TYPE RELIEF
unwonted onsmoiS
lena Sneed, president. Seated K. Johnson, Edna Hicks, B.
Animal Welfare League
left to right: Mesdames Ruth
FOR RHEUMATIC PAIN
B. Allen. Dorethe Hudson, JoBy WALTER C. ROBINSON, Editor, The Chattanooga Observer
Call NOrmal 7-0089
Clark, Gertrude Bennett. Se- sephine Caldwell, Grace Luclena Sneed, Willie Mae Lew- keit and J. B .Richardson.
Have you ever wondered about,
those rare persons Who are gifted
.111(1 inspired through the power
of God to foresee the future
able to work nuraeles here o.
earth? When I think of one cc,
tain man I do not think th
prophecy and the performance
miracles ended with the Bible el,.
Through faith and power of
God this man, according to their
Science Finds New Heeling Substance That
own statements. has rest ,tied
Promptly Stops Itching and Pain of Piles
Michi3414
sight of Mary King,
gan Ave., Flint. Mich and Cle‘e
New York, N. Y. (Special)- ment" was reported and veriCorbin, 115 E. 22nd St . ChattaUndertaker Manager
One of the most common afflic- fied by a doctor's observations.
b nt,gda. Tenn. when they were
or
tions is a condition known as This improvement was mainTHEO. R. HAWES
•
piles." It is most tained in cases where a doctor's
"itching
thoushelped
has
This man
embarrassing for the victim observations were continued
ands who come to him front near
during the day and especially over a period of months! Among
and far with every problem
these sufferers were a wide
aggravating at night.
Funerals held Feb. LA 1962 to and including Feb. 8. 1962.
Word has spread praise of this
variety of hemorrhoid condiNo matter what you've used
remarkable than. They come to
without results - here's good tions, some of 10 to 20 years'
ICEASAR
L
DOC R. C. ANDERSON
HERBERT JACOBS, died Jackson, Miss., for burial Feb. him with heavy hearts. doubts
HARRIS, died
duration.
news. For the first time,science
and fears and leave filled with gram Sept. 30th, 1956. It Is 1111gm. 26, 1962. Services con- Jan. 28, 1962. Servrces con- 6, 1962.
The secret is this new healing
has found a new healing subcbrcted in our chapel, Feb. 2, ducted at New Haven Mission- DELLA RAMSEY, died Feb. Joy. peace of mind and renewed 1whe,able how he can tell your
with the astonishing substance (Bio-Dynes) - disstance
themselves.
in
faith
past, present and future, your ONts
1262.
ary Bapt. church, Feb. 3, 1962. 3, 1982. Services conducted at
of a world-famous
covery
Husbands and wives have been . secrets so trite, without you sayTOTAL SATIS- ability to promptly stop the
.1.ANNIE TERRY, died Jan. ELSIE POOLE, died Feb. 1, Coppin Chapel Feb. 7, 1962.
brought back by his strange ing a word. This wonderful Moll
FACTION OR burning itch and pain. It actu- research institution. This enb- •
to
CHESTER DARRETT, died power. A sweetheart was brought showed me a drawer/ full of tinTOTAL REFUND ally shrinks hemorrhoids- stance is now obtainable in end2% I962,. Services conducted 1962. Remains shipped
back front Canada through MS : -solicited letters from grateful
All. THAT YOU without surgery. Medical sci- meat or suppositoryform known
in St. Mary's church, Feb. 2, Clarksville, Tenn., for burial, Feb. 3, 1962. Services conductCAN LOSE IS ence has proved this substance as Preparation H. Ask for
ed in our chapel Feb. 7, 1962. mysterious gifts, I know of a man ! people She testified to their
Feb. 4, 1962.
1262.
who had gone to big expense peace of mind. happiness and fiTOUR COUGFI produces a remarkably effec- Preparation H Suppositories
DAISY GILLESPIE. died
OMUEL G. SPENCE, died
.:RICHARD. BURNS, died
far
Ms
traveling
get
to
back
wife
nancial success. Most of the lettive rate of healing. Its germ- (convenient to carry if away
Jan. 20. 1962. Services con- Jan. 30, 1962. Services con- Feb. I, 1962. Services conduct- His efforts felled. In despair he ' tem
from grateful people who
killing properties also help pre- from )some) or Preparation H
A Owls Alp of this powerful, coosolotoly
Pentecostal
Nation
411
at
ed
4,
Feb.
chapel
our
in
came to Doc Anderson who got testified to their peace of ntinci,
Acted in our chapel, Feb. 2, ducted
Ointment with special applicavent infection.
differ...I Cove, liereosty, will toll yrs why
1962.
in
7,
I
Feb.
remits
(ley.
one
am
amused
church
1962.
1262.
happiness and financial success.
soillloos at bottles we said awasolly ill
In one hemorrhoid elm after tor. Available at all drug
think of the man who Most of the letters ended with
ANNIE CLAY, died Feb. 3, when
counters.
:ALLIE MOORE, died Jan. LUCILLE RODGERS, died
Isle
improveapt. mar tor slimaitan.
another"very striking
came to Doe. Anderson to find
22, 1962. Services conducted at Jan. 31, 1962. Services con- 11.'62. Remains shipped to New the wheileabouts of his wife. Doe wishes of God' blessings for Dee
Anderon. His power is no aeciHebert's Temple church Feb. ducted in our chapel Feb. 5, Orleans, La., for burial, Feb. 7, told httig where to find her. Was dent•because It has been proven
1982.
he surprised? I am amazed howl time and time again. How he
1962.
3E1962.
SARAH INGE, died Feb. 3, many older Men claim that Doc does It Is his secret.
:DORA JORDAN, died Jan. 'S AMUEL LANGFORD
hi,,, conjured their sexual nature
I could go on for /1011/3writitig
22, 1962. Services conducted at GOLDEN. died Feb. 1, 1962. 1982. Services conducted at strenger
than in-youth.
about hini and the mystery of
Zion Bapt. church, Feb. 3, Services conducted in our Prairie Avenue Bapt. church,
This remarkable man, through his gifted power, but perhaps you
Feb. 8, 1962.
chapel Feb. 5, 1982.
1162
his psychic power dating back to would like to as, for yourself, so
died his boyhood, pointed the finger / give you his name and address•
JOHN GAINES, died Jan. CARRIE M.
..CLIFTON McSWINE, died
at
shipped
stolen money — 11.500- and DOC R. C. ANDERSON. 302 W
Remains
in
1962.
4,
conducted
Feb.
,rvices con- 31, 1982. Services
n. 27, 1962. S,
PROGRESSIVE
HYLTON TEMPLE
COMMUNITY
to South Bend, Ind., for burial told where it was. The success of Gordon Ave, Rosavilie. Ga. Or you
tcd in our chapel Feb. 3, our chapel, Feb. 5,.1982.
rnh I GaRollo
the way his numbers have fallen
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Peoples Church
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/
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you must SO. .00411 — Roy T. E. Breen.
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mine.
W. RAND411.•W it rt.
Feb.
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'TARDY,
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WORTH
conducted
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30,
:THEODORE J MORROW,
Ise illo. W000sb
Bis famous predictions have tiee him ii person to be helped.
Rt Rev. Luther R. Hylton, Wallop
D. 0
G. leant
Wan
lloy
4, 1982. Remains shipped to been so great they were men- I understand he can be seen hitelator
(fad Jan. 29, 1982. Services our chapel Feb. 6, 1982.
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PLAY IT COOL PLEASE!
the folks about. Most Negroes
A lot of stories are coming just simply dont' know what it
out in the wash about the man- means to be treated like huner in which many Memphis man beings. The human dig. Editor
Negroes are reveling and even nity to which most of the peoSubscription rate: On. year, $6; silt months,
$3.50 f2-yeser special Subscription rot.
rollicking in the chance to eat ple in the Western World are
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
in the hitherto segregated accustomed and take for grantunsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
downtown store lunch count- ed, is still primarily a new and
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-State Publishing Co. Second
Class Postage Paid
ers and some dining rooms. most novel experience to most
at Memphis, T
Folks from the grass-roots, of Gopt's chillun. And,it is to
is... Undo, Act of Marc is 2, 1679.
along with folks from the "best be eipected that many Nepeople of colour," are availing groes will make themselves
themselves of the opportunity alit-lost comically conspicuous
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
. . . and the novelty . . . of by the manner in which they
eating side by side with Mr. drink over-deep draughts of
Charles 'N-Nem" . . . and of the nectar of even partial and
being served by representa- mercenary social acceptance.
tives of those folks they or But the word here is to urge
their relatives have so long caution and restraint. After all,
served in the past.
what is to be proved? That NeBut a note of caution should groes know how to eat? Doesbe voiced. And that's the aim n't seem that has to be proven
Without any reported in- sons being rude to others. This our racial
problems without of the splurge herewith sub- . . considering the size of the
cident, the downtown depart- is not peculiar to any parti- resorting to
community up- mitted ... to sound that note average grocery bill. Furtherment stores, with the excep- cuter racial group. There are heaval.
of caution. It has long been more, tipping is a custom
tion of one; drugs stores and whites as well as Negroes who The one downtown
depart- known among experienced Ne- which suggests that the tipper
Five-And-Dime stores, have disregard the rights of others merit store
which refused to gro waiters in the best white is trying to "buy" the approval
served Negroes in their eating which usaully result in con- desegregate its
eating facili- establishments that one can of those who serve him . . .
facilities without racial seg- flict.
ties was the John Gerber tell almost at a glance the con- especially when the tippin,•is
regation.
So far, the citizens of Mem- Company which gives evid- dition of ad party that is not excessive.
om stto
f WEEK'S
We hardly think that there Phis, both wihte and Negro, ence of the company standing saecrevuiseteFeir
In thatWAG
thing the
have conducted
connection,there
d thld
themselves a- in the
e way o progress, which
will be any unpleasant, in- hte
w
ve
. „
g
au
icne (those who have comes to mind the exPerience
cident purely because of race, mirable during the rapid social does a dis-service not only only recently
attained a certain of a group of Negro laundry
change here. It is .of mutual the other downtown departUsually unpleasant incidents benefit to 'both
position of wealth and afflu: workers in Memphis, who dewhite and Ne- merits stores, but all the :
inence) do, is to "over-do."
arise out one person, or per- groes to continue to work out habitants of Memphis.
cided to go downtown a n d
And that's what seems to be "test" the announcement that
happening in the case of those Main Street lunch counters had
"pioneer" Negro citizens who desegregated in Several of the
are currently patronizing the top stores. They wanted to eat
downtown eateries which have in the main dining room of one S
only recently been de.segre- of the leading stores. So they
gated.
got together and went in. They ounies NAACP.
Premier Adoula's engaging personali- independence gave support to the thesis RUSH TO NEGROES
were served graciously some
They are "tipping" like mad, of the best food in the estab- Dear Editor:
ty and elegant French seemed to have that black Africa had not the intellectual
clicked with the American people. He equipment and the political know-how And that's not necessary. It's lishment. Some of them admit- The high costs of NAACP
to rule itself in an orderly and profitable already been noticed that the ted they had never eaten what
was given a Royal treatment by both
urt fights have become an
white waitresses and other at- they ordered, before. But they
manner.
By JACKIE ROBINSON
opinion on Patterson.
Washington officials an.i distinguished
tendants at the downtown took it in stride. Their only African-American scandal. The
This view, although ungenerous and
MIAMI — Vacationing here,
"I would like to see every;
lunch counters are rushing to mistake was to pool the rem- iscreasing number
private individuals who had nothing but
unof
inaccurate, had its effect upon British serve
it is natural to think about one take cognizance of the fact
the Negro patrons. They nants of the meager resources
high praise for the Congolese leader.
worthy
causes is to blame.
that, in a federally-investigated
colonial policy. It is reflected in the un- even bypass white
patrons to they had left to tip the waitFloyd Patterson. Here, in MiThe stage was set for him from the
racket of filth. Floyd Patterson
explained postponement of the date of serve Negroes.
Mistaken or mislead, though
ress who served them.
shift in the tide of events in central Afriami, Floyd settled things with remains untouched,
decent, conThe reason is obvious. They
ca itself as Well as from the changing independence for a number of BritishTheir collective tipping tab zealous with false pride, un- a guy named Johansson and,
cerned with helping his fellow
held African territories.
are "cashing in" on Sam - N- added up to around
six dollars. thinking members of the race at the same time, struck
attitude of the once hopelessly critical,
a man, obsessed with a love of
Kenya, for instance, is an outstanding Hem's tipping orgy of the mo- The white waitress was most aided by a few without prinworld outside the black continent.
ciple have clamored for and hard blow for democracy. By kids and nature. I
example of British hesitancy to grant ment. They are doing just like gracious in accepting it.
think the
In America's sight this 40-year old
are traveling the road that insisting on integrated seating
complete autonomy to a possession which service workers have been dosport of boxing and the AmerAfrican is the embodiment of several
mg
over
leads
anonymity,
the
to
years.
bankruptThey
are
is quite ready for its freedom. And there
in the stadium in which he ican people should
wasn't necessary. They overthank God
reassuring symbols. He is the principal
making capital out of the pency, inferiority, and national
are other African colonies which are
fought and donating a generates for Floyd Patterson."
chant of most folks . . . who did the demands of the sitva- abasement.
visible hope of durable restoration of
lion. They were paying for
equally capable of assuming the power are new to
girt
to the NAACP. Patterson
In too many branches of the
certain benefits of
The Jackie Robinson Colpeace and orderly Western-type govern-.
recognition of their dignity as NAACP
of what happened in the Congo. Yet the their society . . . to
this type of member- 1st the whole world know umn is distributed by
overdo in
ing process in the huge former colony of
VITAL
wait until the British government makes showing their appreciation for human beings. But that's not ship now dominant has substi- where he stands on one of the
Belgium in Africa.
the issue at all. The issue is tilted
most important issues of the IelFORMATION PRESS, New
up its mind.
a new experience.
abasement
advancefor
He is the symbol of the Kennedy AdYork City.)
day.
Now, it's to be admitted that . . . being accepted as regula- merit.
All these precautions are being taken
ministration's claim that its indispensable
lion human beings. And one
It is almost incredible that a
He violently repudiates and
now to prevent, so they say, a repetition the experience of any ----aspect doesn't
have to tip excessively refuses to
support of the exclusive military actitzi_
accept himself as wonderful man and champion
of what happened in the Congo. Yet the of "first-class citizenship," is, for that.
ties of the United Nations against the
reflected in a mirror and like Patterson receives the kind
facts are pretty well established that the for the average Negro, someTshombe government in Katanga was
treatment
of
gets
he
from
the
strives
thing
to
to
support
write
home and tell
Caucasian
Now, wharchubet?
dark clouds of tragic disorders that setwise, far-seeing and already justified by
imperialism or white suprem- sporting press. Nine times out
tled over,the Congo were the results of
acy through integration or often, when Floyd isn't being
the result so far.
foreign intrigues, foreign mercenaries
amalgamation. Being a child-belittled by boxing writers, the
Painful issues still remain—notably
who were bent on squeezing out of the
mentally he shuns self-deter- many good things he does are
that of the still unrepatriated merceignored.
situation the last drop of exploitation.
mination.
naries—but Cyrille Adoula seems at the
He gives no thought to chan- Frankly, we are prejudiced
The Congolese Republic and its peomoment as promising a leader as the
neling his monies toward pay- where Floyd Patterson is conple became mere pawns on a vast chessCongo has produced,
ing fines, court costs, and at- cerned. To get an objective and II
board where the pieces were moved at By ARNOLD SAWISLAK
state, and decide to adjust
What the Congo needs is to have
torney fees for invading the expert view of him, both as a
the will of foreign powers. The present
their private interest.",
peace and unity, even though this unity
ATLANTA, Ga. — Atlanta
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
properties of others, but will fighter and a man, we talked
climate would seem to indicate that
Russian educational officials
consists of a loose federation. Such a
American youths who think it
not contribute one dime toward with Howard Cosell, a staff university has entered into
de- peace, if not yet completely
established, is is hard to get into college in are required to find jobs for similar properties representing man with the American Broad- contract with t h e United
•Felopment is of the greatest urgency
every college graduate, and
not well on its way toward creating
himself. Being immature he casting System and undoubt- States Office of Education to
the at- this country can take some
alone for the infant Republic in
will train no more students acts
central mosphere in which native
edly, one of the ace sports conduct a Training Institute in
leadership can solace from the situation of
without thought.
Africa, but as well for the rest of
for any occupation than there Therefore
Africa. succeed in making the
the high costs of commentators in the country. Counseling and Guidance durcountry one of their Russian counterparts.
The turmoil that attended the
appears to be a need for.
Congo's the high points of the African
NAACP court fights continues Here is what Howard says ing the 1962-63 academic year.
revolution. A house education subcom'
Once in the swim, however, to increase
The thiry participants who
instead of de- about Patterson:
mittee that traveled in the
Russian college students are crease.
"I think Floyd Patterson is are selected will receive
Soviet Union last fall reported
paid a monthly living allow- The mistaken or
mislead Ne- one of the most remarkable stipend of $75 a week, an adTuesday that only 500,000 of
ance which is increased for gro being without a
knowledge young men in this country. I ditional allowance of $15 a
1.5 million applicants were
students with high grades. of his American and
African think he is a walking social week for each legal dependent,.
accepted by Russian colleges
Extra rubles go to students in history has accepted the lie documentary of what America and free tuition and fees, aclast year.
difficult
scientific
courses
or label of being inferior. Thus to is supposed to -be. He is kind, cording to Dr. Paul I. ClifThe Republican leadership will have
The luny nalf-million, acrecognition, the Democratic party will
training to become teachers ape or be with his so-called gentle and decent.
fc-rd, director of the institute.
much to explain to the Negro people
cording to the report, had to
have so endeared itself into the hearts
of
handicappe
children.
d
superiors is his status symbol. "I think back to the way
of
when it begins its campaign for ConTo be eligible for admission
the Negro people that the GOP leadership have high marks in high school
Books are free unless the Since he abases his own na- Floyd surmounted his initial
the applicant must have a
and in four or five separate
gressional seats this fall.
student wants to scribble tionality he is naturally unac- problems, — family back- bachelor's degree,
will have to outdo the Democrats to
possess a
win competitive entrance examinaThe GOP strategists may well know
marginal notes. Then he must ceptable to other nationalities. ground, disturbed youth, the current valid
any reasonable bloc of the Negro
secondary teachvote. tions; two years in the armed buy
right now that their cooked up objections
time
own.
his
he
spent
special
in
a
600 , ceitificate
So the high costs of National
Republicans had their chances under services or "the most brilliant"
e s
and be either a
to President Kennedy's Urban
The
subcommittee
also Association for the Advance- school in New York City and -r
Affairs Eisenhower who throughout
his two scholastic record; and a "char- studied Russian grade
counselor or
school
Department will not appease the Negro
Wiltwyck,
at
school
s'-'condarY
for
a
ment
of
and
Colored
Peoples court
terms in the White House never
once acter reference" from their high schools. It reported that fights stems from the fact that problem boys. I contrast that be preparing to enter„_that field
voter.
gave his endorsement of the Supreme trade union or the Communist
Soviet children, who start the organization has within it with the gentlemanliness he on at last half-time basis, Dr.
The excuse that the new cabinet
post Court's desegregation ruling.
party.
school at age seven, must start those who unwittingly repre- displays even within the four Clifford said. He should have
Is a needless enlargement of the
Party officials sit with colFederal
All of the spokesmen of the
learning a foreign language no sent a national association for corners of a ring when he
party, lege
bureaucracy is not only unconvinci
had at least one graduate
faculties in choosing new later
ng, from New York Governor Rockefelle
than the fifth grade. the ABASEMENT of colored seeks to help a -fallen opponent
r to students, the
but is in complete disregard of the
course i n Counseling a n d
report said.
big Arizona Senator Goldwater,
represents
feet.
Floyd
his
to
peoples,
Some
schools
are
starting
are
going
up
cities' crying need for a central
Russian educators told the foreign languages in the secsomething unique in the world Guidnce.
authority and down the country denouncin
Sincerely yours,
g Presito rescue them for the present
congressiona: visitors that col- ond grade.
chaos in dent Kenendy for his proposal
Rev. W. E. Sanders of boxing."
The staff will include in ado
to put a lege
their urban renewal program.
Cosell goes on to say that
students had every right
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
Negro in the cabinet. In their
About 60 per cent of the
dition
to or.‘ Clifford, Dr.
hysteria, to choose their own
All the reasons given for the
considers
Patterson
he
a "much
course of children take English, but they
opposi- they seem to have forgotten that
Huey
Charlton, Atlanta
E.
soon study, but "most students, have a choice
tion to the Administration's proposal
under-rated
fighter."
of about 50
•
are they will be pleading for the Negro
•
vote. widen applying, do bear in languages, including
"I think of the way Floyd university; Dr. D. L. Boger,
so flimsy and crudely camouflag
Chinese.
ed that This consideration should be
has become resigned to the Morehouse college; and Dr.
paramount mind the objectives of the Hindi and Arabic.
they fail to hide the real motive:
objec- in their strategy, for the
treatment he receives from the
Republicans
tion to a Negro being named to a
Oran W. Eagleson, gpelman
cabinet cannot win a major national
press," Howard says. "While
contest
post.
without the Negro vote.
he is resigned to their total college. The supervisors of
The overriding fear is the political
lack of appreciation for him, practice counseling will be
And the more they scream about
consequences of Mr. Kennedy's plan.
the negative attitude of the from the Atlanta and Fulton
Urban Renewal, the more completely
For, if a Negro becomes a member
t.ewspapermen has turned out County schools.
of his they will seal their political
doom so far
cabinet, an unprecedented gesture
Visiting lecturer - consult(
to be one of'his greatest inspiof as the Negro people are
concerned.
rations. The exaggerated impor- ants include Dr. Wilbert 4.
Dipboye.
gyracuse university!
lance the press gave to JohansNEW YORK — "The rest son before Floyd met Ingemar Pr. Jacob W. Getzels, Univer7
of the world will not take us and the clobbering the press sity of Chicago; and Dr,
seriously if we don't work boys gave Floyd after his de- Joahua A. Fishman, Yeshiva
together in Africa," said the feat became a challenge to this university.
Prime Minister of Nigeria, Al! man.
think the same thing
Applicants must send all izat
-r
haji, the Honorable Sir Abu- will happen in the next fight. required forms to the direct(); 111,
MISSILE LOWORNI
bakar Tarawa Balewa.
The press will pick Liston and by May 14. Appointments will
PAD
In addressing the foreign Patterson will win."
be announced by May 21.
ministers who conferred in Cosell, who has earned the
Lagos before the Heads of right to speak authoritatively
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, cern for desegregati
State Summit Conference now about boxing, believes Patteron in the ed seriously restricted for NeAla. — While some southern total public
in session, S i r Abubakar son will retain his crown for
'
life of the coun- gro youth, because the burden
0
U
that the conference not at least another four or five
cities, and a few small towns try."
could
not
be
taken
confine
up
itself
adeto the problems years.
made "notable advances" in
The courts and civil rights
of the African continent alone, "I don't see anyone around
civil rights, public officials in leadership 'focused national quately by the poorly financed
but to those of the whole to beat him," Howard says.
•
Ala., La., Miss., and S. Car., attention on continuing in- Negro public and private colworld as well.
"Should Liston do it—and this
gave "widespread resistance to epuities in public services, un- leges; and
"For the world," he said, I seriously ,doubt -- Patterson
any measure of desegregation" certain security of the person, 8. Custom still
excluded
Illinois Assets—A Business
"is anxious to see what effect- will leave boxing. The beautiduring 1961, according to the and undependable administra- groes from employment
con'
'
traction" is title of a new
lye contributions we can make ful part of it will be that we At
annual
Tuskeree
Institute tion of justice in many com- sideration in many industries
to international voice."
won't see again the pitiful publication just released
Race Relations Report.
munities."
and for work in local and state
As for Nigeria's role in picture of a tin cup in the the Illinois State Chamber of,
Sigt.ed by Tuskegee presi- Three main factors contin- governments, except
teachAfrican unity, the Prime MM- hands of a man who has Commerce.
dent Dr. L. H. Foster, the re- ued to work to the "detri- ing and menial jobs.
ister assured the conference earned a fortune."
The brochure, featuring A
port said that "Freedom Rid- ment" of Negroes, the report
Dr. Foster's editorial comthat Nigeria wcyld always Howard feels there is no summary of the state's econol;
ers" advanced citizenship, but stated:
ment concluded, as in 1958
worl, on the basis of equality racial prejudice in the attitude mie advantages, is anothet
that "a reluctance by white 1. Quality of basic public and 1960. that "until
Negroes
a n d mutual understanding of boxing writers toward Pat- step in the State Chamberaf
leaders to engage in meaning- school education and related enjoy the opportunity to
give
with other Afs.ican nations.
terson. Cosell thinks that many expanding economic develops
ful communicatios with Ne- cultural resources for Negroes of their talents in planning
He also stated that the of the writers have sincere meat program.
gro spokemen produced an was usually below that of na- 'id building for the total
admeetings
now
being
held
in
doubts about Patte-son's
air of uneasitiess and antag- tional standards and of south- vancement of their communiThe publication is being digLagos represented a new,.en- ny and that many others are Itibuted
oniAT
ern standards for white peo- ties. the South will hardly be
by the State Chem
couraging
approach
Floyd
Africa's
to
their
on
out
taking
While school desegregation ple;
bees Economic Development;
able to move out of -a position
problems
manager
were
and
his
evidence
uislike
Cus
for
of
remained the focal point in 2. Opportunity for special- of economic disadvantage, culCommittee, headed by Wayni
the determination of African D'Amato.
race relations, last year there ized vocational, college, and tural limitation, and
"WHAT MAKES YOU TWO THINK YOUR SON 'S
•-••••""- A. Johnston, president of th.
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achieve
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to
agree
their
heartily
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with
do
was "a shift to broader con- professional education remain- al distress. •
-"ct HERE?"
Howard's summing up of his Illinois Central Railroad.
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SO WHAT?

Some Gains Made In Civil Rights
During 1961, But Not Enough
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Hampton Faculty Members
Learned Globe Trotters

Dear Mme Chante: I would
Dear Mine Chante: I would
like to correspond with nice like for you to publish my letladies. All letters will be ter in your column. I am 40,
answered and photos exchanged. feet, 5 inches tall. 185 lbs.
Would appreciate hearing from brown complexion. Nationality
does not matter. I am a bitch,readers,
Willie E. Brown, 1249 W. for. Would like to hear from
single women. Will answer all
Madison, Chicago 7, II.
• • •
letters.
Dear Mme Chante: I am 27 James Given, 6444 S. UniChicago, Ill.
years old, single gentleman, 5 versity Ave.,
• • •
feet, 7 inches tall, 145 lbs. Simior medical student, interested Dear Mme Chante: I am a
in corresponding with eligible Jamaican young lady who wishwomen. Will answer all letters es to correspond with an
American gentleman. My occuand exchange photos.
David Cox, 615 Tyler Ave., pation is dressmaking. I am 5
feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 138
Joplin, Mo.
• • •
lbs., Presbyterian faith. Promise
Dear Mme Chante: I am 37 to answer all letters and exyears old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, change photos.
159 lbs. Like in and outdoor Christine Bryce, 42 Asquith
sports. Will exchange letters St., Janes Town, P.O., Kingston, Jamaica
ar.d photos.
• • •
,
Ruth Jackson, 3814 S. Indiana Ave., Apt. 3-8, Chicago 16, Dear Mme Chante: I am a
gentleman, 45 years old. Would
• • •
like to meet a lady between
Dee Mme Chante: I am a 25 and 40 years old, weighing
minliter. Would like to hear between 110 and 150 lbs. One
from people all over the world who likes church and the nicer
seeking friends. I am 6 feet, 3 things in life, and won't mind
working for a future. If not
inches tall, weigh 220 lbs.
Please
Rev. G. Thompson, 3720 W. sincere do not write.
send photo in first letter. Will
55th place, Tulsa 7, Okla.
answer all mail.
David Dewitt Williams, 310
Van Siclen Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Medical Fraternity Sets
Conclave In St. Louis

ST. LOUIS —• The Statler- ter of East St. Louis, Ill., an
Hilton hotel here will serve Gamma Chapter of St. Louic
as headquarters for the 1962 Mo., as hosts. Activity will be
Grand Conclave to the Chi
at the hotel with
Delta Mu fraternity. Members centered
and delegates from 16 chap- special events at selected local
ters are expected to attend hospitals.
this year's annual session. The Host chapters have planned'
membership of the organiza- a busy three-day program. Of(
WASHINGTON, D. C. — tion is composed of medical April 22, there will be regisRobert Sargent Shriver has doctors, dentists and pharma- tration and a cocktail party..
Monday, April 23, there wilt
announced the appointment of cists.
Dr. !sham Gregory Newton as Organized 49 years ago at be business and scientific
a special consultant to the Howard university, the fra- meetings during the day fol..
Peace Corps. Dr. Newton Is ternity is dedicated to elevat- lowed by a banquet Monday,
former professor of political ink; the ethical standards of its evening at which Dr. Wm. E.
science at North Carolina col- members and considerations Allen, Jr., M. D., FACR, medlege (Durham, N. C.) and will of the trends and problems of ical director, radiology, Homer
work with the Peace Corps on the medical, dental and phar- G. Phillips hospital, St. LOuisx
a full time basis. He has been maceutical professions. In ad- Mo., will give the Terry Humlong associated with college dition to their professional re- bert Memorial lecture.
After the banquet there,
and university affairs, partic- sponsibilities, the organizaularly with small institutions. tion endeavors to develop in will be a formal dance. More.
A native of Washington, D. it members an awareness of business and scientific meet-,-;
C., Dr. Newton received his their civic and political privi- ings will be held Tuesday et
well as a golf tournament.
at leges and responsibilities.
training
undergraduate
Lincoln university in Pennsyl- The meeting will be held The convention will end
vania and his doctorate degree April 22 - 24, with Phi Chap- a tour of Gas Light Square. _
in political science at the University of Pennsylvania. He
ha contributed several articles to professional journals.
He recently wrote a payer on
racial segregation in the Na1.

Dr. Newton
Named Corps
Consultant

HAMPTON, Va. — The lectured in schools and uniworld is the classroom for versities in Japan.
DOWN UNDER
•
Hampton Institute faculty Returning to his teaching
nembers who do not conffne duties at Hampton this year is
teaching to their campus on Dr. Charles H. Nichols, prothe lower Virginia Peninsula. fessor, who was awarded a
Eight faculty members have chair in American Studies last
taught abroad since 1956 with year at the Free University in
three of them away this year Berlin. While there he served
in Poland, India, and Africa. as professor of North AmeriUnder the sponsorship of can Language and Literature.
the International Cooperation
Spending seven months last
Administration, the Interna- year
"down
under"
in
tional Education Exchange Australia were the Webster
Service and private universi- Powells who were on a year's
ties, these professors have sabbatical leave. Dr. Alice C.
taught a total of 18 years in Powell, professor and chairforeign countries.
man of the department of
Serving the longest term Early Childhoqd Education,
abroad is Dr. A. C. Felder, jr., taught in the Kindergarten
associate professor, who went Training College at Brisbane.
to New Delhi, India in 1956 Her husband, Webster Powell,
in a research and advisory po- associate professor of social
sition with the Indian Coop- science, was engaged in reerative Union, a position he search and conducted a course
nein holds.
in current events at the cola first lieutenant stationed
DR . DEAN R. HODGES. chamber. This procedure is
IIPLSTABLISHED INSTITUTE lege.
DYM
the result of Dr. Hodges re- at Ft. Detrick, Frederick.
Two other faculty members Another faculty /ember (above), Tuskegee
who have taught abroad who has worked with the graduate and one-time in- cent development of a tech- St Md., is affiliated with the
U. S. Army Chemical Corps
nique for the cannelation of
under the sponsorship of the United States International structor, examines lymph
ICA were Samuel McGhee, as- Education Exchange Service collected in tubes which are the thoracic and right corn- . Biological Laboratories.
moo lymphatic ducts of the "? /
—36 Pt. Gothic
studied by the U. S. Governsociate senior instructor, who is James M Griffin, associate inserted into the ducts of a
ment in preparation for inveswas In Herbal, Liberia, West professor of physical education rhesus monkey inside the rhesus monkey. Dr.,Hodges.
tigations to be conducted on
Africa from 1955-1957 and who spent some months in
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Sen. but the segregation of .Negro'
the subject.
Robert A. Rice, assistant to Africa working in the field of
by hospital and
Dr. Newton holds member- Jacob K. Javits, of New York, physicians
the Dean of Faculty, who was education.
ship in the American Political who has introduced in the Sen- medical societies.
In Bangkok; Thailand from
Im-Currently on leave this seScience association, the Acad- ate legislation to "amend the Referring to the 1982
1956-60. In Nov., 1961, he left mester is J. Saunders Redding,
Journal.
emy of Political and Social Hospital'Survey and Construc- hopet Conference, the
the campus again to assume professor of creative writing,
Medical
Asso-,,
National
Science, the Association of tion Act to prohibit discrimi- of the
the position of principal and who is on a six month lecture
Social Science Teachers, the nation in any respect whatso- dation states in its current it,
chief of staff at the new tour to five West African
American Association of Uni- ever on account of race, creed, sue:
Rural Training Institute in countries. These lectures will
versity Professors, and the or color in hospital facilities," "Racial discrimination in the
Kenema, Sierra Leone which be the first in a series of cul- PRAIRIE VIEW — Getting and others in St. Louis, Arling- uated in 1959-60, approximateOmega Psi Phi fraternity, of will be one Id the principal practices of hospitals in the
was established by Hampton tural exchange programs sponly 3,000 enrolled in college, which he is immediate past speakers at the Sixth Imhotep U. S. both as to patients and
Atlanta,
the
youngsters
to
Texas
Negro
Virginia,
and
ton,
Institute.
sored by the American Society
will finish, president.
National Conference on Hos- physician* is conspicuodt
but
n
t only
e
stay in school and to earn bet- Prairie View proposal will emCurrently on leave is Dr. of African Culture.
pital Integration, it was an- throughourthe country in 1002
600
C rn
b ut Research
College
cona
be
Dr.
Newton
will
Hugh M. Gloster, professor
Travel to foreign countries ter grades is the goal of a phasize special attention in the mittee at Prairie View Is sultant of the Division of Uni- tounced by Dr. W. Montague without reference to region or
matheand chairman of the Commu- has also broadened the hori- project now being proposed by areas of reading and
composed of Drs. George P. varsity Relations in the Peace Cobb, founder of the conference population density. Although
nications Center, who spent zons of many Hampton Insti- a faculty group at Prairie matics. It els) stresses the pro- Woolfolk and Curtis A. Wood, Corps, headed by Dr. Rogers and editor of the Journal of the nature and degree of this
systethe summer in Tanganyika tute faculty members. Among View A. &. M. College.
motion by schools of
varies from.
co-chairman, Herbert Brown, Finch. This division is respon- the National Medical Associa- discrimination
and who is teaching this aca- the countries visited are those For several years there has matic, highly structured pro- Drs. J. M. Draw, J. W. Echols, sible for the development of tion.
place to place and althoug,12,
developdemic year at the University in Europe, Indonesia, Japan, been plenty said and written grams which aid at
Earl M. Lewis, Thomas W. policies and procedures affect- Dr. Emery L. Rann, of Char- significant recent progress has,
of Warsaw in Poland. In 1953- Italy, England, China, Afghan- about low-achievers in Negro ing cultural sensitivities and Miller, E. M. Norris, George R. ing the participation of uni- lotte. N. C., is chairman of the been made in many areas, the
55 as a Fuibright scholar he istan, and Denmark.
elementary and secondary aesthetic appreciations.
continued practices constitute
Ragland and Ronald Rousseve. versities and colleges in the Sixth Conference.
schools. Scores on standard- In New York their goal is It is the aim of the college Peace Corps program. These The conference under the a major obstacle to the 'quit?
ized tests tend to prove the being achieved by countless to provide educational and institutions train Vounteers joint sponsorship of the NAA- able extension of the service,
point just as the record of field trips and special pro- technical assistance to public and administer some of the CP and the National Urban of our hospital system to thi
achievement of the small grams which bring the student schools in the state interested oversees projects, under con- League, will be held May 25- American people.
per cent of students who go on in contact with the highest in
26 at the Fifteenth: Street Leaders of the conference
developing an enrichment tract with the Peace Corps.
•
to college. The faculty corn- level of entertainment and program.
Presbyterian church here. 'say the meeting is being held,
LITTLE KNOWN
"because the time appear,:
mittee on educational research with outstanding individuals P
Sen. Javits' bill would wipe ripe for a successful all-outGREENSBORO, N. C. ..... at the college has studied the in all walks of life.
out a long-standing but little attack upon this last en;
for the annual North problem for years and has The major objective in the
known provision in the Hill- trenched bastion of discrim;
Carolina Region meeting of tried to show that low academ- program is how to motivate
Burton Constructi
licy. It is hoped that
the Hampton Institute Alumni ic achievement is definitely the the disadvantaged pupil to
authorizes federal grants for the assembly of interested and'
association, to be held at A&T results of cultural deprivation want to improve. The Prairie
representatives
segregated hospitals.
responsible
college, April 7-8, were com- and the many other factors View plan will call for a seCAPETOWN, South Africa— Although the Supreme Court there will evolve a meetings of
pleted at a special meeting rssociated with the environ- ries of experiences designed
(UPD—A government spokes- has struck down the separate- minds which will result in.
ment of the IndIvidual student. to raise aspirations, to build
last week.
man said that 3,890 persons but-equal principle and the fed- action to end the problem its
The planning committee, In maf4; areas of the coun- self confidence and to facilihad been arrested on charges eral government bans segre- the spirit of Imhotep (He Who.
headed by John Lennon, Dur- try today, effort is now being tate the formulation of the
of
violating South Africa's im- gation in veterans hospitals, Cometh in Peace)."
ham, N. C., worked out de- made tip demonstrate the kinds of value commitments
morality act in a 10-year per- Sen. Javits charges that Hill- The NMA Journal says
tails for housing, entertain- point that poor work in school and standards of personal LONDON — (UPI) — A iod
through 1960.
Burton funds have been dis- determined challenge of the
may be due to low aspirations, performance which appear to British nutrition expert says
tainment and program.
socib-economic
back- be requisites for educational people would be much better The act forbids sexual rela- pensed to construct or modern- entrench discriminatory hoe.;
The group heard 0. J. Tay- low
tions between persons of differ- ize 90 segregated hospitals.
pital practices has appeared in
lor, national alumni secretary, ground, and .complete cultural and cultural respectability. off if they went back to a
ent races, regardless of whether He not only is attacking the many quarters since the conwho served as consultant on impoverishment: The Prairie IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
"caveman" diet.'
segregation of Negro patients, ference was initiated in 1957.
View group proposes a similar Work with parents in the Prof. John Yudkin told the they are married or not.
arrangements.
A spokesman for the group project in Texas. The com- home and a step up in-service Royal Society of Arts that a
DR. JUANITA
DIFPAY
TATE, associate professor of said that nearly 150 Hampton- mittee started, last November, education of teachers are also cure for modern food habits
economics at A&T college, ians are expected for the two- developing a proposed plan for goals of the program.
whiCh lead to obesity would
operation in a Texas commtini- The committee believes that be a return to the mainly
will be awarded the Ph.D. day conference.
ty. Their plan and proposals such a program would also protein diet of our caveman
d agree in economics this
will form the topic for the 33rd affect school drop-outs, a ma- ancestors.
111. month at the winter convo- GOING STRONG
annual Conference on Educa- jor problem throughout the The professor said that too
cation of New York university. She was the recipient
DELAND, Fla.— (UPI) — tion scheduled to be held at country, and also encourage much food, particularly carbomore students to attend col- hydrates, and too little exerIn 1959 of a research grant Joe Kirkwood Sr., age 83, is the college on March 2.
lege. Drop outs is still a seri- cise lead to overweight probfrom the Delta Sigma Theta believed to be the youngest ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
sorority and in 1980 receiv- man in history ever to "beat The basic plan may be ous problem in Texas Negro lems and poor health. He
ed a summer grant for study his age" on a regulation golf called an educational enrich- schools with only about one said too many "sweets" were
In "Economics in Action" at course. Joe fired a 62 at Deland ment program. Designed simi- out of every 20 students going eaten which cause only harmCast Institute of Technol- country club on Christmas day lar to the Higher Horizons on to graduate from high ful, overweight effects and
ogy, Cleveland. Ohio.
Program in New York City school. Of the 9,000 who grad- help produce tooth decay.
1960.
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Prairie View College Urges Students
Stay In School, Earn Better Grades

Alumni Plans
April
i Meetmg

Morality Act
Says Caveman
Trips 3,890
Type Diet
Healthier
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RUNWAY...N/411B* \MOULD
'NE LAND?

THIS IS T1-1F. final meeting
between, (left to right) John
P. Krouse. campus coordinator for the Tusk-ogee Liber
la project: D. L. H. roster.
Tuskegee president: Charles
E. Trout, assistant director
46svelopment; and Dr.

William A. Hunter, School
of Education dean. Trout.
who is leaving to fill the
post of Agricultural advisor
to the Zoreor Rural Training institut• in Liberia.
receiving last minute con-

sultation from the group. He
will join a team of special- "
ists in Liberia presently 110- gaged in a program of preparing teachers for the rural
elementary schools of Libor-111.
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MERRY MENAGERIE

DAILY FORTUNE FINDER

To learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the lathes
the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line
1ogical period in which you were born. You will find it fun. of the astre1 23
S 6 78 910 1112 13141E1417111
92021222324 U 16
411CDEPON IlkIMNOPORSTUV
WXYZ
J8N.22- 19 16 9 18 9 20 21 1 11 3 15 13 4 15 18 lo
FM 24
FEL 211 14 5 14 3 15 21 18 1 7 9 14 7 4 1 25
MAR. 20
MAR. 219 14 19 16 9 18 9 14 7 23 15 18 19 8 9 16
Art.20
aAPR. 211 14 3 24 20 HI 1 12 1 18 7 5 4 5 1 12
MAY 20
of

MAY 21-.- 16 12 5 1 10 1 14 20 16 18
JUNI 21
JUNE 22.
1 16 16 1 25-1; /2 6 15 -18
JULY 23
I
JULY 24- 19 16 9 1.3 9 20 21 1 12 13
AUG. 22
AUG.23-' 15 t 2 1-19 9 IS be 16" i
SEPT. 22
1EPT.24- 13 6 21 14 9 a 14 9 19 14
OCT. 23
00.24- 23 6 12 3 13 14 3 12 5 19
NOV. 22
NOV. 239 14 22 9 7 15 18 1 20 9
DEC. 22
DEC. 23- 16 18 5 16 1 18 3 6 15 18
JAN 21

IS PROGRFSS impeded by a derelict with the familial
whine, "Kinyu spare a c'luarter for a poor man to get A
cup of coffee?" a busy magnate handed over a dollar saying,
"Here, get yourself four
cups" and hastened on
his way. Next day the
derrlict was waiting on
the same corner. "Say,"
he snarled, "aren't you
the wise guy that slipped
me a dollar for four cups
of coffee? You big bum
—I couldn't sleep a wink
sin night!"

H

15 16 15 19 I 12
23 919 4 15 13
1 20 26 5 18 19
5 12 9 7 8 20
5 1 18 9 14 7
19 5 14 7 5 it
14 7 20 1 11 11
3 8 1 14 7 3

e
Walt
World

467
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R

planted a tree on the grounds near the athletic field.
to California. however. Benny learned that the tree had died Wi
in a month Philosophised Benny, "How could they expect a fir
in &vs in Waukegan with the sap out la Hollywood'"
9 3aia,b sissiasst Cert. DaserUnibell Ias Wag
Teatime irottkobs-

DEFENDkft

Fashionable Winter Interlude Gay And Gala

•GREEN DONKEYS DON TOP HAT, WHITE TIE 'N' TAILS TO REGALE MERRY THRONG

1

• SURROUNDING THEIR lovely queen. Mrs. Louise
Thurman, members of the popular Green Donkeys, Inc.
pose formally during recent 35th annual formal dance
in the Oriental ballroom in Chicago's downtown area.
Some 1800, in white tie 'n' tails and floor length formal

I)

gowns made merry during the gala festivities. Members of the dapper male aggregation are (front from
left) kddie Cole, James Barton, Dr. Charles Payne,
Lester Woodard, president and George Bovee. 2nd row:
Joe Burleson, John Miles, Claude Hamilton, Jonas

Reed, Albert Dickson, John Brown, Roland Herndon,
Theodore Washington and (rear) Phillip Duncan, Walter Wiggins, Donald Pitts, John Colby, Frank Washington, Louis Rubio, John Brown and Theodore Evans.
Photo right: The Donkeys' treasurer. John Brown and

Mrs. Leola Brown are obviously enjoying a tete-tet•
with James Barton (extreme right) and Mrs. Terme),
Barton during affair which guests were unanimous In
acclaiming "among the best of the year."

:KEN DONKEYS

• MANY OF OUT of town guests joined Defenderland's clubdom• and friends of the noted civic and social club renowned for its philanthropies, among them
substantial support of the Chicago Defender Charities,
Inc. The elegance of the floor length ball gowns donned by the feminine contingent is dramatically depicted

by these photos by Tony Rhoden. Photo left: Kenneth
Gills of St. Louis chats with Mrs. Erva Woodard, wife
of the club's president; Lester Woodard (center), Mrs.
Rose Gills of St. Louis and Theodore WashingtOn, assistant manager of the host club. Center photo: John
Colby of Detroit, Mich. an honorary member of the

Green Donkeys came from his home to participate in
the fashionable affair. With him are Mrs. Ellen Colby,
of Detroit; Austin Lane, St. Louis; Mrs. Olivia Lane,
St. Louis; Albert Dickson, public relations chairman;
Mrs. Louise Thurman, queen; George Cowherd, Mrs.
Mary Cole and Eddie Cole. Photo right: McKinley Hale

and Mrs. Vernola Hale, prominent business peopl•
here, camera-record their enjoyment of the formal
dancing party with the Green Donkeys' Jonas A. Reed,
Mrs. Earleen Reed and John Miles, sergeant at arnil
(emeritus).

• ST. LOUIS also was represented by Ted CunningAk ham and Clarence Rogers (left) as they chatted with
W Mrs. Evelyn Graham, Dr. Charles G. Payne, chairman
of the host club's board of directors; Mrs. Ze Cunningham of St. Louis and Donald Pitts, vice president of
the Green Donkeys. Photo right: The social chairman
for the
of the club, Claude Hamilton has a reason
throng
capacity
a
lured
formal
1962
the
for
Woad smile

to the loop ballroom. With him are Mrs. Vega Davis,
George Bove*, financial secretary; Mrs. Pauline Bovee.
Frank Washington, recording secretary and Mrs. Lela
Washington. Also journeying to the Windy City to
frolic with the Green Donkeys were Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Franklin of the 20th Century club of St. Louis; Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Lane and Clarence Rogers also of St. Louis;
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Henry and Anderson Phillips from

Milwaukee; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschal and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Smith from Gary, Ind.; Mrs. James Shields of
Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. William Burne of New York.
A highlight was the presentation of a check to the
president by Boyce; the presentation of a 10-year Award
to Dr. Payne and the presentation of a check to the
queen, Mrs. Thurman by Donald Pitts, vice president
of the club; and flowers by Claude Haniqton. Other

officers are Theodore Washington, assistant business
manager; Theodore C. Evans, sergeant at arms; Joseph
Burleson, reporter; Roland Herndon, chairman of
welfare; John H. Brown (No. 2), auditor and William
Tillman, an honorary member with Louis Rubio. Phillip Duncan, James Morgan, sr., and James Shields.
(Photos by Rhoden).
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Spring Hat Show Attracts
Large Crowd To PTA Program.

•

a
•

By
Price and Maridelle Reed. ....—
MRS. MYRTLE CRAWFORD DESCRIPTIONS
"Swing into Spring in '02"
Miss Chappelle was seen in
seemed to have been the cen- floppy red hat of straw clot
tral theme of the Hanley PTA which could be worn two way
Hat Show, as many beautiful a red tulle with rhinestone'
hats were modeled by feminine Mrs. Price wore white chiges
personalities of
poise and deep crown and the Navy Blia
charm on Friday night, Feb. 2, tulle with flowers interspersed
in the Hanley School cafe- M..3. Reed was in yellow lull
toriurn.
covering yellow flowers ant
U
1:•••••••■ U wasa••••••pr:
Guest hat designers were the very small green straw witl
Mrs. Verna B. Moorer and a rose and veil; Mrs. McWil.
COTI LLI AN
BRIDGE CLUB was entertained at the
Miss Eunice Carruthers, both Rams in the purple flowerK
CLUB did itself proud last Flame Inn by Mrs. Ruth
of
whom presented beautiful and Miss Slate in the two-tone
Friday night, when members Holmes Minis a fortnight ago
creations that had the judges beige flowered hat with touches
entertained scores of friends ... and following a dinner
baffled
on which hats were of green; and Miss House disat a posh cocktail party at Top whose main course was deli
"The Most."
played pretty mint green peals
Hat and Tails Club. The bright cious stuffed pork chops, the
The affair was commentated de soie (satin) and the black
decor of ttje club rooms took game claimed the attention of
by Mrs. Ruthie Strong. Com- satin.
on new lustre with glittered Margaret McWilliams, Grace
menting the show was Mrs. Mrs. Moorer modeled h
cut-out champagne glasses and Collins, Jessie McNeely, Jua
Martha Jean Steinberg, who own creations. The wide bil
l
silhouetted dancing girls.
nita B. Poston, Thelma Harris
modeled hats by Gene Burr of lace with flowers and the
The party law a gathering and Ruby Gadison, and the
Lowenstein.
rhinestone
turned
straw
up
of familiar faces and friends resulting prize winners, Gloria
Then came Mesdames Mar- were most beautiful.
of long standing, who al Howard, Ida Mae Walker and
jorie McFerrin and Dora Rob- Following Mrs. Moorer were
found plenty of fun convers- Rose Nell Iles.
inson who charmingly modeled Miss Carruthers' models who
ing, playing bridge in the
RHObtANIA
beautiful hats from Rhealee's displayed more beautiful chagame rooms, dancing and the
Hat Shop. These were followed peaux.
SIGMA
GAMMA
RHO
MR. & MRS. K. I.NSON
MR. & MRS. ROLA ND LANGFORD
Twist in the downstairs cock SORORITY
by still more who modeled PRIZES GIVEN
will present RHOtail lounge, and cocktails at MANIA
stunning hats from their own Climaxing an eventful afof 1962, in a musical
the upstairs bar.
wardrobes.
showroom, with Mrs. ANNE
fair was the awarding of door
Cotillian members and their LEE
PATTON, harpist, as
OTHER MODELS
and hat prizes by Mrs. Patton,
husbands who created the guest
artist. Mrs. Patton has
They included Mrs. Billye C. PTA secretary. After the delovely affair happily greeted won
acclaim as an outstandDavis, in a flower creation of liberLtion of the judges, the
their friends, and saw to the ing
Miss Barbara Jean Wilkins, church on Vance avenue be
pink (two-tone), Mrs. Pauline final decisions were: Most
musician not only in her
unobtrusive functioning of the own
city of Chattanooga, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. El- fore relatives and close friends
Stephens in an eye-catching Beautiful (Moorer): Most Otigicatered buffet dinner which Tenn..
black straw; Mrs. Ida Johnson nal (Moorer); Most Unique
but throughout the U. cue Wilkins, Sr., of 268 Hol- with the pastor, Rev. A. Mc
included turkey, ham, hot and S. and
in black straw with pink flow- (Carruthers); Most Versatile
in Nassau where she land ave., became the bride of Ewen Williams, officiating.
cold hors d'ouevres and canaMiss Gloria Mathis, daugh- in a gown of white bridal satin ers all around the band;
played a series of concerts last Specialist Fourth class Roland
The groom is the son of
Mrs. (Carruthers).
pes, included Mrs. Charles year.
Langford of the U. S. Army Mrs. Beatrice Langford of ter of Mrs. Maude Mathis of trimmed in flowers and crys- Gertie Miller lovely in a
were:
Mesdanra
Johnson and Mr. Johnson,
in a Valentine Day ceremony Memphis and Henry Langford, 1424 Sunset, *and the late Mr. tal and wore an English style unique pill box of multi-blue, Judges
Mrs. Clarence Hambler and She has been invited by Ed in St. John Baptist church last
Richard Mathis, became the crystal crown with shoulder- touched with green; and Mrs. Amanda Brown, Vernelle TolerSr.,
of
Cleveland,
Ohio.
son, Zania Ward, Nanilee Banks,
Mr. Hambler, Mrs. George Sullivan to audition for ap- week.
bride of Kennell Venson II in length veil.
Mae D. Smith was charming in Jeanette Powell, Valerya
Mrs. Langford was graduat- a ceremony at
JefCain and Mr. Cain, Mrs. An- pearance on his TV show this Vows were exchanged in
St. Anthony
Mrs.
Ella
Mathis
was
matron
two
creations
of
Cocoa
net
the
by
frey and Miss Beatrice Jackson
ed last June from Tennessee Roman Catholic church
drew Roberts and Mr. Roberts, Fall; and she will participate
on of honor. and Mrs. Lillie Mae Norman Duran and a flowered
Mesdames Arlette Wrig
State university at Nashville Saturday morning,
Mrs. Beulah Johnson and Mr. in the National Harpits FesFeb. 3, Thompson and Miss Yolanda hat of pink rosebuds and and
Maggie Jordan were coJohnson, Mrs. Cora Blackmon tival in March under the di- a lucrative offer which has where she was named to with Father Gebhardt Sch- Thompson attendants.
carnations.
chairmen
been
of the affair. Mrs.
made.
"Whp's Who in American Col- midt officiating.
and her escort General Ander- recton of world famous harMrs.
Rose
Goodman
was
also
WEDDDING
MUSIC
Selena
McCargo is president of
lege and Universities," waS
son, Mrs. Maggie Coleman and pist-conductor, Carlos Salsedo. WOMEN'S DAY
The groom is the son of
charming
purple
in
deep
with
Richard
Mathis,
PTA,
brother
of
and
Mrs. Beulah M.
The recital will be held at The women of Metropolitan president of Pi Omega Pi busiMrs. Henry L. Jackson and
Kennel] Venson, Sr., of 1069 the bride, was Mr. Venson's flowers in the back: Mrs. Mil- Williams, Principal
of the
Brett- Hall on April 5, at 8 Baptist church will hold their ness fraternity. grammateus of
Mr. Jackson.
Shaw pl., and the late Mrs. best man. The ushers
were dred Polk strolled casually out school.
p.m.
the Alpha Psi chapter of Al- Venson.
annual
Women's
Day
program
Guests at the party includLorece Thompson and Tyree in a beautiful deep crown vel- Hanley Elementary school is
pha Kappa Alpha sorority and
The 'bride was given in mar- Richardson. Little Miss
ed The Willard Bells, the P. Mrs. Amanda Brown is gen- next Sunday. Feb. 25, at 3
Debra vet in multi tones of aqua; in its second year of operation
a member of the Meter staff. riage
p.m.,
when
Mrs.
eral
Arnetta
chairman;
WalMrs.
Maridelle
godfather,
Sam
her
by
W. Thorntons, Mrs. Ida T.
Lusk was the flower girl, and Mrs. Kathryn Mayes, petite ma- and this was the second "Chicklace
of
Chicago,
Reed
of
Ill.,
will
chairman
be
A
of
graduate
of
RhomaBooker
T.
McLemore.
She
dressed
was
Adams, the Harold Jamisons,
Adrian Miller the ringbearer. tron, was cute in pink velvet en-Spaghetti Dinner and Hat
with feathers and gloves to Show"
the Thomas Willises, Mrs. nia; Mrs. Charle P. Roland, the guest speaker. Mrs. Wal- Washington high school in the
sponsored by the HanMusic for the occasion was match. Mrs. Willie
lace,
well-known
chairman
of
in
Baptist
publicity
same
class
and
Mrs.
with
bride,
his
Brown came ley PTA who adopted the
Frances Hassell and Calvin
entersung by Lucius Lamar accomand
educational
Mary
Brooks,
circles,
President.
is
the
Langford
attended
State
Ohio
becoming
in
a
black
out
straw
Dillard; the Taylor Wards, the
tainment as the Association's
panied by Prof. Omar Robin- that complimented her
wife of the Rev. Robert Wal- university before entering the
outfit. annual financial project.
Sans Qualls, Jr.; Mrs. Mildred THE PATS
son, Jr. at the organ, and inWhen Mrs. Mollie Carter lace of Chicago; and is a form- U.S. Army. He is presently
Hodges, the William Crawcluded "Ave Maria" and other Adding her bit to the pro- Proceeds will be used to buy
fords; Mrs. Mattie Bell Ward, entertained THE PATS re- er supreme basileus of Alpha stationed at Niagara, N. Y.,
gram, while models relaxed books for the library now
untraditional wedding tunes.
Mrs. Mamie Dillard, Mr. and cently at Tony's Inn, the door Kappa Alpha Sorority. She and expects to return to civil- Installation of 1962 officers
was Little Miss Barbara Cato, der construction.
Both the bride and groom
club
Nightingale
Thrift
who sang "Drink to me only
Mrs. Don Gentry, Mr. and Mrs. was beautifully decorated will be complimented at a ian life next month.
the
of
Mrs. Langford is a member was the main business of the are graduates of Tennessee with Thine Eyes."
R. E. Mebane, Mr. and Mrs. with large silver and blue let- reception held at the home of
State university and members
Appearing in the next group
John Wesley, Jr., Mrs. Bur- ters that read "WELCOME Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson, Sr., of the faculty of Cummings evening when members met at
Wife Preservers
of the faculty of Douglass
the home of Mrs. G. Horne of
nadine Holmes, the Cornelius PATS AND GUESTS" with a on McLernore avenue, on Sat- Elementary school.
of models /ere Mrs. Berniece
High
school. Mrs. Venson was Bridgeforth
with
recently
St.,
Olympic
Wolfs, the Wilbert Stocktons, large red heart and a pink urday night.
796
a
twodarling
in
The young couple left on a
graduated from Douglass and
the James Johnson, the John and white Cupid at the center. GUEST SPEAKER
tone brown with beige plume
wedding trip to Hot Springs, Mrs. Susie Alexander as hos- her husband
was graduated trimming. This hat was designMrs. Georgia V Harvey was Ark.
tess.
R. Arnolds, Taylor Hayes, Inside, tables were piled
from
Booker
T. Washington ed by Mrs. Mary Frances Allen.
Melvin Conley and A. C. Cur- high with red and white to be the guest speaker at the
They expect to make their Officers were installed by high school.
balloons, silhouettes of Wash- Helena, Ark., graduate chapOther pleasing personalities
tis.
Mrs. Julia Roberts, and includ- RECEPTION
home in Los Angeles, Calif.
modeling hats from their pered Mrs. Horne, president; Mrs. A reception
Still more included Dr. and ington and Lincoln that bore ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha last
honoring the sonal wardrobes were Mrs.
E. Neal, vice president; Mrs. couple was
Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mr. and table numbers where guests Sunday, but had to cancel reheld that evening Magnolia Hardy, Mrs. Minnie
Mrs. Thomas Hayes, 'Dr. and were to play bridge and to luctantly last Saturday, be- Fifteen states have passed A. F. Lofties, secretary; Mrs. in the Top Hat
and Tails Club Parker, Mrs. Bobbie Sanford.
Mrs. Vasco Smith,' Mr and enjoy a delicious dinner. Red cause of an emergency bout laws specifically prohibiting D. Simmons, assistant secretary; house.
Then
breath-taking
came
Mrs. Philip Booth. Mr and and white pom-pom favors of surgery at E. H. Crump employers from discriminating Mrs. Inez Boyd, treasurer; Mrs. Among the
numerous
guests creations of Miss Eunice CarMrs. Edwin Prater, Dr and served as place cards and red Hospital, where her husband against workers because of Sarah Crawford, chaplain; Mrs. were
Hate to ken
tablecloth? You
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Glover
ruthers and Mrs. Versa B. won't Nave to a
their age.
Ruth Hicks, chairman of Pro- Fields
Mrs. Fredrick Rivers, Mr. and and silver military tallies hon- George is also confined.
If after laundry you
of Mansfield, Ohio, and Moorer. Miss Carruthers had as
ored
the
two
former
presidents
gram
Mrs.
Roberts,
committee:
Lawrence
out
on a shoot on top of the
stretch it
Mrs.
Westlity, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Martin, of her models Misses Virginia
carpet; stretch It taut and pin sechairman of the sick committee
and Mrs. John A. Olive, Mrs. with February birthdays.
Star, Ark.
happelle, Dorothy Slate, and
until dry.
We
corset
surely
Mary Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Members of the club atand Mrs. Thelma Davis, reportThe couple are at home 1858 Ethel House, Mesdames MarHoward Bowen, Mr. and Mrs. tending the party were Wiler
Carver
ave.
garet B. McWilliams, Althea
Lockhard, Alice
Hunter Stiggers, Mr. and Mrs. helmine
Martin Robinson, Mr and Mrs. Helm, Rose Coleman, Euralis
Caffrey Bartholomew. Dr. and Fletcher. Jean Evans, Hazel
Mrs. Theron Northcross, Mr. Lee, Ethel Isabel and Ezelle
---sWeassomern-7..nn•
and Mrs. Samuel Peace, Mr. Parks.
Guests of the hostess preand Mrs. M. McCoy, Mr. and
Mrs. R. L. Wynn. Mr. and Mrs. sent were Mildred Heard,
Murray Alexander, Mr. and Zane Ward, Dorothy Chisum
Mrs. Bryant Williams, Miss and Minnie Anderson..
Betty Jones. Miss Juanita CHIT-CHAT
Allen. Mrs. Jimmye Mitchell. Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis
Harold Brooks, Mrs. Jacque- are delighted with the arrival
line Smith and brother, Miss of another little daughter,
Elms Tunstall and James born last Thursday at E. H.
Spraggins. Mrs. Lee Eleanor Crump hospital. The little
Benson. Miss Jewel Gentry, charmer is naturally bequeaMrs. Fannie Johnson. Mrs. thed with her dad's brilliancy
Utoka Qualls, Mrs. Ann Stribl- of mind, and her charming
ing, Mrs. Emma Allen, Mrs. mother's sweet, and demure
Mamie Bridgeforth, Mr. and disposition, as well as her
"Bobby grows out of his clothes so fast I can hardly keep
Mrs. Don Langford and Mr. social aplomb. Congratulahim in jeans," says their mother."But Francis is growing
and Mrs. Joseph Dobbs.
tions, Annie Laurie and A. W.
right into them."
• • •
And Mr. and Mrs. Peter M.
Jones. Mr. and Mrs. A. L. MRS. JOHNETTA WALKER
Their father, Dr. Robert Higginbotham, is physician for
Plaxico, Mrs. Roy Milton, Mrs. HOZAY had joined her husthe Midland, Pennsylvania High School. His private prat,.
Edna Swingler, Mr. and Mrs band, Emmitt at their home in
tire takes him many miles through neighboring country.
Albert Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Los Angeles, where they will
Haywood Thornton. Mr and remain until their return to
Mrs. Higginbotham left her art-teaching career several
Mrs. H. C. Ellison, H. A Gil- Memphis at Eastertime. when •U-G.S. INC.. RECEIVES A funds are most needed by
years ago. Rut she is still an artist in the kitchen-with an
liam, Mr. and Mrs. John Davis, Mrs. Hozay will entertain HELPING HAND!
J-U-G-S, something wonderful
to nutrition. "I get extra Vitamin D into this family
eye
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. George D. several of the expected guests Eight years ago, the J-U-G-S, happens.
by using Carnation as the milk in puddings and pies and
Clark, Mr and Mrs. Isom for the Regional Convention donated $800.00 to the Council
Mrs. Irma Jones, a former ofcocoa-and on cereals!"
Wilson, Miss Erma Clanton, of Links, Inc.
to Aid Limited Children. Very ficer of the now-extinct counMr. and Mrs. William Hamp- If
you've
wondered
of soon thereafter, the city and cil, is pictured left above preCarnation is the healthy family millt..with extra Vitamin
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt whereabouts of Atty. James state boards of education estabD
to help build sound teeth and bones. No wonder this
senting a check of $500 to Gwen
Simons and Mr. and Mrs. Er- Estes, he has been busy out lished schools for retarded chilNash, treasurer of J-U-G-S,
milk in the red-and-white can is the world's favorita
nest Payne.
of town, and the news has dren. This program absorbed Inc., to help them with their
evaporated milk, by far.
AKA'S MARDI GRAS
been released, that our loss the objective of the Council
The graduate AKA's were may be Michigan's gain, if he and since then, it has not func- current project—paying salhostesses at a fun-filled Mardi accepts the post of housing tioned. Most of the funds given ary of a casework counselor
Gras subscription dance at administrator of Royal Oak by t:,c J-U-G-S to the Coun- for the rehabilitation 0 Un"I get the creamiest criers pie
Curries last Friday night, and Township, a Detroit suburb ... cil sk is unused; at a time when wed Mothers and Fathers.
-just by using Carnation,"
several guests at the aforeMrs. Higginbotham declares.
mentioned party put the fin(Bee recipe below) Even
ishing touches to their night
when you add an equal
by joining in Mardi Gras spirit
which prevailed amid coloramount of water, Carnation
is richer than sweet whole
ful decorations of clusters of
balloons, caricature cut-outs
milk-for smoother results
and the light from the AKA
in all your cooking!
emblem.
During intermission, basileus
Marjorie Ulen conducted the
official awarding of a U. S.
recipe:
1—
Savings Bond to LeMoyne Coed Gloria Finnie, and the in
CARNATION'S
EXTRA-CREAMY CHOCOLATE
troduction of committee chairCREAM PIE (Makes ofts 8-itich pt.)
man whose diligent work
made the affair highly suc1 package chocolate puddingcessful thus benefiting the
and•pie filling mix
organizations projects. Mrs
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
Mlle Mae Roberts is the proEVAPORATED MILK
ject chairman; Mrs. Edna
I cup water
Swingler was in charge of
i baked 8-inch pie shill
decorations, and Mrs. Helen
Shelby served as ticket chair
Combine the pudding and pie filling
mot with Carnation Evaporated Milk
man.
end water in saucepan. Cook according
Greeting guests at the door LES ELITES Bridge club
night, Fob. 9. From left are Franklin, Mrs. A Suggs Mrs.
Healthy country boys "growing up overnight." Bobby
label directions on mix. Pour Into
to
in the ticket office were Mrs members got together for seen Mrs. E. Cunningham. D. Mosley and Mrs. D. Boone.
and Francis Higginbotham. aged 7 and 4, were both
Cinch crust. Coot. Top with toasted
Ernestine Guy and Mrs. Rubye this photograph during their Mrs. R. Strong, Mrs. D. Musk for the occasion was
Carnation babies-and they're both Carnation boys!
coconut or sliced bananas.
D Spight.
annual Sweetheart a• l at Evans, Mrs.a B. Greens, Mrs. played by Bon Branch and
Mother is an artist. Daddy ii a(1010040'
Caohnilftil COM"
SEOUINS CLUE
Club Yropicana on Friday H. Hudson, Mrs. E. Durham, his orchestra along with this
The bridge-loving SEQUIN'
Mrs. E. H•wit t. Mrs. J. Largos'. (Hooks Bros. photo'

•
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IT'S GIRL SCOUT I
I COOKIE TIME ...
by
Ajina C. Cooke/.
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-In observance of American is a piano student of Mrs.
Mart Month, Mrs. Edna Caw- Jennie Vance of Humboldt.
thorn has been again made Coming in for second place
chairman of the J. T. Beck was Miss Brenda Monroe, who
dIVision of the Heart Fund also gave an instrumental solo
Dive. Many persons are work- "May Night" by Talmzren.
ing with her and you are ask- Third place winner was Miss
ed to make your contribution Ethel Deberry, who gave-the
when called upon before the vocal, "Summer Time." Both
Miss Monroe and Miss Deberend of this month.
tie are sure many hearts ry are Merry high school stusere made happy last week dents. Honorable mention was
witi tokens of remernberance given to Earlean Jocks. The
on St. Valentine's Day. For all first place winner will repreof you diet watchers, those sent the Jackson chapters at
littge boxes of candy changed the spring regional of Omega.
fliC program a bit, but resist- Jackson has made great
e was difficult, I know. ' strides in race relations and
it was felt that Race Relations
DISPLAYED
"The sixth annual Musical Sunday had a greater meanFO. 7-6938 5195 CATES
telent Demonstration was pre- ing for Jacksonians and a
BATES, modeling
sented in t h e Lane college community which integrated PERITA
instructor. is comPLAN SPRING DANCE— inq plans for the benefit order, Sr. Mrs. Maxine
chepel on Feb. 9. Sponsors of one of its former all-white and charm
affair to be staged in Club Driver, president of chapter,
ing to Memphis to model and
The "Roaring Twenties" is
the program were Theta Iota schools without incident.
Charm School.
recent Mrs. Iris Jamerson, Mrs.
during
the them, of a dance to be Tropicana
and Kappa Sigma chapters of The Sunday was observed conduct a
meeting at home of Mrs. Ardenia Gilmore, Miss Cisgiven by members of the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. at St. Paul CME church at
Alpha Delta chapter of Al- Vivian Ford of 1957 Quinn ii. Driver, Mrs. Vera Clark.
Thirteen participapts display- an afternoon program with
pha Gamma Chi sorority on ave. Seen in front, from left, Miss Lillian Dowdy. Mrs.
ed musical talent coming from Commissioner of Education R.
Friday night March 30, and are Mrs. Gracie Lewis and Delores Bins, Mrs. Mardis
L. Patey as the speaker. Re
high schools in this area.
here members are seen mak- Mrs. Ford. In back, same Pewitt and Mrs. Daisy
Winning first place for her said in part that the city adPaige.
instrumental solo "Italien Con- ministration was going to concerts" by Bach was Anna tinue to do all in its power to
juvenile delinquency by proCatherine Long Harris of Cov- make Jackson a proud place
viding means to expel energy
ington, Tenn. Miss Harris, who to live.
CELEBRATES
AKA
through wholesome recreation
Is just a freshman, in school
Fashion
Later the same afternoon, Plans are all set for a
To cut down on illigitimate
Show, Hair Styling Display and
a
GOOD
Chi
d
n
Beta
members
of
TO
A GUIDE
births by having both the male
which will be
"Gamma Alpha Omega chapters a Charm School,
and female to come together The January meeting of the
out-of-town lexof AlptaKappa Alpha sorority conducted by
bi-monthly and discue.ss intel- East End Flower club was held •
affair is betwo-day
The
pert.s.
celebrated Founder's Day in
EATING
ligently the vital problems in- in the home of Mrs Gertrude.:
by the Northeast
the chapel of Lane college. At ing sponsored
volved in sex.
Beauticians' Chapter
Long of 732 Daniel it., with
By
this time Mrs. Callie Stevens Memphis
School
To try to inform the youth Mrs. Long and Mrs. Clara_
of Memphis, Tenn., served as No. 5; Bobbie's Beauty Supply
GRACE WILLIAMS
of the things that they need
Bronze's B & B
••
the guest speaker, centering and the
to knowand do not get at Cochran as co-hostesses.
her address on the theme "In company.
HOWSE
JONES
RUBY
ANN
MARTHA
H.
FOOD AND FUN
will
which
B.
Mrs.
show,
Halite
chaplain,
The
fashion
The
"F" is for February—for fun vestment for Service." A re- .,:ature Miss Perita Bates of St.
To try to help young unwed Muse, was in charge of the de- "
Competing for the title of crowned "Miss Junior Federfor ception followed for the
—and in particular "F" is
Louis, Mo., is scheduled for 8 "Miss Bronze West Tennessee" ation." She belongs to Use
mothers to regain their place votional exercises, and Mrs..;
Februd
e
r
n
o
h
dining
in
make
college
guest
the
not
So
food.
why
p.m. Monday, Feb. 26 at Manas- along with 20 other contestants Cedar Hill Baptist church and
in society.
with room.
Lillian Bowles gave a reading..
ary a month of "fun
sas high school, 781 Firestone this year will be Miss Martha is president of the Youth choir.
To try to stimulate the adults
o
important
event
Another
•
appropriate for the start of a
•
.
food."
blvd.
IN
CLUB
Mr.
of
GLEE
Howse,
daughter
Ann
to
the
their
to
responsibility
the month was the celebra
He.es' how you can dot it.
new year.
The Charm School will be and Mrs. Gust A. Howse of Miss Jones is secretary of
community and themselves.
Lclk in the drawers; in the tion of Negro History Week. A conducted at the Beauticians' Humbolt, and Miss Ruby Helen her class, a member of the Glee NEW CLUB
To help obtain first-class The president, Mrs. Ethel.
pages of cookbooks; in t h e Merry high under the direction Building, 522 Linden ave., from Jones, daughter of Mr. and club where she was named
Hi, I am Thomas, the reportMcMurtray, was in charge of..
recipe file box and any other of the Social Studies Depart 6 to 8 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 25 and Mrs. Sherman Jones of Jack- "Miss Glee ClubfL--NHA, and er for the West Holmes Young citizenship for all people.
We could go on naming the business session, and the
place that you might .have put ment, a series of program from 12 noon to 2 p.m. Monday, son.
Club. It was
Christian
People's
to
first
Merwas
the
attendant
things until we exhaust our
a recipe that you planned to were presented keyed to th Feb. 26.
Both Miss Howse and Miss ry High school queen for organized on Nov. 9, 1961 under
birthdays of Mrs. Cochran, Mrs..:
try, but never got around to. theme "Negro History and
Workshops for beauticians Jones will present vocal se- 1960-61.
the leadership of Sammie Har- vocabulary, but instead we Lillie M. Odom and Mrs. Magto New Birth of Freedom."
inmonth
work
our
try
will
"live"
to
the
be
February
Monday,
on
conducted
Let
will be
lections for which they are She was a participant in the daway.
A public program was giv
7
gie Reid were celebrated.
try some of those dishes that
Feb. 26 from 8 a.m. to 12 noon noted in their respective com- Omega Talent Hunt at Lane The other officers are Ehr- stead of talk it.
at which
sound so good. Serve the sim- en on Friday night
and•from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Mrs. munities. The two are high college. A member of Mace- man Eldridge, vice president; We shall endeavor to spotwas*.
repast
very
A
tasty
choi
Lane
college
the
pler more practical ones to the time
Salimna Odumn of Chattanooga, school seniors.
donia Baptist church, she Miss Mary L. HarchLway, sec- light some outstanding person served by the hostesses. The'
with oration
eemk. this community each
family during the week, then Spirituals along
owner of a beauty salon; will Miss Howse is parlimentarian serves as treasurer and par- retary; Miss Lissie M. Harda- fwro
•
the
of
Negro.
progess
the
club will meet in the home of.?
splurge on the dishes for Sun- on
be the guest artist who )vill•con- of her senior class at Stigall liamentarian of the Usher way, assistant secretary; J. D.
many
it
with
brings
Spring
Miss
treasurer;
jr.,
Saulsbery,
and
duct the worshops.
member
a
the
and
to
and
board,
choir
belongs
dap dinner or some other apeHigh school
Our president, Sammie Mrs. Reid on Feb. 22.
al
celebrations
church
annual
Miss Bates, considered an in- song leader of the New Home- represented her church at the Ruby N. Meeks, sergeant-at- Hardaway, has transferred
meal. By the end of the
Wom
25,
Feb.
Sunday,
On
so.
ternational model and charm makers Association.
Annual Youth Encampment arms; Clennon Sghlsbery. par- from Owen college to Memphis
th you will have brought
en's Day will be observed a consultant, is expected to model In the community she is a last summer
recipe file tip-to-dali with
where she was liamentarian; Miss Alice State university. He is a juny
CAN YOU USE
with
CME
church
Paul
St.
Moore, chaplain; Freddie Hud- ior and is majoring in political
Materials she obtained during member of the Junior Fed- selected song leader.
recipes that you 'know you can
for
charge
th
in
being
women
serve successfully to guests and day. Everyone is invited U her European Tour which in- erated club, the Rainbow Art The pageant, sponsored by son, program committee chair- science. Best of luck, president.
MORE
eluded fascinating Scotland, cap- and Garden club, and was the Jackson Alumnae chapter man and Miss Bobbie J. Meeks,
le the family.
Our meetings are held the
hear one of our own. Mrs. Vi
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority, business manager.
!"Fun with food" month is a vian Hawkins Robinson, who tivating London, wonderful HolClub colors are blue and first and third Saturday afterwill be staged in the Merry
g d time to use your imagina- now resides in Birmingham land, unique Belgium, and fas1
m. at the
High school gymnasium on Fri- white. Our motto is "Growing noons from to 5 p.
t n and concoct some new Ala., who will speak at the cinating Paris. She will model,
EIPOUND FLOOR
woolens, silks, hand-made lace,
day night, March 9, beginning in spirit, working for Christ Lake Grove Baptist enurch,
( es or you may want to try 11 o'clock hour.
STERICK BUILDING
pass
The
Careuthers
others!"
by
Rev.
the
helping
designed
and
all
where
7:30,
at
leathergoods,
beused
never
have
you
food
a
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"Racine" of St. Louis.
been First prize will be a $300 word is "Watch us grow."
Dandridge is the pastor.
has
Announcement
fore. For example, sour cream
/IREN
gI . TIM
PEORtv
OFT s
Mrs. Odum has traveled ex- made of the marriage of Miss scholarship from the sorority OBJECTIVES
may be a food that holds myscome
to
welcome
is
Anyone
of
objectives
tensively through the United Sarah Lee Whitfield to L.D. with a second scholarship to be Some of the
terils for you—try it during
States, conducting worshops in Farrow, formerly of Widner, given by Radio Station WJAK. this club are to cut down on and take a part in the meeting.
tha month of February. Use it
many schools. She received her Ark.
in your salad dressing, as a
.•
advanced training at Tennessee The bride is the daughter of •
whipped topping for your cherhairin
university
State A&I
Mr. and Mrs. Bunk Whitfield
ry desserts or use it in a sauce
The annual project of Sigma styling. She was voted one of of Widner, Ark., and the couple
over your vegetables or meats.
Gamma Rho sorority — Rho- the state's top ten. She was re- were married at their home
Og•
LOW HEAT
mania —will give the Mem- centli crowned queen of Ten- by Rev. R. J. 0. Taylor.
Just a word of caution when
opportunity to nessee State Beautiicans as- Mrs. Farrow is a nurse at
an
public
phis
• heating dairy sour cream. It is hear the guest artist, Mrs. sociation.
"allergic" to high temperature Anne Patton, a noted harpist For more information call one the Memphis Eye, Ear, Nose
hospital where she
and may curdle. It May also do of Chattanooga. She is expect- of the sponsors, Mrs. Clara and Throat
service for 11 years.
•P
this when held for a long per- ed to perform at Bruce Hall Shells, JA 5-9828; Mrs. Eula B. has been in
Mr. Farrow is the son of the
iod of time at a high tempera- Thursday, April 5, at 8 p.m. Neely BR 4-2275 or Mrs. Bobof
Farrow
Mrs.
ate Mr. and
ture. In most cooked dishes, it
Widner. He is a farmer is
Mrs. Patton has performed bie ivory BR 6-6559.
is best to add the dairy sour
States
United
known to his communithe
widely
throughout
re m near the last and keep
and in Nassau. She plays and the beautiful music coming ty.
e temperature low. If it does
sings both classical and reli- from the instrument, certain- Ti e couple is presently livappen to curdle only the apgious music. She is scheduled ly charmed the very, souls of ing at 500'Vance ave.
the
not
affected,
is
pearance
for an audition for the Ed your listeners, and will long
taste.
Sullivan Show which is seen be remembered. May you confood"
with
"fun
a
Here's
each Sunday night on Chan- tinue in this great field of mu"quickie"
starter, a delicious
sic, as a great harpist as you
nel 3.
colcookie
the
to
recipe to add
E. Stanley Jones had this are."
excellent
e
lection. These a r
Mrs. Mary Brooks is the
to say of Mrs. Patton, "I heard
Spectacular center fielder of the S. F.
cookies for mailing so we call your performance on the harp president of the local chapter
them Little Traveler Cookies with great joy and with deep of Sigma Gamma Rho sororGiants,famed Willie Mays, made Dual
Make some for the family and a appreciation. You not only ity; Mrs. Charle P. Roland is
Filter Tareyton his steady smoke some
batch for mailing to friends. play the harp, but the harp serving as publicity chairman
LITTLE TRAVELER COOKIES plays you, and I am grateful of Rhomania. •
time ago."I can tell you," says Willie,
I cup sugar
that the harmony of the two
"that pack after pack Tareytons give
1/4 cup butter
is very beautiful. I commend BRIDAL GIrr HINTS
me everything I want. Tareyton sure
1 egg
Today's brides are aided by
your work to all those who are
2 cups sifted enriched flour interested in music and I pray the "gift registry" service at
has the taste!"
. 1/2 teaspoon baking soda
that God will use you In this their local silver shops. Your
1 cup sour cream (1/2 pint) • great contribution."
name and the pattern you
Cinnamon sugar
In another comment by the select are registered at the
Cream together butter a n d late Rev. M. H. Ribbins, then store. Anyone who desires to
sugar until light and fluffy. Add pastor of Second Baptist add to your silver collection
egg and beat well. Stilt to- church, Chattanooga, had this is referred to the store—where
gether flour and soda. Add to to say of Mrs. Patton, "The she can choose a gift in any
creamed mixture alternately way you played the harp, and tern.
with sour cream. M i x well.
Drop by rounded teaspoonsful
impnto greased cookie sheets. Bake
Nlembers of General kernodelers of Memphis
"In moderate oven (375 degrees
F.) for 15 minutes. Sprinkle
Mrs. Josephine Norman,
with cinnamon sugar. Makes
re.•
one of Memphis' most
about 5 dozen 2-inch cookies.
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PERITA BATES Humboldt, Jackson Girls Seek
Modeling and Charm
Instructor

'Miss Bronze West Tenn.'Title

Fashion Show To
Be Conducted
By Perita Bates

East End Flower
Club Holds Meet

West Holmes
YPCC Club News

By
Thomas Saulsberry

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Local Nurse Bride
Of Arkansas Man

Sigma Gamma Rho
Presents Harpist
At `Rhomania'

"Tareyton

sure has
the taste!"

•

—says Willie Mays

co-D

i•T

HOME
IMMIOVEMENTS

INCOME
TAX
EXPERTLY PREPARED
We Have Capacity To
Solve Your Income
Tax Problems

•

Come Ti 319 Beale St.
Ask For CAREY CRIER
6 to 10 P.M. Week Days
All Day Saturdays
Carey Grier
JA 6-583 5

10111111111811MMINIMEM

DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
S33.115 WITH THIS AD

Fiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
AluMinum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulption
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
Screens - Windows - Floor end Plastic Tile
Emmet..
Polo* Drivoway•
FHA and Conventional Terme

WH 8-4079

Soft-Lite
Fiber- Glass Construction
CO., INC. OF MEMPHIS

1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST

School of
Charm & Modeling

popular hair stylist and
a student at CHAR M,
INC., says:
'The self-assurance and
poise I've always wished for is now becoming
a reality --- Thanks to
Charm, Inc.'
Your wishes can also be
fulfilled CA I, :
Miss Bernice Lansky
BR 6-2724(Anytime)
147 Beale Street
CLASSESSN:

ETIQUETTE
VOICE
WARDROBE STYLING
MAK E-UP
GOOD GROOMING
HAIRSTYLING
FIGURE CONTROL
Menthol,

Evening Cie v•••

•••

Tareyton delivers the flavor!
DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

•

Pure ythlfe KW Idler • ACTIVATED CHARCOAL IMF ORR

and

Open up the tip of a Tareyton
You can mg the difference—now taste the differencel
Then taste what a difference it makes!
get the inside story on Tareyton's remarkable Ilual Filter.
filter work together to bring
The pure white outer filter and ACTIVATED CHARCOAL inner
That's what you enjoy!
delivers!
out the best taste of the best tobaccos. That's what Tareyton

rftd.,

--1•4••••

DUAL FILTER Tareyton

••••••••..

• .1•••••
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Tennessee
JACKSON

in charge.
Services for Mrs. Josic
Mr. and Mrs. James Hill of Holmes held
recently at Mt
Route 7, Jackson, Tenn., an- Zion
Baptist church, the Rev
nounced the wedding of their N. Alston,
daughter, Mary Hill to Mr. B. Eppersonpastor and Rev. W
officiating. Burial
Norris Kay also of Jackson. was in
St. John No 1 cemeThe marriage ceremony was tery
with the Ford Funeral
performed in Rock Temple Home in
charge.
Church of God In Christ by
Services for Mr. Fennessee
he pastor, the Rev. J. E. Poin- Ross held
in the chapel of the
dexter on Feb. 10. The newlyStephenson & Shaw Funeral
weds will reside at 751 E.
Home, the Rev. Willis Ross ofBaltimore at.
ficiating. Burial was in MonteMr. and Mrs. Tom Foster of zuma
201 Daugherty st., observed Tenn. cemetery at Henderson,
their ninth wedding anniver- The
Mell-Aire Gospel Singsary quietly at home on Sun- ers
and the Spirit of Bt. James
day, Feb. 11. May they enjoy
Quartette rendered a musical
many more happy years to- at
Mt. Moriah Baptist church,
gether.
sponsored by the official board
Dedication services wer of the
church. The Rev. F.
held recently at St. John No.
Jarman, pastor. At 7:30 that
Baptist church. The former night
the same group rendered
pastor, the Rev. J. L. Webb o a song
service at Salem BapMemphis, was the guest speak- tist
church of which the Rev.
er. Other guest ministers and L.
S. Briggs is pastor
churches were the Rev. C. H.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Murphy and Browns Creek Mary
Elizabeth Greer were
and London Branch churches. held
last Sunday at 2 p.m. at
The program was sponsored
by the Y.W.A. The Rev. B. F. Denmark Beptist church. Services were conducted by the
Odeneal, pastor.
Rev. A. Hardaway and burial
Mrs Savannah Lewis of was
in the church cemetery
Chicago, Ill., was guest speakwith Ford Funeral Home in
DR. RICHARD V. MOORE, before registration. Misses Fla., and Misses Lathe Jac- er last Sunday morning at charge.
president of Bethune-Cook- Lula Priscilla Dean and quelyn Dabney and Dom* Mt. Zion Baptist church. Mrs. Mrs. Greer was born in
man college, explains the Anna Idella Dean, freshmen Marian Dabney, freshmen Lewis is a prominent member New Mexico and
moved to
college regulations at the and the daughters of Rev. and daughters of Mr. and of St. Paul CME church in Jackson early in life.
SurvivChicago.
beginning of the second searid Mrs. Herman Dean of
ors include two deughters,
Mrs. Wilbur E. Dabney, 607
A musical program was held
mester to two sets of twins 5560 N. W. 18M ave.. Miami, N. Mills at.. Leesburg, Fla.
Mrs. Katherine Greer Wise
at Mt. Zion CME church last
and Mrs. Sylvester Smith, six
Sunday afternoon at 3, featur- sons,
Daily, Warlice, and Rev.
ing the male chorus of Beech
Henry Greer, all' of Jackson;
Grove CME church. The proFrancis, Fay and Ray Greer,
gram was thoroughly enjoyWATER VALLEY
enjoyed with the pastor, Rev. Bristol. Tenn. on Saturday, able. The Rev. L. Lanier is the. all of St. Louis and two sisters. She was a member of
J. McRudd delivering the mes- Feb. 3.
very popular pastor.
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Denmark Baptist church and
sage.
The Rev. Hazzard was for- The Jackson-Madison Co. the
Eastern Star Lodge.
Rev. C. H. Lay, delivered a Rev. R. B. Dysie was at his mer pastor at St. Paul. He Deacons' Union held its reguRev. C. F. Odom and his
wonderful sermon Sunday at post as pastor of Sand Spring aslo served as Presiding El- lar meeting at Pearly Gates congregation and
• choirs of
Mt. Vernon CME church which AME church the second Sun- der of the Bristol District of Baptist church, 119 North Mother Liberty
CME church
the Tennessee-Virginia Con- Royal Alley on last Sunday. were
is located in the New Albany day.
guest at Mt. -Pleasant
The Rev. a B. Hardy was
District. Rev. L. W. Walton is Rev. C. J. Joiner of Mem- ference.
CME church last Sunday afphis was in Batesville the
pastor.
Eugene Goins, Brooklyn, N. guest minister. the Rev. W. B. ternoon. Rev. Odom preached' IN BARNARD EXCHANGE change with Barnard college Rosalie
Stanley, of CharlesLouis Perry and wife of Den- second Saturday while enroute Y., spent a brief vacation in Epperson, pastor.
a wonderful sermon and the
These three Bennett col- in New York City, Sr. ton, S. C.; Dorothy Bacon, ot
mark and Mrs. Sallie B. Oliver to Bluff Spring M. B. church the city with his mother, Mrs. Services for Van Shannon choirs sang beautifully
lege seniors, who participated shown as they left the cam- West Palm Beach, Fla., and
along
were held recently at St. Paul
of Tulsa visited their aunt, where he is pastor.
Virginia Allen, and friends.
with the assistance of Rev.
last week in a student ex- pus. From left are Misses Mary Frances Lane. of Mt.
Mrs. Nannie Waters, and cous- David McGhee of BatesWalter Brady has gone to Baptist church, the Rev. A. E. Montgomery The fellowship
Olive, N. C.
Freeman officiating. Burial was
in, Mrs. Lillie Hawkins, re- ville, who had been ill, passed West Palm Beach, Fla.
great and everyone had
a few days ago. He was a
cently.
On Sunday, Feb. 4, the was in the church cemetery a wonderful time. Dinner was
The Gospelaires of Bruce member of Mt. Zion M. B. Choirs of Thankful and Mt. with Stephenson di Shaw served in the school
building
sang at Chapel M. B. church hurcli; a deacon and a Mason. Olive Baptist churches ap- Funeral home in charge.
near the church. The Rev.
the second Sunday. The propeared in concert at the Phil- Services for Mre. Helena Wrenfrey is pastor.
CORINTH
gram was sponsored by Mrs.
AURORA
lipi Baptist church, Elizabeth- Bennette Glenn at Lane Tab- Mrs. Mattie Merry celebratUnion recently at Marion.
CAIRO
ernacle CME church, the Rev. ed her
By Rev. W. W. Hamilton ton.
Louise McFarland.
birthday on Valentine
By
ADA
L.
CARNOR
H.
C.
Christian
DAN
Walker
CLARK
Ministers'
By
e
T
h
officiating.
BuriArthur D. Hawkins of MemDay quietly at home with her
Jeter Young, Mrs. Lizzie
COLP
phis visited his parents last Union rendered a program at Rollins, and Mrs. Jennie Hale al was in Elmwood cemetey family. Mrs. Merry was
Mr. and Mrs.,George Harris'
born
The
Stitch
and
Chatter club
weekend. Hawkins is work- Christian Union Chapel.'In- are patients at Memorial with Bledsoe Funeral Home on a day when the
world was home was damaged by fire last By ANNA M. BILLINGSLY will meet next at the horde
vocation was read by Rev. hospital.
ing in Long Island, N. Y.
full of love and friendship.
week.
of Mrs. Irene Rondeau on 32nd
Mr. and Mrs. Jat Robinson Neal Cunningham of Sheffield.
Mrs. Fannie Agnew of 523
Mrs. Hopkins, Mrs. Browne, The Mary F. Handy Mission- street.
Johnson *City was the Mecca
are proud parents of a baby Rev. W. W. Hamilton, presisuccessvery
S. Liberty at., celebrated her Mrs. Bessie Rhodes, Mrs. Car- ary Society had a
The Zodiac club will be en-girl born last week at Water dent, was guest speaker. Mrs. of the Jehovah Witness Conbirthday on Feb. 16. We were oline Wade and J. G. Durha ful Parcel Post sale at the Lay- tertained by Mrs. Josie Rowvention from Feb. 2-4. SesTRUSSVILLE
Valley General hospital. Mrs. Cora E. Hamilton, sponsor.
men building. Georgians Baker
afraid to inquire about her are on the sick list.
sions
were
held
at
the
Nationlett
on 25th street.
'Robinson is the former Janice Funeral 'services for Cary
age. Mrs. Agnew is a faithful
Dr. and Mrs Boger enter- is president.
By R. L. MEYERS
Galloway were held at Mt. al Guard Artifory on Highway
The
Around The Clock clulle
Hervey.
had
Board
Stewardess
The
member of Mother Liberty tained their datighter and her,
11E. The religious conclave
Help your reporter by send- Pleasant Baptist church.
Rev. J. E. West was guest CME church.
family at dinner last Sunday. a pew rally last Sunday after- met at the home of Mrs.
was
attended
by
a
large
numing your news items to Route The Spiritual Gospel Four
speaker last Sunday at First
Mrs. Bessie Gordon of 430 Miss Erlene Elliot visited noon. The junior church under Esther Hamilton on 27th St.
Mrs. Willie Mae Wiliams,
Quartet rendered a musical ber of persons.
3, Box 41.
Baptist church in Alton. Sev- S. Church st. is in* Jackson- friends in Maywood over the Rev. Roland Thorpe rendered
R
Bristol,
oscoe
Crump,
Holiprogram at Trampamp
eral visitors from Mt. Canaan Madison
a wonderful program for the Mrs. Artie Wade and her
weekend.
County
hospital.
Tenn.,
was
host
to
Phi
Tau
Bosdaughter, Beverly, spent
a n d from Liberty Baptist Friends may contact
HOLLY SPRINGS
1 ness church. Mrs. Victoria
her there. Miss Myrtle Buck is presi- Stewardess Board. The pastor Lincoln's
birthday in Paducah,
tic was sponsor. Rev. Neal chapter, Omega Psi Phi fra- church of Pinson attended*.
dent of the recently organized sang a beautiful solo.
The Second Educational Dis- Cunningham was guest speak- ternity on Saturday, Feb. 3. Services held at New Bethel
Ky.
Christian Endeavor of St. Mrs. 011ie Copening and Mrs.
,ADAMSVILLE
The chapter is composed of
trict Musical Festival was re- er
Baptist church last Sunday By CLIFF SUMMERVILLE Johns AME church.
Lee Hill were called to Ala- T h e Rayburn PettigreWt
cently held at Henry High
Rev. Neal Cunningham of members of the Tr -Cities were enjoyable.''Rev. M. L. Rev. Beater,
pastor of St. The Ladies Guild of Main bama to attend the funeral of are now living in their new
school, Byhalia, Miss.
Sheffield and Rev. and Mrs. area. Dr. E. S. Kilgore is basil- Robinson is pastor.
ranch home on 19th street. ,
Mark CME church, Edgewater, Street Baptist church is spon- their uncle, Walter Hill.
Sims High school basketball W. W. Hamilton visited tbe ieus.
A large group from Mt. worshipped with members of soring a program Feb. 25. Mrs. Mrs. Ada Williams died Fire of unknown origin comteam defeated St. Mary, 54-50. Fifth St. Missionary Baptist The Langston Golden Tigers Canaan, Mt. Joy
pletely destroyed the lipid
and New Carmel CME recently. It was James is president.
Feb. 8, 1962.
Funeral for Mars Jones was church. Rev. James Wilson is lost one of their last three Bethel Baptist churches
and a benefit sponsored by Club
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wallace On' the sick list are Willie of S. L. Snow and Carl jackoutings on Friday, Feb. 2 to
held last Sunday at Harris pastor. .
from Mt. Zion AME church, No. 2. Mrs., pearl Willingham attended the banquet given Day, Hesse Webb and Mary son on Popular street
Chapel.
Kenneth McDonald. report- the strong Slater Wolves, Bris- representing their choirs is captain.
On the sick list are Mrs.
by the Burlington Credit Vaugh.
Mrs. Hat tie Armstead's ing president made his report tol, Tenn., by a score of 78- motored to Pinson
last Sunday
Mrs. Ida Wedgeworth gave
Amy Byrd and Mrs. Teretha
69. The Tigerettes won over
funeral was held at Anderson to the Christian Union.
where they met with other birth to a fine baby girl.
Jackson.
the Slater Lassies trouncing
Chapel last Tuesday. Eulogy
visiting choirs and joined in
Roosevelt Westmoreland,
Mrs. Lerlean Fields Walker,
Mem 51-26.
by Rev. Broomfield.
the celebration of the 27th an- Mrs. Nora Pratt, Mrs. Lillie
SOUTHEAST STARKVILLE
formerly of this city, is visitOn Tuesday, Feb. 6, the
nual
program
of
the
Hagood
We
are
feeling
much
betBATON ROUGE
Mincy, Mrs. Mary Brown, Mrs.
By WILLA DuPREE
ing her mother, Mrs. Mamie
Golden Tigers trounced Bland Chapel
BATES VILLE
Baptist church choir. Willie Merrill, Rev. Hamilton
By M. N. RINGGOLD
ter over the illness of Mrs. Houston of Pyramid Cts.
Yours truly's mother is ill. High, Big Stone Gap, Va., 98- Mrs. Eva Posey is president. and Charlie Parker are on the The unusually cold weather Carter Walker than we did
By CLEY W. JOINER
56, in the Langston gym.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Recent visitors included Mrs.
during the past few days has a few days ago. Her nieces
sick list.
Jennie Jackson, age 88, were
Services at Pilgrim Rest M. A. M. Dudley, Laura Thrash- On Thursday, Feb. 8 at Big
find
and
her
many
friends
caused
in
some
loss
of
time
Curtis
Berry of Praco is
BESSEMER
held from Mt. Moriah Baptist
B. church last Sunday were er, Myrtle Johnson, Dora looseYb etao shrd eta NUNUU
visiting his grandparents, Mr. getting off our news and doing much better and show- church, Feb. 12. She had
Stone Gap the Tigers let
been
Zuber, the Tucker family, Esing
signs
She
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other
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material,
By
and
G.
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Cliff
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Summerville.
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.
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very
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25 years.
Morning worship at St. John
Margie Roberts.
ish both in time to get down few days.
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102-52
Tigers
victory
to
a
Rev.
and
Independent
Sudduth
reMrs. Ramsey
Mrs. Beatrice
Methodist church
to some other material that Mrs. B. K. Johnson reports
By ARCHIE WOODS
PERU
ceived a call from Chicago over Big Stone in a return began with singing and pray- St. Paul CME Missionary must be .mailed today that is, this morning in answer to Ward Chapel on 17th st., enmatch.
By M. L. CROSSLAND
tertained
the
ing by the officers and mem- Society met in the
heads of all the
stating that her daughter, Mrs.
home of if we hope to maintain the questions as to how the sick church'
On Friday, Feb. 9, the cur- bers. An inspiring message
Rev. James Dupree con- Wilena Logan was ill.
departments. A dia!
business'
"Doing
Mr.
Unto
Othof
and
Mrs.
Johnnie
ones
in
Wainher
home
are.
that
all
regular
tains
season
closed
on
ducted services on scheduled Mrs. Dora Zuber returned
was delivered by Rev. R. G.
As We Would Have Them are doing fairly well today. licious buffet dinner Wag
time last Sunday at Mt. Her- from Baton Rouge where she play as the Langston Golden Williams, pastor. Visiting in wright Tuesday night with ers
president, Mrs. Mary L. Ham- Do Unto Us."
A short visit in the home of served.
invaded
the
lair
Tigers
of
the
man Baptist church.
the morning was Rev. A. L. ilton presiding.
visited her sister.
Many Baton Rouge friends Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Thomas
Funeral services for Samuel Mrs. M yr t el Jonhson, Douglar, Elizabethton Drag- Bryant, pastor of New Hope
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Wite- of Miss Louirte E. Lewis are was indeed enjoyable yesterHaney were conducted at daughter of Mrs. A. McDudley ons. Langston boasts of win- Baptist church who assisted
moore were dinner guests of doing their best to help her day. Not only the home folk,
Eihenberry Funeral H o m e. left for her home in Bogalou- ning the home game with the with the Holy Communion.
Mr. and Mrs. Dolly Jones last back to health and some hap- but the house and lovely flowDragons.
Rev. Albritian, pastor of First sa.
Music was rendered by the
piness after undergoing so er yard make one so happy
Baptist church officated. Mr. Mrs. Gussie Sykes, mother On Monday, Feb. 12, the senior choir. Mrs. M. B. Sunday.
Miss Miry Joyce Hamilton much sorow during the seri- and uplifted. We did enjoy our 1--Spititgal Advisers
Haney was a World War I of Mrs. Lauretha Hampton Tri-State Tournament opened Brown, musician. Rev. R. G. is
now
working in Spring Val- ous illness and,death of her
Don't Pass This Upl
in Elizabethton and Green- Williams, pastor
veteran.
was in town recently.
ley, New...York.
sister.
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visit
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U home was made very THE
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McArthur
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ville six in the opener and Richmond, Arthur King, Sylpupils, instructors, gan
callers were blessed with what
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jessie radio station WSSO.
them. Call me today, be sievNewport boys played vester Ford and Mrs. Fannie visited with relatives in Tigret, cuperate from the illness she relatives and friends called. I gave
Williams.
James Anderson, the gospel the
Tenn. last Sunday.
suffered from the loss of a And were we glad to see each! ed today. MR. I. KING
Rev. Courtney, pastor of singer from Chicago. with his George Clem, Greeneville in Forman.
'Mrs. Gracie Scott and Mrs. limb, and the hospitalization
1310 Dexter. Detroit I, Nick.
v
Wayman AME church has re- accompanist held the audience the night cap.
Members of the Hyphen So- Isadore Greer visited with etc. Few people could hay It is good to be remembered.
TY 7-6046
One gets elated over it.
signed. He is returning to spellbound last week at Anti- At Elizabethton the Lang- cial. and Savings club held
ston Tigerettes will play the their last meeting at the home their sister in Ripley, Tenn. met conditions as she has. We have just talked with Magical Secrets for Love
Marion, Ind.
och Baptist church. Rev. H. E.
over the weekend.
And she is meeting these conWin the love of anyone you wish
Douglass Dragonettes and a af Miss Johnett Burrell.
Read the Chicago Defender, Stewart is pastor.
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By LEANDY MOORE
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MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

Carver High

By JO JO BELL
•The Manassas student body send,—Jesse Bonner, Quincy
1111+••••••••••••••••••••
deviated from the schedule of Hughes, Joseph Cleaves, Willie
academic work to emphasize C. Owens, Cleophes Owens,
Hello again, This is JO JO
tt)e love one should show for James Tucker, Juanita Branch,
Bell bringing to you the litest
his fellow man, regardless of Rosie Miles, Allen Dillard, Anclatter, matter, platter and
race, creed or color in an ob- nie Ruth Phillips, Barbara
data around the Big C.
servance of Brotherhood Week. Bowle s, Helen Coleman,
SPOTLIGHT
Our guest speaker was the Claudia Branch, Yvonne LusThe beams from our spotTennessee regional director of ter, Delores Purdy, Frank
light this week fall on our
the National Conference of Fitzgerald, Lenora Thomas,
By CARLOTTA WATSON
and whether they accept you
"Miss Carver," Shirley Hill
Christians and Jews and one Janie' McClembre, Loretta
Musing: (Personality continu into their groups or leave you
lovely and charming daughter
of Memphis' most prominent Shores, Cassell Gilmore, Ededed three) The kind of person- ut. But having a good perof Mr. and Mrs. Zeb Hill, Sr
citizens, Hugh Murphy, dflio ward Johnson and Obie Hunt.
ality you are developing is very sonality means a great deal
She is a 13-2 student and
was dauntless and outspoken Couples seen at the ball were
important. It determines wheth- more than being socially popuvery active in the Sub-Deb er people like5 or dislike you lar. The person who is most
about racial discrimination Ruth Lee and David Moore,
Society, Red Cross and NDCC
and hatred among races. One Billy Doss and Beverly Guy,
admired and sought after does
of the main reasons why the James Marshall and Betty
In her leisure time Shirley
not necessarily have the strongMemphis Round Table was or- Laster, Mareita Wells and
enjoys reading novels, baking
est personality for meeting the
ganized was to provide better Johnnie Green, Delores Bencookies and doing volunteer
problems of life.
were, seated, left to right: Johnson, Clarksdale, Miss., work.
relationships with e thnic ton and John T. Green, Adell ALPHAS CONVENE HERE
Dear Carlotta: I am married
The Tennessee State Con
groups of this city. Mr. Mur- Smith and Dorothy Williams,
Walter Gibson, Lane college, and J. T. Jones, Knoxville,
'
-and have
DID YOU KNOW?
phy gave a simple yet true key Elmer Harrison and Phillis vention of Alpha Phi Al
Jackson, Tenn.; Dr. T. W. Tenn. Standing, left to right:
for three
Delois Washington is playto, brotherhood as he explained McCoin, Vance Moore and pha fraternity met recent
Northcross, local graduate James Swearengen, Edison
Ifirst martewas "God is iove therefore, Juanita Holmes, Billy Moore ly at LeMoyne college and chapter president; Robert F. Morrison: Everett McKis- ing the field?
husband c o rnFaye Mason has won the
Jacox, Memphis, slate di- sick, and Warren Moore of
motherhood is love, if we are and Barbara Kimble, Earl set up a program to guide
every time
to become brothers with our Young and Gwendolyn Robin- Alpha chapters during the
rector; Walter Washington, Memphis, and L. Q. Swing. title of "Miss Fine?"
he teases when
Beblon Goodloe is afraid of
fellow men we must do two son, Leon Hurd and Ophelia remainder of the year. AtUtica, Miss., southern reler, Mound Bayou, Miss.,
been married
things: Put God first in ell Rainey, Anderson Harden and tending_ the state confab gion vice president: B. T. southern regional historian. competition?
Carolyn Sherman has eyes
y ear s. When
yeur under-takings; Examine Pearlie Peterson, Marvin Alexr I e d, my
for i certain junior?
our hearts and clean our ander and Ella Boyd.
plimented me
James Hollins and Mary
minds." Mr. Murphy climaxed CONFIDENTIALLY
Winston are in the swing?
I dressed. Now
his message with a prayer for Obie Hunt believes in his
DEDICATIONS
I put on cold cream at night
peace • and love among men. . little "brown book" .
Samuel Allen to Evelyn
or do my hair up. What picture
Participating on the program James Cox is unaffected by
does a man carry away in the
Johnson: "Baby, It's You,"
!mete Gwendolyn Robinson, the the girls in his art class! "One
Willie Gilliland to his girl: "I wish I knew what to get morning? How 1 looked when
Mixed Chorus rendering the of the Dukes of Earl" has a
lie tianed out the light or how
"I'm Blue."
for Gus."
selections,, "Live Humble" and crush on Celeste McKinney!
4 look when I am going to a
Ernest rCampbell to Jacque"Give Thanks." James Phillips, (Could it be you — Billie A congenial group of friends Ida Wyman, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
show? I don't want to lose my
line Phillips: "Cry to Me."
president of the Student Coun- Moore?)
and relatives assembled here Sanders, Mrs. Polly Swayze,
husband but I don't know what
Avonne Petty to Freddie
cil, presented the annual broth- Marva Lovelace has her recently at the home of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse James,
to emphasize. Worried Wife
Lee: "Unchain My Heart."
erhood award to Elmer Harri- love mixed-up"... •
and Mrs. Howard Jackson of William Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Joy Reeves to Alvin GrisDear Worried Wife: I have
son, Manassas' symbol of Bertrand Shores wants the 1371 Vollentine st., celebrate Jesse P. Cooper, Mrs. Erma
often heard this discussed, and
brotherhood. Soloists on pro- girls to know if you make ap- the golden wedding anniversary Stiddum, Rev. and Mrs. J. D. WASHINGTON — (UPI) — som: "Popeye Stroll."
TOP
CHICKS
gram were Carita Harrison and pointments NOW you may get of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Griffin and Mr. and Mrs. Per- Rep. J. Vaughn Gary, D-Va.,
I have even heard it said that
Diann Smith,
her husband to
Zelma Phillips. Rev. E. C„urrie a chance to see him. (Prefer- William Porter.
ry Little.
has accused the Post Office Betty Johnson,
LONDON — (UPI) — A Man- a woman lost
Gloria
Tucker,
Faye
Mason,
did not look nearly
Ws ie charge of the devetional ably 9-5 or 10-1! !)
The ceremony was solerninzAnd Mr. and Mrs. E. G. department of practicing rechester University professor has a girl who
Christine
she did. HowKathryn
Guinn,
as
attractive
as
Yvette Luster now has Ron- ed by Rev. P. E. Brooks.
Part of the program.
Horne, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ham- verse discrimination by not
expressed concern over the selfOther distinguished guests nie Vaughn all to herself. Mr. and Mrs. Porter are faith- ilton, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie firing a Negro mail carrier Caldwell, Vera Merrit, Ruby
ever, a man who cannot stand
regulated medical habits of the
to look at his wife in bobby
/were: Mrs. Ethel Venson, di- (Along with twenty other girls ful members of Smothers Chap- Claiborne, Mrs. Jimmie Mc- froth Savannah, Ga.
Hardy, Lewiethe Draper, Ruth
average man.
Erector of the March of Dimes at TSU!)
pens seems without common
el CME church, the parents of Cully, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hat- Gary, in testimony made Craft and Lena Shelton.
A. D. MacDonald outProf.
here in Memphis and Mr. Les- Frank McGraw thinks the seven children, 11 grandchil- cher, Mrs. Bessie K. Dorsey,
sense, high principles or plain
TOP FELLOWS
lined
the
possible
self-medicapublic
Sunday, did not name James Gray, Charles Brown,
ley Rosen, co-chairman of the world of Margaret Jones!
compassion.
dren and one great grandchild. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Holt, Mr.
life
senior committee of the Mem- It has been rumored that Their children include the a n d Mrs. Andrew Tinsley, the mail carrier but appar- Robert Rice, C. G. Gilliland, tion ,during a day in the
He is far too sensitive sed
businessman
as
follows:
of
a
ently
referred
to
Westley
W. Eugene Campbell, McArthur
phis Round Table. Mrs. Venson there's something between late George Porter, Fred Porter Mrs. Bernice Porter, Mr. and
delicate for marriage at all.
wakes
up
far
too
early
Law,
an
"He
official
of
the
NAASeriously husbands and wives
presented an outstanding ser- Jimmie Lee and Beverly Al- and Mrs? Katherine Porter of Mrs. J. H. Roland, Mr. and
Twyman
Heath,
Roberts,
in the morning. The cares of
CP.
vice award from the March of len.
Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Lou Ella Mrs. Alfonso Bryant, Mr. and Law was fired last Septem- Chester Moore, Zeb Hill, Leo- the day ahead of him and the love one another best when
Dimes to our own Charles Loretta Shores believs in Jackson, Robert and Edward Mrs. Helen Haskins, M r s.
they are strongly aware of each
nard Webster, Louis Vaughn
ber. But on Oct. 24, Postanxieties over the day p a $t other's spiritual qualities . . .
Branham.
"crash parties!"
Porter of Memphis; and Mrs. Clara Bass Buford and Mrs. master General J. Edward and Larry Cox.
ciowd
in.
He
takes
a
quick
This year the Memphis "Slander" is Edward Harris' Ernestine Koger of Santa
in those high momenta when
Bar- J.. P. Boyd.
Day reinstated him with a
short-acting sedative so that he they escape from the physical
Round Table rounded out its middle name!
bara, Calif.
Others were Miss A. Ma- severe reprimand following
may
ceMplete
his
seven
or
membership with the accept- Who's holding Helen Cole- GOLD CORSAGE
and get a glimpse of the soul
lone, Mrs. A. Yarbrough, Mrs. the recommendations of a
eight hours of sleep.
ance of three citizens and civic man's hand these days?
. . stuff of which their mates
For the ceremony and ob- Ernest Bingham, Mr. and Mrs. three-man appeals board.
"His
morning
coffee
(or
tea)
workers of our city, Louis Hob- One of Elmo Logan's ex- servance, Mrs. Porter
are made.
wore a Gistor Williams, Mrs. M i n- "A man who was clearly
does
not
quite
relieve
him
of
son, A. Maceo Walker and girlfriends is still carrying a blue chantilly lace
Surely we do not want to
dress with yarn Ivy, Mr. and Mrs. Harry not fit to be in the service
some hangover, so he snaps up believe that men are so small
A. C. Williams.
"flaming torch" ! ! !(Guess satin-trimmed
bolero
with Hayes. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph was retained." Gary said, "bea
stimulant.
Ix:spite
of
a
libera.
SWEETIWART BALL
who?)
souled they want only glamor
E A TTL E—Commander
gold mum corsage.
Ivy, Mr. and Mrs. 0. Edmon- cause an outside organization,
diet he adds a multiple-vitamin from women. Or that they can
..The senior class of Manas- Helen Kinnard: Does that The
table was overlaid with son, Mr. and Mrs. Authur of which he apparently was a Alexander Desta, deputy, com- pill—just in case.
sas High school presented its "Phillip Boy" still give you
be happy in marriage without
white salin clo th draped Hines, Mrs. Katie Tipton, Mrs. member, raised the question mander of the Imperial Ethio- "His hurried bacon and
egr
first gala affair at Currie's that old feeling? ? ?
around a white net skirt that E. Strong, Cato Walker, Mrs. of discrimination and in the pian Navy and grandson of (or whatever he has for break- those qualities which have preClub Tropicana in the form of Georgia Brown has a strikserved it throughout the ages
gave a bouffant effect, deck- Saint Ivory Jeans, Elmo Shaw, final action there was discrim- Emperor Haile Selassie, is an fast) leave him with some gasswingin' Sweetheart Ball ing dislike for F. M. (Wonder
. . tenderness .. . sympathy,
ardent booster of the Seattle
ed with capers.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ination,
Everett Humbut in his favor," World's Fair.
tric discomfort. So he takes an laughter, understanding a n d
ebruary 14. With a capacity why?)
In nw center of the table phreys, Miss Wilma Parker, Gary said.
nod
anti-acid
cid and may have to re- spiritual affinity. However,
rewd it is expected that other Barbara Duncan: Who's the
was a tiered wedding cake William Allen, Miss Louella Gary made the statement Following a recent tour of peat the de
dose after lunch. By some women lose their hussuch dances will be presented latest with you?
iced
with
gold
and
white
flowlast
month
Jackson,
during
Howard
hearings
Jackson III,
the fairgrounds, Commander evening he is a bit exhausted— bands because they cultivate
in the near future.
Does Patricia Griffin still
ers
and
an
ornament
of
of
wedMiss
the
House
Susan
Post
Currie
Office
apand others.
Desta said "I am very im- and possibly in an irritable good looks instead of good disSeen at the dance having a have writer's cramps?
propriations subcommittee.
pressed with this fair."
swell time were Helen Kin- Juanita Branch believes in ding bells inscribed "50" in
positions.
gold
and
white.
nard, Martel Weaver, Celeste playing it "safe" —(no fellows
GOLD
TAPERS
McKinney,
Beverly
Allen, — no worries!J
The refreshment table was
Celestine Reynolds, Gladys, Frank Fitzgerald says, "give
Williams, Ernestine Hollowell, me your name and phone num- draped with a net skirt overGeorgia Brown, Gwendolyn ber, if I have time I may call laid with Italian cutwork. The
centerpiece was ,an arrangeFicklin, Robert Williams, Rod- you."
erick Diggs, Frank McGraw, Vance Moore looked forward m en t of chrysanthemums The women of the West TenTerry Edwards, Edward Harris to the NDCC Ball with great flanked with silver candlela- nessee Conference Branch Misbras holding gold tapers that
Charles DeGraffenreid, Henry anticipation!
sionary Society of the AME
Montgomery, Elton Montgom- Marieta Wells is a ''cream of radiated warmth and love as church presented fellowship
they burned.
ery, Osbern Taylor, Elmo Lo- wheat' girl!
Serving at the table were dinner at St. Andrew AME
gan, James Phillips, James
church, Friday night Feb. 2,
Flagg, Fred Griffin, Morris Claudia Walton has put W. Mesdames Er m a Stiddum, in the spacious and artistically
Polly Swayze, Rolena Porter,
Webb, James Kilgore, Frank H. down!
decorated dining hall.
Why can't Robert Rivers and Edith Porter, Barbara Currie
McGraw,
Frank
McCree,
The affair was one of a series
Brenda Settles, Joyce Gath- Shirley Reed get "together?" and Bessie Dorsey.
Refreshments included leading up to a Calendar Tea
lings, Shirley Wheeler, Carol Earl Young has been labeled
scheduled for March 11, under
Laws, Rita Phillips, Mabel as "transpertation" (wreck white and yellow ribbon sandwiches, mint s, individual the supervision of Mrs. Sarah
Rupert, Juanita Wooley, Vir- Earl in you '48 Olds!)
Thompson
w a cakes and orange and pine- Garrett, Conference Branch
ginia Duckworth, Carolyn HarLenora
Missionary president.
apple frappe.
ris, Jack Miller, Mary Town- whipped by a "Weed". ..
Receiving guests and gifts The general chairman of the
were Mesdames Ida Wyman, Fellowship Dinner project,
J. B. Cooper and Earline Cope- Mrs. Hattie Harrison, assisted
by some leading officers of
land.
the Society, presented e proGUESTS
'Present for the occasion gram and dinner on a very
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Port- high educational and informaer, Detroit; Mrs. Earnestine tional order.
Koger and Miss Janet Rog- Mrs. Daisy B. Scott, the Con-- Curries' Club Tropicana was Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Robertson, er, Santa Barbara, Calif.; Mr. ference
Branch
Secretary,
the scene of "Sweetheart Ball" Mr. and Mrs. G. Saunders, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jackson, jr.; stated the purpose of the ocgiven by the Les Elite Bridge and. Mrs. F. Bass, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Port- casion and listed a series of
club, Friday night, Feb. 9.
I. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. C. er; Robert Porter, Mrs. Kath- projects to be completed by the
Members of the club were Neville. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. erine Evans, Detroit and Rev. conference organization durin ball Roach, Mr. and Mrs. F. Jones, and Mrs. R. E. Brooks.
beautifully attired
ing 1961-19132.
length gowns of red, cOmpli- Mr. and Mrs. T. Doggett, Mr. Also Mrs. Mahalia Walker, Among these were planned
raented by matching shoes and and Mrs. W. Lindsey, Miss H. Mrs. Earline Copeland, Mrs. services for home and foreign
eting white gloves accented Walker and Edgar Young, Miss
misaions; Quadrennial expenWith red roses. They greeted Carole Jamison and company,
ses, Y.P.D. Workers, District
rieely arrivals with gifts of Mr. and Mrs. C. Fletcher, Miss
sustentation, Personal welfare,
I. Clanton and Wm. Kelley,
red and white carnations.
-special
entertainment
and
The club was beautifully Mr. and Mrs A. D. Miller, Mr.
courtesies with a goal set for
decorated with hanging hearts and Mrs. Johnnie Johnson, Mr
the year at $2,300.
beaming each club members' and Mrs. 0. Tuggle, Mr. and
DINKINS SPEAK
The.
McWinfield,
Mrs.
W.
name along With the name of
-Dr. C. L. Dinkins, presWent
Mebanes,
-t
h
e
The
Quires,
their spouse. The decorations
of Owen college, delivered the
Sanders.
white
Alexander
and
!;rere done in red,
key-note Address which was
to carry out the theme of the Other guests included Mr.
a strong appeal to the audience
ball and the club colors of and Mrs. James Thompson, ALBANY, Ga. — (UPI) — to meet the challengers of the.
monochrothatic red. Decorations Mr. and Mrs. Sambel Peace, More than 700 Negroes go on new day through education,
were under the supervision of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thomp- trial today on charges of dis- Christianity and a determinason, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Wright, orderly conduct and congre- tion ,to seek the higher and
Cunningham.
Many smartly dressed guests Mr. and Mrs. G. Curry, Mg. gating to obstruct traffic dur- lasting values of life and to
stepped through the "open and Mrs. J. B. McNeely, Mr. ing December anti-segregation be realistic instead of a human
heart" doorway to be greeted and Mrs. M. Butler, Mr. and demonstrations.
"show case."
by Les Elite president; Mrs. Mrs. Wm. WoWruff, Mr. and
boycotted 1;iy Ne- Miss Gracie L. Conley and
Anita Suggs and . club mem- Mrs. L. Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. City buses,
protest segregated Lee Cunningham, two outbers; Mrs. Earnestine Cunning- Benny Batts, Mr. and Mrs. groes to
(Demi
seating, began operating on standing soloists, of Memphis,
ham, Mrs. Delores Boone, Mrs. Daniel Durr, Mr. and Mrs.
rendered some inspirational
Monday.
Serbasis
limited
a
Ella M. Hewitt, Mrs. Dorothy Wm. Rankin, Mr. end Mrs. C.
three and classical music for the ocEvans, Mrs. Elizabeth Durham Boyde, Mr. end Mrs. N. Jack- vice was discontinued
casion.
ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department
Mrs. Ruthie Strong, Mrs. son, Mr. and Mrs. H. Rogers. weeks ago.
The Fellowship Dinner comRobinHoward
Dorothy Moseley, Mrs. Anna Mr. and Mrs.
mittees
which
included
Mrs.
Marie Greene and Mrs. John- son, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mardis,
Hattie L. Hardison, general
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
etta Franklin and Mrs. Hattie Mr. and Mrs. C. Bridges, Mr.
chairman, Mesdames Peer!
Mr.
Robinson.
Martin
Hudson.
Mrs.
and
Campbell, co-chairman; Irma
Name
Among many of the guests and Mrs. 0. Yarbrough, Miss
Bearden, M. R. Todd,
seen at this gala affair were Mildred Doss, Mr. and Mrs. V.
(Means Print)
Alfred
Motlow,
R.
L.
Duncan,
Mr. and Mrs B. T. Johnson, Jones, Mr. and Mrs. George BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — B. Parish and others rendered
Address
A federal grand jury
Cain, Mr. and Mrs. George (UPI)
excellent service in planning
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Cal- has indicted for perjury a
and serving a delicious menu.
City
Phone
State
vin Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. L. member of the jury which was
Mrs. Sarah Ga\Tet, conferCampto reach a verdict in
Mead, Mr. and Mrs. N. Campence
president
and
Dr.
E.
M.
charged
men
I under 'and this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wedne%day and costs only
bell, Mr. and Mrs. C. 'Thomas, the trial of eight
Martin, pastor of St. Andrew,
Mr. and Mrs. H. King, Mr. and with burning a bus carrying
15c per copy. Thank You.
impressive
made
some
very
riders."
"freedom
Mrs. Frank Phillips, Mt. and
(NOTE: Bring or moil this application to: Home Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State Dirtiond4r,
commendations
expreSsions
of
L.
Macon
Attorney
S.
U.
Mrs. U. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
see).
236 S Wellington, Memphis, T
the
congratulations
for
and
that
Monday
said
Weaver
Eurlene
S Bradfield. Miss
program
planned
and
executed
59,
had
Parker,
Martin
Lewis
and
Mr.
Couch and company.
PHONE M. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
swearing by the..Conference Missionary
Olt Mrs. Dave Bond, Mrs. Juan- been charged with
Arnold., Mr. and Mrs. J he was not a Ku Klux Klans- society.
'Kids expect more than
v
Swearengen, Miss Gertrude man when he was Selected as Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson was
when I was a boy."
the mistress of ceremonies. •
Holly and company and others. a juror.
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FAMU Honors Gaither, Team At Grid Banquet

Tomy's•
Corner
by TOMMY PION

TALLAHASSEE — Florida A ceived a framed certificate for player.
Napoleon Johnson, Raleigh,
& M University's national his selection to the Little All. LETTERMEN
N.C.; Paul Smith, Chicago, Ill.;
championship football team was American first team of The Forty letters were awarded Wendell Logan, T(somson, Ga.
to the following players: Rob- Also Gleamus Jordan, Burney
feted along with the coach- Associated Press.
of-the-year Jake Gaither at the Quarterback fames Tullis ert Hayes, Curtis Miranda, Adams, Savannah, GC Robert
annual banquet of the Rattlers won the most valuable play- Charles Sutton, Alfred Denson, Brown,
Willie Fleming, Plant
recently.
er trophy. Quarterback Emory Tommy Chandler, Jacksonville; city; Carleton Oats, Alfred RogThe Rattlers, unbeaten in 11) Collier received a sportsman- Robert Paremore, William Wil- ers, St.
Petersburg; Samuel
games, were acclaimed cham- ship award of the Tallahassee son, Tallahassee; Eugene White
Fitzgerald, West Palm Beach;
pions of national Negro college Quarterback Club and a tro- Ralph Burns, John Hamilton, Whitfield
Jenkins,
Ocala;
play. Gaither was voted na- phy for being selected the out- Emory Collier, James Tullis, Roosevelt
Coleman, Anniston,
tional small college coach of standing all-round senior.
Charles Hobbs, Willie daring- Ala.; ancrEddie Simmons, Chipthe year.
Willie Clarington received ton, Owen McKay, Jimmie Mil- ley.
Dr. George W. Gore, Jr.,
the lineman-of-the-year tro- ler, Austin Wise, Miami.
Trainers Willie Clemons of
president of A & M, presented
phy, and Robert Paremore won Also Nathaniel Davis, Alton Palmetto, Cecil Daniels of
to Gaither a plaque from facul- a
White,
Clarence
White,
Tampa:
similar trophy as
& M's
Miami, and Harold Bethel of
ty members. A & M assistant baCk
of the year. Archie Wil- Lorenzo McFadden, Sanford; Miami.
coaches Hansel Tookes, Ed liams
Bernard
Cam,
Jacksonville;
received a trophy as the
James Wanza, former A & M
Oglesby, Pete Griffin, Costa outstanding
freshman player. Charlie Ward, Thomasville, Ga; player now
head coach of MiKitties, and Robert Mungen alNathaniel
Tucker,
Delray
Patterson
Marion
the
got
so received plaque.
Beach; James Godwin, Panama ami's Northwestern high, was
"Snake
Award,"
Pit
presented City; Hewritt Dixon, Alachua; the featured speaker. M. S.
LTITLE ALL-AMERICA
Center Curtis Miranda re- to the outstanding non-varsity Jordan Pope, Ft. Lauderdale; Thomas was toastmaster.

Major League baseball's determination to obtain equal
'treatment for, all its personnel has already started to produce
a profound change in spring training procedures and attitudes
when the world-champion New York Yankees opened their
new plush, Fort Lauderdale rite recently.
In a half-dozen deep south cities the quaint, folks customs
are in the process of being shattered. The Negro superstar,
with his $50,000 salary, will accord the same cuisine as the
.white players. Everywhere in Florida. Arizona and California
the "under-one-roof" policy is bound te generate the greatest
'togetherness since the Old Orioles were quartered in a single
:Dixie boarding house.
The same principle is being applied by the teams this
year, booking private or semi-private accommodations. The
By BRAD PYE, JR.
Upon joining the club, Harris The Gary Whips, Steel City
Yankees have booked a motel wing, private swimming pool (Special to the Defender) remarked, "I have always had a entry in the Midwest Profes- all-star gme for the "Mayors
Trophy."
annual awards banquet. Dr.
and dining room. The Mets, who move into the abandoned St.
desire to work with a local or- sional League, will play a pre- Mayors Walter M. Jeorse of TSll TRACK Coach Stanley
David D. Rains, tight, chairVeteran scout Willie Harris ganization. Since the Angels liminary game at 1 p. m.. be- East Chicago and George Cha- Wright. left, displays his
Petersburgh, will be privately ensconced in a wing of the
man, Division of Physical,
new Colonial Motel. The White Sox have purchased an en- 51, and father of Cleo Harris, organiation has made such fore the Jeorse Collegiate All- charis of Gary helped to line "Track Coach of the Year"
award presented to him by
Education at Texas Southern
tire hotel of their own, the Sarasota Terrace. The Braves, Chicago White‘Sox bonus baby splendid progress in just one Stars meet the Chacharis Col- up the contending teams.
the 100 per cent Wrong Club
congratulates t h e honors..
Cards and Reds and reported to have private motel arrange- became the Los Angeles Angels' year I'm happy to have this legiate All-Stars Sunday, Feb. NAMED CAPTAIN •
of Atlanta. Ga.. at the club's (Evans Photo.)
first Negro "diamond ivory opportunity to become a part 18, at 2:30 p. m., in the Washhave
ments. The Dodgers, in their leased air base at Vero,
hunter."
of this organiation."
ington High school gym in George Stepanovich, who
the best layout of all but it's a long way from Cilifornia.
played basketball with WashThe hiring of Harris, who Harris now the second Ne- East Chicago.
Richie Ashburn will display
One club joins the scanty western training contingent
ington High school and North
previously scouted the SouthNo. 1 he wore during the many
The
Whips,
who
will
play
Angel's
on
the
in
gro
pay
roll
Carolina
State,
and
and, surprising to state, it's the only one with luxuriant ern California area for the New
will
lop
years he led-off the batting
a non-playing position. The Chicago, are donating their the Baltimore Orioles in sprifig
home-crown Jim Crow now that Si. Louis has wen the
order for the Phillies. Billy
,
other one is Brad Pye, Jr., a services to the Boys Club of training as a pitcher, was selight. This is the new Houston club which will travel to
Loes wil wear his old Dodger.
member of the club's Public East Chicago, as are all the lected to captain the East Chiand
rife
number,
integration
is
23, a n d another
players and officials in the
Apache Junction, Arizona where
relations staff.
cago squad.
former Dodger, Roger Craig.'
all men are created free and equal.
Harris brings four years of
Chairman
will
sporting his usualpitch
James
Patlyek anThe other clubs in Florida will be the Baltimore Orioles
scouting experience to the
nounced that Pete Goshay and
When the New York Mets 30.
Angels. For three years he was
at Miami; the Detroit Tigers at Lakeland, the Washington
Charlie Freeman, former San take the field in National
employed by Cincinnati and he
.,Senators at Pompano the Minneapolis Twins at Orlando. the
Diego State players, and Rudy League -competition this year,
at
Pirates
Pittsburgh
spent
almost
year
Clearwater,
the
of
a
servPhiladelphia Phillies at
Byron, of Butler university, many of them will be wearice with the N.Y. Mets.
Fort Myers, and Kansas City Athletics at West Palm Beach.
have joined the Jeorse All. ing uniform numbers with
SEMI-PRO PLAYER
Stars. Others on the East Chi- which they've identified durExcept for the Orioles none of these clubs had done a
cago team are Mike Graney, ing their major-league playing
Back in his native Arkansas,
thing for the Negro players. They still will have to go on
Harris starred for several With Bill Lawson, Ernie Floyd Campbell, Gret Jancich days.
taking "separate but equal" accommodations. The movies
BRAND NEW
years as a semi-pro player. Brock, and Jim Cunningham and Bob Bradtke, plus Nick
Manager Casey Stengel will
won't let them in. They can't stop and get a hot dog if they're
1962
Mantis
of
the
Kansas
A
resident
California
of
City
since
sport
swimming
his
nationally-famous
the
providing
37,
go
want
children
the fireworks, Virto
hungry. If their wiver and
Steers
in
the
American
Harris
Basket1943'
and
his
wife,
Floseen
on
so
many
ginia
occasions
by
State
sped
to an impresbroad free Atlantic is denied them.
rence, reside at 14015 Parme- sive 78-64 decision over North ball League if playing ,sched- NI. fans via the TV screen
Miami is an exception for there is a beach for Colored
WILLIE HARRIS
lee
Ave.,
FALCONS
in
Compton,
Calif.
Carolina
college
Tuesday in ules permit. Bill George, foot- during World Series competipeople, Virginia Beach in Biscayne Key, halfway out'to Cranball star with the Chicago tion. Gil Hodges will wear the
York Mets and the Cincinnati Locally, Harris has served a Daniel Hall gym.
Including
Heater and Full
accommoall
like
disadvantages
its
has
to
this
But
Park.
Bears,
don
also will add heft to familiar No. 14 he carried so
Reds, was announced Friday stint as 'manager of the Prince Lawson showed the way
FALCON Equipment
the East Chicago lineup.
dations white people set up for the Negro.
Hall
gracefully
Pirates.
throughout
his
diswith
his
floor
game
and
by
Roland
20
Hemond,
the Angels'
Baltimore is a little above the other Jim Crow clubs Farm and Scouting director.
Reg. List
Among the top boys for points to take scoring honors. The Gary aggregation in- tinguished Dodger career and
Price
$2025
In that it has made arrangements for its Negro players
Harris, the father Of three, which Harris acquired major Brock, 6-7 sophomore, scored cludes Danny Rogovich, HarMEN,
AT
LAST
IT'S HERE
• to sat and sleep with the others in the McAllister hotel, will work the Southern Cali- league contracts are Manual nine consecutive Trojan points old Cox, Maurice.Lowery, Jim- fake New
LESS
$300
RVIATORIX
And
Enjoy
Lits
one of the string of Stand-and-Deliver enterprises on the fornia area under the direction Arts high's Paul Blair (N.Y. midway the second half, dom- my Asbeny, Clem Marthello, • dietary preparation RUM7OREX take.
For ANY old Car
whm mate. isms eft A PHYSI
Miami Waterfront. There's nothing they can do other- of chief scout Rosey Gilhousen. Mets), Fremont high's Eddie inated rebounding, and turned Chuck Bencie, Art Artis, Bob- CIANS
FORMULA. Only
for a 2Crawford (Cincinnati) and Fre- in a sterling defensive effort. by Gordon and Jim Sargent. 'reek roopla Money-beck55If00 not
. wise except read or play cards or checkers with each TOP MAN
IOW
fled att., 3 bottles, Send COD. Cited,
Diminutive
Jules
mont's
Cunningham
Siegle
Lonzo
In
and
Wilson
John
Seannouncing
Harris'
(Cincy).
apother.
sr Money Order NOW
Y
PA131'
1)...
put
bastian
the
game
will
out
of
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Others
Eagles
pointment,
officiate.
whom
he
has
Hemond
Membeen
stated,
inGilthe
The Miami police won't let them walk around in
THE RUMTOREX CO.
reach,
bers
garnering
of
Pay Less with later
ten
the
of
Boys
strumental
State's
housen
Club
in
is
will
signing
real
high
are
preon
Harris
streets in certain white areas at night unless they can proand we are particularly pleased Bell's John Lord (N.Y. Mets) final 16 markers with his pat- sent a trampoline Alow at 239 E. 1 1 5th St.. Boa 17
Mode, Trade!
duce a note from their boss. It occurs to me that the Orioles to have such
NEW
YORK
29, N. Y.
intermission.
a high caliber man and Jordan high's Gregory ented "pot shot."
property man would do well to stock up with turbins and join the organization."
North Carolina held an earNash.
ly 5-3 lead until Lawson found GOLF RECORD
swami robes for evening use to the Colored players. The
where
places
segregated
other
the
the range for seven straight
same might work well in
IMPALA
ROANOKE, Tex. —(UPI)—
points in two minutes to give
Negro players will be stationed.
4 D. Like-New Hardtop Full
•••
VSC a 10-5 margin which was Byron Nelson, who still comPower,fully equipped. 2 to
petes occasionally, von 11
never relinquished.
choos• from.
Johnson A. Young, general chairman of the Morehousestraight
professional
golf
tour4641
S.
The
WOODLAWN
visitors
closed in to 45Fisk basketball game, reminded me that the annual meeting
naments in 1945 — a record
41
in
the
second
CHICAGO,
half, but
ILL.
between these two schools will be held Saturday. March 3 at
Brock began his scoring streak that still stands.
St. Anselms Gymnasium. The game will start at 8 p.m.
4 Dr. Lik or-New Hardtop Full
to give State a comfortable
HOT FIGHT
Young said that a preliminary game conduzted by the GREENSBORO,
Pwr., 2 to choos• from.
margin.
N.
t.—Henmost
of
the
first
half
the
Bears
Church Leagues, will head the card starting at 7 p.m.
ry "Hank" Marshall, co-captain stayed within range, closing the Lawson, Cunningham (17), NEW YORK — (UPI) Joey • All With Private Bath
Bert Bunyan (15), and Brock Maxim kept his light
• Permanents • Transients
This year marks the 10th consecutive meeting be- of the A & T college Aggies, gap to two points,
heavybehind 20tween the two clubs in the Chicago area. At present the last week broke the all-time 18 at 11:30 and again at 31-29, (13) led VSC's scoring, while weight crown on June 25, 1952,• Rooms Now Available
2 And 4 Dr.
TRANSIENT RATE
Pete Jones (17), Duke Martin after two men had been
count in the Chicago series is 5-4. Morehouse holding a individual scoring for his team at 6:50.
knockFully Equipped
$3.00
slight one game lead. A bitter rivalry has been going by dumping 36-points against The Aggie sharpshooters then (16), and Joe Parker (15) top- ed out in the fight — by the
2
to choose from.
ped NCC.
Inspection Invited
104-degree heat at Yankee
on between these two schools for over a half century Shaw University. The Aggies took charge of the ball game.
State
is
Reasonable
virtually
Permanent
assured
Rates
of
Stadium.
won
the
ball
game
Sugar
106-85.
Ray Robinson
James Jackson, the 6-5 forand whenever they meet, it's like two animals stalking
LOWEST PRICES ON
For Reservations
Marshall's scoring spree best- ward, spearheaded a scoring a spot in the CIAA Tourna- collapsed in the 14th round;
each other in a jungle of lawlessness.
ment, March 1-3, in the Win- Referee Ruby Goldstein, earliSELECT CARS
ed
Wire, Write or Phone
the
previous
Aggie
record
surge which saw the Aggies
Last year's game was a bitter fought contest with More- of 35-points
DOWN
scored by Joe How- take a 52-43 halftime lead. Dur ston-Salem (N. C.) Coliseum. er.
AT 5-5409
house reaching the wire first in a 94-91 victory. This year ell against the same
'61 LINCOLN Cont.
club in ing those better than six min4-Dr.,
win
straight
Full
fifth
their
seeking
Pwr.,
will
Like
Tigers
be
the Maroon
1958.
utes of play A&T scored 21ik Brand New
• $245
Over the Bulldogs.
The 6-3 southpaw from points, eight of them by Jack'61 FORD Cone. Power $125
The annual affair is sponsored by -the Morehouse-Fisk Bloomfield, N. J., hit from all son. Jackson hit 21-points
.
for
61 FORD Fairlan• 500
Alumni Clubs of Chicago. Proceeds from the game will be points on the floor, using a the evening.
2-Do, S Cu. A/T with
used by the Clubs to send worthy Chicago students to More- variety of shots, including his The win gave the Aggies a
Pwr. Stet. Rod., Mr.
*141
favorite, looping hooks which 12-4 record for the season.
'60 CADILLAC Coon
'house and Fisk.
Everythingi
had the crowd standing in ovaCat
'60 CADILLAC
tion.
Coupe de Ville.
Slat
TAKES LEAD
'60
T-BIRDS Hardtops
The Aggies jumped off to a
k
2 to choose.
•
$171
6-0 lead with consecutive shots,
"'60 PONTIAC Bonne.
two by Warren Davis and a
StErlif
t
. Almost New -Air. Cond. a I 1111:or
RI'NOLO M ft 10E1
jumper by Jerry Powell, and
t '60 FORD Ranch
were never headed. During
9/iwatteeity
Wagons-3 to choose;
$105,
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dorsements when they report
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try for scoring honors in the
to the Philadelphia Phillies
it.toWN
'60 Valiant
• TALLAHASSEE — T h e
minutes
first
the
five
visiwith
4,
camp
8-Cyl.
at Clearwater later this,
Convert.
Flordia A & M University Rat$111
1'60 OLDS Super 88
month.
tlers took a command lead over tors first three two-pointers.
'
Williams
Valley
of
Fort
4
-Dr.
Hardtop,
Full
PWra
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On
the
Southern
record, the following
'all opponents in the
Air. Cond., Lit. New
1 45
have to be regarded as excelintercollegiate Athletic Confer- took scoring honors for the
i
t '60 oLos 98
night with 27 points. FAMU's
•
lent prospects. First baseman
ence.
'. 4-Dr. Hardtop, Full Per.
Bellamy gave way to the
Cal Emery, who hit .292 at
: Still undefeated in nine starts
4
Like Hew.
:
•5145
changing
units and settled for Orlando
Ihe Ed Oglesby-Ernest Fears
Cepeda led the Chattanooga while belting 28
ni '60 PLYMOUTH Valiant
t
'
I 4-Dr., Std. Trensl,
troached five has a 6-0 league a night's total of 17 points, 18 NL in home-runs in 1961 with homers and driving in 94 runs;
of
tallied
them
in
the first 46 to earn the
4 Radio, Heater
. $1115i
kecord. Alabama State and
recently-con- outfielder Jacke Davis, .303
Melvin
half.
Johnson
shared
the ceived trophy given each
'I '64 FORD Falcon. 4-Dr. „,,„ il
clerk College are the only loop
year with 16 homers at Buffalo; and
1 Std. Trans., Radio, Htr. *I 05 A
teams on the FAMU schedule FAMU scoring with Bellamy to the league's home-run first baseman Costen Shockley,
: '59 CADILLAC Cony. •
with
17.
Other
Rattlers
hitting
.360, 23 homers and 108 RBI's
champion.
lhat have not tasted Rattler
; Full Power, Like Neer , $175
7 Crown Bloody Mary: 30r.
in the twin digits in the Fort NI, officials agreed,
Grape Juice with 7 Crown,
venom.
in 1959 at Twin Falls.
tomato juice, Va oz. lemon
1 '59 FORD Custom 300
Valley game were Herb Gra- to honor champ
a jigger to a tall glass.
14 Apple Juice, /
• The Floridians took a clean
each year with In addition, Ted Savage,
1
2 7 juice,1/
1
2
oz.
7
Crovm,
o 2-Dr., 6-Cyl., Auto.
dash
Crown-shake with ice for Worcestershire, salt, pap.
4 Trans., Radio, Heater
;weep of South Carolina State, ham 14, Ralph C6ttman 15, the "Mel Ott Award." named who made a fine impression in
$15 1
1
Willie
Collier.
Bridges
Cliff
11
a
perfect
cocktail.
Per. Shal.e with ice, pour,
for one of the noblest Giants the Phils' 1961 spring camp, is
a '57 CHEVY
118-82, '61 circuit visitation
A jigger oil Crown adds to
each,
Bill
Sharpe
and
Sam
f
2-Dr., Auto. Trans.
of them all, and the NL's all- back after a fine season at
$45,
'champions. Benedict College 99much to after-dinner cofftte.
Jerkins 10 each.
1 '36 dingy
time home-run king.
Buffalo where he batted .325
316, SIAC tourney champions,
4-Dr.,
Bel
Air
$25
The
9-0 record held by the Eddie Mathews was the in- and hit 24 home runs.
'Ind Knoxville College 99-67,
'53 CHEVY Panel
while on the road earlier this FAMU cagers extends the Rat- itial winner in 1959, Ernie The Phillies also have high
Lots of Life.
SIO
:Month. Tuskegee Institute fell tlers' sports record to 19 Banks was the recipient in hopes for another first base•MANY MORE TO CHOOSE
1960 an Cepeda brought the man, Dick Edwards, a 21-year
eC-80, in the FAMU gym last straight
j•ALL CARS WINTERIZED •
victories without a de- honor home to the Giants last
Alliesday night. Only South
old, who hit .303 at Des Moines
year.
last year.
rarolina State College has led feat this school year.
3.he Florida "5" during the first
-half of play.
3.10T SHOTS
The Oglesby -Fears coaching
-combination
has employed
T eke VIGOR-VIMS fee quick acf.nq relict el normal fatiqurt,
ihree-team platoon system and
n.
new VITALITY AND DESIRE ler he,. DON'T
GIVE UP lust be
2t has paid well in victories.
tous• you leck youthful VIGOR AND STRENGTH. 'Take VIGOR
Artie hot shooting first unit is One of the contributing facVImS AND END WONDERING AND WISHING. VIGOR•VINS
wnii•
made up of three seniors, a tors in Cincinnati's drive to the
quickly, temporarily reli•ving n•rmisi letiger• that mks,. ow oy
)ophomore, and a freshman. The
PEP AND POWER endurenc•. Se don's miss out
1961
Legue
National
pennant
on th• fun ei
second unit is constructed with
ostiic stirouleting end forceful If. Ow is sightly
yours.
:sophomores, while the third was the Reds' ability to win
VIGOR•VIMS Contain ne benefit dregs (A NATURE BRAND
TABLET) AND ARE SOLD Olt A 100% MONEY
)quad is knitted with a couple two games in one day.
BACK GUARAN
TEE
T•k• sheet ass /fretted ter 10 days, end if they don't
of sophomores and three trash. Fred Hutchinson's charges
an
what we say *sty will, Worn the belene• fee e
refund. Yiws
: Senior forward Waite Bella- swept ten double-headers and
nothinq. so why Mi SS OV1
thi pl.....as of family life.
2ny tossed In three field goals dropped both ends
BEWARE OF CHEAP SUBSTITUTES THAT MAY HOT WORK
only twice.
'before the Fort Valley contest
GET A FULL 100 TABLET SUPPLY NOW! SEND S4.95,
CASH.
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER Ts
'Ines a minute old and the list- Cincy split even in seven other
ROSE LABORATORIES, INC. • P.O. BOX 402 — MIAMI
less news never got within twin bills for an overall dou44, FLA.
hopeful ranee et the high ecor- ble-heide'r record of 27-11.
BLUM MS1111,118 COMPANY. ma YORK tilt. REMO
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Angels Sign Harris;
First Negro Scout

Gary Whips Open Twin-Bill
In East Chicago Sunday

New York Mets'
Players Wear
Familiar No.

Virginia State
DUM9S North
Carolina, 78-64

ce777.7"--ril
DON ROBERTS /

FORD

$1728

'62 CHEVROLET

WOODMERE
HOTEL

Marshall Breaks Aggies'
Scoring Record With 31

'62 PONTIAC

200 MODERN
ROOMS

'62 COMET

t

siss

Top Newcomers
With Phillies

Florida Aal Defeats
Knoxville Col., 83-71

Cepeda First
Giant To Win
Mel Ott Award

FROM AMERICA'S BEST-TASTING WHISKEY

Cincina gi Wins
Twin-Bill Title

zrir BODY!
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/ THESE EXCITING NEW DRINK IDEAS!

Only whiskey— and only a whiskey with the matchless taste of
7 Crown --:tould put such pleasure into every new drink (and
every old favorite, too). SAY SEAGRAM'S AND BE SURE
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Carver Ties Melrose For 3rd
Place By Edging Out Wildcats

10.1.
••••••
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Sports
ORIZON

Jess MelinSell, ESA Greatest
Track Coach, Dies

LOS ANGELES — (UPI)
The prep league schedule The Washington Warriors,
was competed last week, with undefeated prep champs, with Jesse P. Mortensen, esse of
four games being played. Car- a 14-0 mark, are slini favorites America's tip track and held
ver, off-and-on all year, closed in this week's District I Tourn- coaches who turned out shornwith a rush, to tie Melrose for ey, being held at Melrose Feb- pionehip teams for more than
third place by edging the Gold- ruary 21, 22. 23. At press time, a decade at University of
en Wildcats 70-67 and 71-65. the position, weren't settled, Southern California, died at
One of the games was a make- thus, the iiiiickets were incom- the age of 54.
up date for a snowed - out plete. The Warriors head the At the time of his sudden
game.
top bracket with either Carver, death from a pulmonary ewe
Douglass got off to a fast Melrose, Manassas or Doug- bolism. Mortensen WWI tUldlit
start against Lester, but the ass. Coins will have to be consideration for the post el
Lions' superior bench strength flipped between Carver and head coach of the United States
finally withered away the Red Melrose for third position and Olympic team for the 1964
Devils' lead. Lester finished Manassas and Douglass for Tokyo Games.
Although he had been sufstrong in salting away a 66- fifth.
59 win, with a frieze in the Lester heads the lower spot fering from a circulatory ailBoth
last minute of play.
ment since last summer, Morwith teams four and six.
Douglass was able to hold off Lester and Washington will tensen was preparing for the
semithe
until
current track and field season
Last finishing Bertrand 5844, not see action
in the season's finale at Doug- finals, having received opening which gets underway this
are
finals
The
byes.
weekend for his Trojan team.
lass. The Thunderbolts avenged round
a previous 29 point loss to slated for Friday, with the four Last week the tall, quietManassas, by thumping the surviving teams save the Con- spoken coach stayed away
Tigers, 63-54, Wednesday after- solation loser, will represent from his office because he did
noon on the Catholics' floor. District I in the Region III not feel well and he entered
The game ended in a near riot action, beginning the follow- Good Samaritan Hospital after
when substitute guard Sam- ing Wednesday at Washington. complaining of chest pains.
uels, was fouled and started a
During that period his teanis
Carver and Lester are the
punching melee. The officials
wen seven National Champion'.
disthe
in
watch
ships and went undefeated it
rushed in to prevent any In- two teams to
trict scramble.
79 team meets.
jury.
-

game's ball was furnished by
...". By BILL LITTLE
Alcorn, and the game held up
- uld I DOWNED
rj
so Tennessee A and I could
..illl partisan Tennessee State change into Melrose's white
1191pnni, among approximately contrasting jerseys. Over $2,leo tans in the Melrose Gym- 500 is expected to be turned
Millium, were shocked when over to the school in honor of
14 Alcorn Braves roared the W. J. Hale Scholarship
from behind to score a 93-92 Fund.
upset over the Tigers in a LEMOYNE OFF
scholarship benefit game, last TO TOURNEY
Wednesday night.
Finishing their season with
:Coach Harold Hunter's Big two important victories over
Skies led all the way, and de- Fisk university, 94-89, and
414e the Mississippians mak- Kentucky State, 99-75, the Letor a game of it most of the Moyne College Mad Magicians
t
, the classy nationally left to participate in the SLAC
ed Tigers dominated the Tournament at 'Tuakegee Instie until a fatal steal of the tute earlier thiS' Week. The
with just 12 seconds re- hoop festival runs from Thurskilling, resulted into a three- day through Saturday. Lebent play for the Braves.' Moyne qualified hi.'finishing
Tranessee was off to a fast fifth in the Conference. with
tatrt, but Alcorn rallied and an 8-5 record.
LeMOYNE HOMECOMING LeMoyne College's "M 1 s a right: Robert Nelson, Miss
cut the advantage to 43-47 at
—Miss Countess Sylvia John- Homecoming." Shii was pick- Georgette McKinney. Capt.
halftime.
son, a junior, of 908 N. ed for the till* by members David Gaines. Miss Johnson,
An interesting observation
Third Si.. shown third from of the college's basketball Miss Goldie Parks and Curof that first half of play, was
right (holding flowers), is teem. the Magicians. Left to tis MitchelL
that Alcorn substituted very
freely with 11 players of the
14-man squad, getting into
action.
WERTS COMMANDER
The three - times - NAIA NEW YORK — (UPI)—The
heads. He began p'l'aying base- GREENSBORO. N. C. —
champions controlled the back- agreed-on ban on signing in- "Maybe I'll Pitch Forever colored, to make the majors. widowed mother and feed the other kids laughed. 'You look
with a semi-pro team in Four-star football players with
boards against Alcorn as long dependent basketball tourna- by LeRoy (Satchel) Paige as In "Maybe I'll Pitch "Forever" thirteen hungry mouths in the like a walking satchel tree,' ball
(Doubleday, March 23) he tells family . . . for a dime a bag. one of them yelled. Soon the South at a buck a game if the A and T college Aggies last
as Gene Werts, their six-feet, ments came to an end and, told to David Lipman.
week signed contracts with
tournament It was a great night, that his phenomenal story to news- As he tells it: "We weren't everybody was calling me that. there was any money; a keg professional football teams.
N.C.A.A.
ax-inches center was in the the
there
if
wasn't.
of
lemonade
eating
be
to
much
That's
Paige
when
better
who
David
beLeRoy
when
August
man
going
Lipman,
in
1948
paper
Friday
and
promptly grabbed four teams
game. Werts showed class
greatest Leading the list were two
experience in under-the-basket and the National Invitation "the rookie" won the game was working for the Kansas if I made only a dime at a came no more and Satchel He rose to be the
senior halfbacks, Joe Taylor
leagues,
Negro
the
of
pitcher
Star
he
took
City
met
Nobody
when
a
so
Paige
first
celled
over.
me
and
time,
got
the
I
pole
for
Cleveland
Indians
out
sat
Werts
three.
Tournament
matriculations.
some ropes. That let me sling me LeRoy, nobody except my "kicking that left foot up in and Eugene Cambridge. Tayagainst the Chicago White Sox. Satchel.
season on the advice of
the sky," mixing his "bee ball" lor signed with the New York
physician because of an ill- The N.C.A.A. gave "member The rookie was Satchel Paige, Satchel Paige was born July two, three, or four satchels Mom and the government"
Giants of the National Football
s& Werts, the top Tennessee at large" berths in its major aged 42, the first Negro to pitch 7, 1906, in Mobile. At seven at one time. My invention Satchel began his pitching with his "jump ball." He pitch- League. Cambridge is under
State scorer, drew three quick college tournament to Villa- in the American League and he was toting bags at the rail- wasn't a smart-looking thing, career by throwing rocks at ed in barnstorming games contract wih the Dallas Texans
fouls early in the second half nova (16-6), Oregon State (17- the oldest rookie, white or road depot to help support his but it upped my income. The bottles, birds, and little boys' against giants like Bobby Fel- of the American Football
and was taken out. His ab- 3. Creighton (15-4), and Deler and Dizzy Dean. He played League. Both come from Mi7
sence was quite conspicuous. troit (15-4).
the year around—in the East anti, Fla.
ALL-AMERICAN VICTIM
The N.I.T. nabbed defendand the West, in Cuba, Mexico, Two others, Robert Faulkner,
The Tigers threatened to ing champion Providence (15a Charlotte. N. C. end, and
the Dominican Republic, some- Harvey Keaton, a Shelby N. C.
break the game wide open 5), Loyola of Chicago (16-2).
times in more than 200 games defensive halfback also signed
with less than 10 minutes to and Duquesne (16-5). These The Wiry Warriors of Wash- their strongest opponents, the
play, when they jumped to an are the first three teams ington high have done it again! Lester Lions, in the last regua year.
with the Dallas club.
11 point margin. Alcorn wasn't named to the 25th annual 12- The Washington basketball lar game of the current season.
to be denied, fighting to with- team NIT., which will be held "Warriors" are again city cham- The season began for Washingin, six points of their oppo- at Madison Square Garden, pions, after a series of "Just- ton on Nov. 28, in a game with
nents, as the game approached March 15-24.
missed-it" lapses of three years. Higgins high school of Clarks- The spotlight was on golf as Most of the meat served at
thii three-mihute mark.
The N.C.A.A. now has six The victory cry at the southside dale, Miss. The seasons anti- t h e tireless behind-the-scene the dinner was trapped or shot
The Tigers made the big de- teams lined up—four plus Ari- school is, "Once mor e the climax was a Warrior victory worker in golf, Dr. H. H. John- by the club members. It incigion at this point, electing zona State, champion of the Mighty Warriors are Kings of over Lauderdale high school of son brought the members of cluded venison, quail, duck,
tolstall out the clock with their Border Conference, and Bowl- the Courts'.'
Ripley, Tenngssee. Lester was the Tri-State Sportsmen club rabbit, coon, pheasant a n d
p4ented freeze. Alcorn react- ing Green, champion of the
out of competition in its pictures from the s i x holes chicken and was prepared by
The Warriors won the local p
ed, with a tight pressing de- Mid - American Conference, age championship wit ha own gymnasium with a ten- pecked out for them at Lin- Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Simpson.
coln park many years ago to One of the pioneers of the
fense that caused A and I a who earned automatic berths string of. 14 straight wins, cli- point margin for victory.
jjk of anxiety. Finally, the by winning their league titles. maxed with a thrill-finish over The season for Washington the golf course nearest you at club stated most of the memWre was knotted at 84 all.
ends with a record of 24-games the club's annual wild life din- bers know that all sports mean
After a whirlwind exchange of
won and only 2 lost, with the ner Friday night at the Fuller hard work and no matter how
you try to get the Lady of the
baskets and the score tied: the
Warriors meeting each of the club house.
unexpected happened. Porter
Mrs. Odessa Dickens (Lady house to go out for them, "You
seven other teams in the MemAll-American
Meriweather,
phis Prep League at least twice. City champion) told the mem- are fighting a losing cause."
State guard, had the ball cleanThe seasons two losses were bers of the club of her travels Could it be that the southern
WE DON'T WANT TO SELL
'
ly -stolen from him by Alcorn
one to Douglas in the LeMoyne n golf and had on display some madam is a wee bit lax'?
gt#td, James Gales. Gales
Holiday Tournament, and to of the beautiful trophies she Program chairman f 6 r this
.RYB0DY
EV E
dreve for the lay-up and was
Coleman 'high school in Green- had won. Many phases of sports outstanding affair was Dr. Johnfouled abominatiously. With
ville, Miss.
was shown, members were son. Special guests were Mr.
BUT WE DO WANT TO SELL YOU
the ,score 93-90, Alcorn needed
shown hunting a n d fishing, and Mrs. Randy Howell.of ColLeMoyne's sparkling Magi- from Halls, Tenn., was fast and LOSE VARSITY
umbia, T e n n., noted hunter
only to prevent a three-point
backridhorse
some
with
along
- cians turned gack the high- accurate, and turned in an ex- The Warriors amassed a total
from the Nashville area. Also
PIEly rated Kentucky State Col- cellent game that was w i t- of 1866 scoring points during ng by the kids.
here from Columbia were, Mr.
me Tigers tried to work the
ALL SALESMEN ARE LICENSED & BONDED
lege Thoroughbreds Saturday nessed by his parents.
the season. High scorers for
and Mrs. Palmer Harlan boat
ball- into Werts, but doubleEster.
Ronald
during
skill
in Others showing
contest
thrilling
Powell
Charles
a
in
were
night
team
the
jr.,
Ish,
jumpStanley
Dr.
inthusia.
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE TRAINED
long
the
teaming forced
This was the eleven-Warrior
score was: the night were Donald Nelson, with 428 points, Willie Ward
who is president of this group
er, which was good. However, Bruce Hall. Final
vicstraight
14
won
that
Hereband
Willie
Hambric,
Kentucky, 75. Robert
with 424, making a close secwas presented an award as the
time ran out before the ball LeMoyne, 93;
SALESMEN
ond, Sherman Yates, with 316. tories in the season now dos- "Hunter of the Year."
It was the final scheduled ton and Clee Sanderson.
could be put into play.
championcity
the
win
to
ing
and
226,
Leroy Weakley with
Theodore R. Branch
H. 0. Jones
If by chance you find Dr.
Alcorn, a Cinderella team all game of the season for Coach
Edward Robertson with 126. s:_ip for Washington for the I. A. Watson, jr., and Harold
Harrel Moore
sekson, scored one of the old Jerry C. Johnson'g Magicians.
U. C. Brown
years.
five
in
time
first
Tusin
are
lose
will
five
The Warriors
Whalum acting a little strange
inetitution's greatest triumphs. The LeMoynites
Suggs
James
Dan
L. Cowan
EVEN
BEING
ODDS
SIAC
the
seniors
for
are
week
who
this
men
varsity
the next few days, it is beThey showed it by whooping kegee
this year. But t h e warning The team is now readying for caw.. they devoured more veniit up afterwards. Alcorn does championship tournament
W.T.
(Jack)
Simmons,
Broker
conies from the Warrior camp the District One tournament son and coon than the other
not have an all-conquering In the 16-college Southern
that opponents may still beware slated to begin Wednesday members of the club.
record, for they had dropped an Intercollegiate Athletic Connight at Melrose Stadium. Com- Thanks for inviting us and
encounter to Mississippi Vo- ference basketball race, Le- The Sci-Che-Bi-Phy science . . for there are four juniors
WH 8-2034
JA 6-0249
teams will include Wash- will I
see some of you ladies
cational college before coming Moyne came out with an 8-5 club of Melrose High School left and two sophomores com- peting
combina- ington, Lester, Melrose, Carver; on the golf course next week?
non-conference
e. The Braves' victories record. In
er
fi
is bringing for the second prising the winning
Manassas, and Douglas.
Grambling and Jackson games, the Magicians won six year, the Fisk University dan- tion.
Winner of District One crown
tate proved that they can and dropped one.
cers from Fisk University, The graduating seniors have will then get set for the Rebeen playing logetWer approximatch baskets with the best of The Magicians proved them- Nashville.
selves masters of the basket- They will appear at Melrose mately five years, having band- gion 3 tournament scheduled
them on a given night.
Blair
The Memphis Alumni Asso- ball court Saturday night be- Gymatorium on March 4, at 8 ed themselves together will Feb. 28 thru March 3, at
ciiinon of Tennessee A and I cause in obtaining victory it p.m. Student tickets coat 50c, small boys at Porter Junior high T. Hunt Gymnasium. All the top
State, led by the promotions was necessary for them to chop adults, $1 in advance and $1.25 school. They have played to- teams in the Region, which
ofFrank Lewis and Dan Ward, down a team of tall men who at the door. Tickets may be gether the whole four years includes schools in Shelby, Laudid a fine job in getting the were good shots from the floor. purchased at Melrose High of Senior high school attend- derdale And Fayette Counties
large turn-out, even if the LeMoyne's tight defense plus School or from any of the ance. The current Warrior team will compete. This winner will
the team's tricky plays helped members of the Sci-Che-Iii-Phy consist of: Sherman Yates, go to the state tourney in Nashto bring on the victory.
.Charles Powell, Willie Ward, ville, Tennessee, March 10, 11,
club.
Capt. David Gaines, for- This is the science clubs an- Edward Robertson, and Hers- 12.
Coach William "Bill" Fowward, from Detroit, was high nual effort to bring something chel Bootie, all seniors; along
for LeMoyne and the night cultural, 'enjoyable and entet.
t h Julian Banks, Walter lkes. veteran Washington coach,
Warrior teams
WASH., D. C.----Now a remarkable stomach with 38 points. Masterful backkaining to the people of Mem- Cummings, Marion Brewer, Le- has put tough
remedy, called PUSH, has 4 proven ingredi. board work was exhibited by
o i the boards for ten years.
and
roy
McCoy,
Louis
Weakley,
data, quickly relieves dos oohs. liaortburn,
phis,
HUNKY DORY
Indth,ng. nous... cleoplosonoss due to acid Robert Nelson, center, a n
BROTHER BOB
Indigestion. PUSH soothes the stornsch fast. James Gordon, freshman fop- ..A11 of the dances were di6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
misery goes, yeti sleep nights! Try fast acting
rotted by Mrs. Mable Love who
11,
2
to
10
1:30
6,
to
4
to
smas45(
Its
druggists
et
ward from Louisville.
POSH it once
• REV. SISTER ALLEN HEALER AND ADVISOR •
is the well known tutor of this
h* what PUSH will do for poor stomachl
Boyd Currin, the freshman group. Mrs. Love was formalky
Rev Sister Allen has the God Given Power to Heal
on the LeMoyne College facul•
by Prayer-So come today, tomorrow may be too late
ty.
Remember if there is God's help on •arth it con be
found-She heals by the hand of God. Remember there
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints
of Jerusalem given free with each visit.
IF YOU ARE BLIND OR CRIPPLE REV, SISTER
ALLEN CAN PRAY FOR YOUR SIGHT AND HELP
The YWCA Area Family
If you want to improve your game, then the book
YOU TO WALK AGAIN
Night Committee will present
"NOW TO BOWL BETTER" IS a "MUST"for you.
its February Family. Night on
Are you suffering? Are you Sick' Do you need
This 'book carefully edited, beautifully library
help? Do you have bad luck? If so, bring your proThursday, February 22, at 7:30
illusschool
p.m., at Manassas High
bound in cloth with over 300"SHOW HOW"
blems to Rev. Sister Allen today and be rid of them
Auditorium, 781 Firestone Blvd.
tomorrow.She advises on all the affairs of life. There
trations and photographs in its 144 pages will
feature
will
The program
is no problem so great she can't solve-how to hold
show you how to perfect your game.
CANE COLF,
local talent from the communiGOLDEN GIRL
your job, when you have foiled and how to succeed•
the
ball.
a
hold
is
to
how
public
invited.
The
You will be shown
ty.
:3 to Sign Off
r•unitits the separated).
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3
, proper distance, footwork, delivery, and follow
Upon reaching womanhood and realizing she has
through. You are taught how to throw a straight,
the God-given power to help humanity, she has d•a hook ball and proper bowling form. Head p:n
voted a life-tim• to this work. From the four corners
of the world they come to her-White and Colored, omis
and spot bowling, making strikes and spares, and
and women of oll races and walks of live. Guaranteed
what to do about splits are just a few of the sub
to remove evil influence and had luck. There is no
jects covered.
CARS OR
pity for those knowing they nr, in hoed luck and need
play.
team
There are special section s on
help and do not come for it-one visit will convince
USED CARS
bowling guide for women, league bowling, and
you. If there is God's help in earth Rev. Sister Allen
can help you. She gives lucky days and lucky numbers,
how to score. This book is absolutely guaranteed
lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and starts you
to improve your game, even if you have never
the way to success and happiness Sister Allen is
on
Cash.
bowled before, Order today. Send $2.50
FINANCING TO WIT
in this area for the first time. She invites you to her
YOUR PURSE
Check or Money Order to:
horne. A FREE LUCKY CHARM will be given with
each reading. Guarantees to read your entire life, past
REUBEN
present, and future giving dates and actual facts of
business, love, health, courtship, marriage, divorce,
WASHING
World', Largest Ford Dealers
and family affairs. You'll bless the day.
Sunday — Sign On
2 Milit• North of Arlington, r•nr, 14,qhw•y 70•79 N. or G•llowit•
THIRD & GAYOSO
To Sign Off
'JESUS in Front of Her Home
of
Sign
Look
The
For
JA 641171 •

NCAA Tourney,
NIT Grab Teams
As Cage Ban Ends

OLDEST ROOKIE THAT EVER WALKED INTO THE MAJORS

4 Aggie Football
Players Contract

if

Warriors Capture Championship

oil

Golfing
With 'Lir

SIMMONS &
ASSOCIATES

28
DO

18

Magicians Overrun Ky.
State Thoroughbreds

ET

Full
2 to

0
Full

ON
.DOWN
$245
$125.
$125.
$195
$19$
$175 ,
$145'1
$1115

REAL ESTATE CO.
401 Linden Avenue
* * *

Fisk Dancers
At Melrose

New Relief from

GAS,HEARTBURN

$115"
$751
5
$25
$10
1SE
ED

ATTENTION BOWLERS!

Family Night At
Manassas, Feb. 22

0

Buy Your 1962.

NEW FORD
From Us

PM
i'
I

-••••

"'

SIMS BOOK SALES
P.O. BOX 1397 MEMPHIS 1, TENN.

HULL—DOBBS

1

4
8
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DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDO

50 Scholarships For
High School Science
Students Available

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

THOMABINE DOUGLASS to stay on top.
and MARY EDWARDS
IT WOULD BE LOVELY-It
Hello, Back again are Thomestop
James Smith
would
sine and Mary here to bring to writing on desk.
yau some of the latest acaand a
Chester Normally
demic and social news around certsin Junior would go bac*
the campus.
together.
HONOR ROLL
Roderick Diggs of Marta
Students in the high honor sas knew how a certain sent-,
status are: Annette Gandy, or at Douglass feels about him,
By

VALUABLE PAPERS
The best place for cash, is
If an emergency arose, could in the bank-not in a fruit jar
you locate valuable papers? Are or some other household "piggy
Opportunities to obtain in- the eleventh and twelfth
they sale from loss through fire bank."
tensive experience in science grades.
or misplacements?
COTTON ACREAGE
and mathematics wil be proCourses will be offered in
Having valuable papers in a The next few weeks may be
vided for approximately 7,500 biology, physics and chemistry
good, safe place may prevent the last opportunity for some
ability
secondary
high
students
under
competent instructors.
many headaches as well as farmers to protect their acreage
during the summer of 1962 by Each student will be expected Irene Jackson, Cheryl Scoot, and who she really is.
heartaches later on, says La- history, since this is the last
151 colleges, universities, and to take two courses from the Lois Jurbirt, Fred Jackson, Ben- A certain senior could be:Verne Farmer, U-T Extension year of acreage release-redisresearch organizations with the above mentioned three. The nie Teague, Gwendolyn Wil- come better acquainted with
home management specialist. tribution program.
support of the National Sci- Summer Science Training Pro- hams, Waller Nelson, Etel a Melrose Basketball Star.
Among the many papers that Failure by farmers to plant
ence Foundation.
gram will last for six weeks Adam, Ala' Criven, Charles (That is Number 13).
farm people should safeguard their cotton acreage or release
By giving science - oriented from June 11 to July 20.
Brown,
Minnie
deeds, mortgages, notes it for reapportionment will
Tompkins
T. C. Haraway could really
wills, insurance policies, birth mean loss of farm income in tO ..-IOUND BIRD - Mr. and an's birthday menu was the high school stildents an intro- Substantial financial aid is Nathaniel Guinn, Eddie Mc- give his heart to a certain
Mrs. Joseph Hogan of 2407
only survivor of six they duction to science at the col- provided for the students who Kay, •Betty • Miller, Vertis sophomore.
certificates, tax receipts, dupli- Tennessee, Cotton acreage not
Berbers Tooles,
cate copies of income tax re- planted in the last two years Shasta proudly display a 40 bought last April. Hogan re- lege level the Foundation ex- attend by the National Science Worsham,
The "Clant" wouldn't !hit*
pound
turkey
they raised in
tired in 1947 after having pects to accelerate their schol- Foundation. Top ranking high Gladys Wilalm, J. W. Hen- for each other.
ports, social security cards, and must be planted or released in
their own back yard. and
U.
years
S. arly development and to en- school students in five states del-son,
served 30
in the
Robert E. Thorton, Gwen Williams wouldn't lip
marriage certificates.
1962, or the state will lose
which they killed on Mrs. Navy. They moved from New courage the further develop- - Louisiana, Arkansas, Ten- Eleanor Hicks, Gloria
One of the best ways to in- acreage history for future allotKnox, so interested in a certain sen
Hogan's
birthday
on Feb. 12. York to Memphis in 1956. ment of similar programs with nessee, Alabama and Missis- Doris
Lou Fowler, Alozono or at Manassas.
sure the safety of your valu- ments.
The main dish on Mrs. Hog- (Withers Photo)
sippi
will
be invited to attend. Gipson and Charles Brown,
other sources of support.
able papers is to rent a safety In 1961, some 21,182 acres of
Edmond White wouldn't
Qualified high school stu- a1'on the Principal's List,
deposit box in which to store cotton was released, most of
think that all young girls were
President A. D. Beittel of
dents
interested
in
unusual
this
SOCIAL NEWS ,
them. If a safety deposit box is which (21,021 acres) was reapfoxy.
Tougaloo •Southern Christian
college, Tougaloo, Miss., has opportunity to improve their Douglass is having its first IMAGINE
not available, buy some sort of poetioned._ There would have
scientific
training
and
insights
Campus
rating of a social club Tim Warr acting as Princifireproof chest or box to keep been a loss of more than 3 milannounced that one of these
at home.
science training programs for may write for further informs, n Scholastic percentage. First pal for the Day.
lion dollars in income had this
tion
to
Dean
A.
Branch,
A.
third
and
six week period and
WILLS-DEEDS
Andrew Hall being too much
high ability secondary school
acreage history by releasing
students will be held on the who is the director of the pro- tmester highest percentage with the style.
To insure safety of such pap- the sllotment to the ASC Coungram.
goes
to
Gracious
the
Diamond
Harvey Tharp almost making
ers as wills, deeds, and mort- ty Committee by April 1, 1962.
campus of Tougaloo Southern
club. The Elite Club was sec- the Honor Roll.
Christian college.
gages, also have them recorded Farmers who fail to plant at
Egg
producers
three
say
milond,
and,
Daughters
of
DougJames Branch being one of
or filed in the appropriate coun- least 75 per cent of their 1962
50 CAN ATTEND
lion hens average two million lass third.
the Coins in the Fountain.
ty office, And in case of mort- allotment and release the unus- A Peace Corps educational instructional materials a n d
The program will include 50 eggs a day in the St. Louis
We are sure the clubs will TOP KEYS
gages, not only keep receipts ed part will find their 1963 al- project with the Republic of equipment, such as books, viscarefully selected high school area, or about one egg Per Per- strive to reach
the top and A Letter Full of Tears," Max.for payment of the mortgage. lotment reduced. Released allot- Liberia has been announced by ual aids, periodicals, films and students
who are completing son each day.
the Gracious Diamond will try inc Bernard.
but when the mortgage has ments will be apportioned to Sargent Shriver, Peace Corps light demonstrational or experimental equipment.
been paid in full, also cancel othir farmers in the county.
Director.
the record of it in the office of COTTON FARMEMRS
In response to a request from The selection of candidates
your county clerk.
Cotton farmers must meet President William V. S. Tub- for the project will begin about
• The University of Tennessee the following requirements in man of Liberia, up to 70 Peace the first of April. Two months
Agricultural Extension Service 1962 in order to protect fully Corps Volunteers are scheduled of training at an American unihas a concise form for keeping their future farm allotments. o begin teaching in Liberian versity, yet to be announced,
an accurate, up-to-date account (1) plant at least 75 percent of secondary schools in September. will start about the middle of
of where these important rec- the 1962 allotment; (2) release With some assistance from the June. After home leave, there
ords are kept and briefly list- at least 75 percent of the 1962 Agency for International Deve- will be a brief orientation
ing what is included in each allotment: to the ASC County lopment, Liberia is launching period in Liberia before the
record. Form 472 is available, Comm. by the April 1 deadline.
, an extensive school-building volunteers begin their teaching
free of charge, through your or (3) plant and release a total program for senior and junior assignments in the middle of
county agent's office.
acreage which is equal to a high schools, and elementary September.
"PIGGY BANK"
least 75 per cent of the 1962 schools. Peace Corps Volun- Liberia is slightly larger than
In considering the need for allotment; and (4) actually plant teers will help staff the new Tennessee, is located on t h e
kteping valuable papers in a some cotton in 1962 if the en- schools and provide temporary coast of West Africa and has a
safe place, it is also well to tire allotment was released in replacements f o r Liberian population of about 2,500,000.
SAVE 131115 - Buy Thousands or It*fl
AGENTS WANTED
at wholesale. Send 41.00 (retunciablet
consider how much money to both 1960 and 1961. Acreage teachers who are to receive The nation was founded in U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS"
for large Illustrated catalog. Armen*
keep on hand. Generally speak- in the Conservation Reserve further training.
429 South Main
1822 by Negro freemen from M•n-wornen, 111-52. Start high as
of California, P.O. Hos 31/r7, Hollywood, California.
1102.00
a
week.
Preparatory training, the best policy is to keep program at the regular rate may Up to 40 Volunteers are need- the United States with the as10 WON EN
$90
Weekly
ing until appointed. Thousands of 10 MEN
Earnings
only enough cash on hand to be regarded as "planted under ed at the junior high school sistance of American coloniza- jobs open. E
sp•rienc• usually
isle 36 • 411. Blab Retool Zduostion
apply
level to teach science, mathe- tion societies. It became a re- necessary . FREE information unconduct daily affairs.
this program provision."
$10.00 DOWN
Men 11th tales experience prelim,.
on
FULLEH. PRODUCTS
kAnat .e neat In appearance. Gar i•
matics, language arts, vocation- public in 1847 and has a Consti- jobs, so I ari•s, requirements. Write
Nees...wry. Able to famish B•inel,
()win a beautiful home site on
TODAY
gi vIng phone. Lincolni
education,
al
French, music, and tution modeled after the U. S. Service, Pekin 74, Illinois.
PROMUl'ION '11)
Grenada
Lake in Carver
arts and crafts. Up to 20 Vol- William V. S. Tubman is
FOR SALE
Point
Subdivision - Easy
QUAl.IFIED MEN
P ,ck Up P ay rn•nts Of,
unteers are needed at the sen- president of the country and
tents, wonderful resort area
F ren,b Pro.,nr
F,,rnitu,e
Wilts to P.O. Bin 311 ior high school level to teach has been elected to the office
01vIna
L ving Roan/ - Den,ng Roo,
for fishing boating, s w i mgeneral science, English, French four successive times since 1943.
•
B•d 10o.'n and Stereo
ming, hiking and just plain
...
and vocational guidance. In ad1•1•pl• one GL 13.9357
Liberia is covered with troliving. Call me fur complete
dition, 10 Volunteers have been
MAIDS - N.Y. TO MO WE. TICKETS
pical forests and is rich in timinformation and pictures. M*
Sent
Jobs wafting 61
requested for the teacher trainIA Agfa.
ber and oil nuts. Its chief pro210 POST AVE
Ruby Fant - BR 6-7090.
WANTED
:rig schools in the fields of sci- ducts
WE8TBURY, N. Y.
are fibre, palm kernels,
15 GOOD WORKERS
e n c e, mathematics, English
crude rubber, rice cassava, cofPad or part time in afemohla Bend TYPISTS!
ROBIEWORICIRSI
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
communication arts, and profes- fee,
postcard with name, addr OM and
money at home! Mallen, 3 MASS
cocoa, sugar, iron ore, gold
telephone to Daot. D: 147 8. ErasWWIsional education.
ford Orly.;
and diamonds,
2219 Young Ave.
GREENCASTLE. INDIANA

are

Peace Corps Seeks 70
Teachers For Liberia

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call JAckson 6-8397

. . .70

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

3 MEN

•

Commenting

Wife Preservers

ON Pal ESTATE

HELP

By Ted Blown
.•

^^

REPETITIOUS
CONTROVERSY
The fact that the Negro consumer spent 17 billion dollars

TWO AT A SCHOOL
Volunteers will be under the VARIABLE CLIMATE
The climate varies from
supervision of the Liberian De-

the
rapid pace that the building
profession of this fair city was partment of Education and lo- humid coast to the cooler and
drier
highlands
of the interior.
surprised. Then came the cal school officials. They will
Walker Homes; one of the first be exprcted to teach a full It is generally very warm during
the
dry
season
and cool In
in this country last year is be- housing developments under- schedule of courses and particithe rainy season.
coming more apparent now to taken exclusively for Negroes. pate in the after-school activiEnglish
is
the
official lsriguthe people that spent this It was sold at an alarming Ces. About a third will be lo- age
of the country, bui nany
cated in Monrovia, the capital.
large amount, the Negro. Here- pace.
dialects
are
spoken.
A more recent development Others will be assigned to a
tofore and very previously the
amount spent was 14 billion is now underway and
the dozen other locations, primarily
dollars in 1958 to 16 billion scramble for these homes was urban. It is expected that at
the following year. We speak unthought of not long ago. least two Volunteers will be
of the Negro that is just find- Some say they are getting a assigned to each school.
To help support them in caring out how much he spends better home constructed and
but this fact has longed been ,Thers are thinking that "well. 'Tim; out their teaching asiliGA1,00. Miss. -- Two
recognized by the other race. if I am not, it's better than icriments, the Volunteers will students from Tougaloo South 'en
But . . . Knowing the buying where I just left." Here we bring with them a varietS,
Christian
college will parof
ticipate in the first Intercolpotential of this great mass of find a man buying a product
legiate Conference on Disarmapeople more than the majority not knowing or caring if this
ment and Arms Control at
used this effect for get rich is what he will want 15 years
from now or if 15 days hence
quick schemes.
Swarthmore college, Swarthmore, Pa., this week.
In this, the implication is the roof will cave in. To round
toward the merchant that ped- out the controversy, he has
ST. PAUL, Minn. - Sen. They are Arthur Johnson,
senior, of Jackson, Miss., and
dles inferior products, not be- spent his money and 90 out of Eugene
J. McCarthy of Minnecause there weren't better 99 chances he didn't care what sota said
here that the main Eddie O'Neal, a junior from
products available but because or who he was spending his unfinished
Meridan, Miss.
business of federal,
his market for these same money for or with.
The students will then restate and local governments is
main on the Swarthmore camproducts could be sold easily. THE PROBLEM
insuring interracial justice.
Sold easily because the conLet us keep in mind this vast
"Considerable progress has pus as the first exchange stusumer was not aware of what amount of money being spent. ben made
by executive leader- dents between the two schools.
he was buying, glad to be get- Let us also bear in mind the shin in the
Johnson is representing the
field of voting
ting something a little better trend started by our spending. rights," he
Student Council and O'Neal
told the Catholic
than his neighbors or it was a •The NAACP and other sim- nterracial
the
Intercollegiate
African
Council of the Twin
little better than he was nor- ilar groups strongly insist that Cities, "But
Study Group.
there is need for
mally used to, and the familar the Negro patronize his own more legislative
action."
axiom, "I don't care."
race first and then if not sucThe senator deplored the TOP SCORERS
One of these products to be cessful. one knows what to
do. tendency of some Catholics to cshool Player
G TP. Ave.
easily and readily peddled was Mythical or not the Negro has 'oin
ultraconservative groups: M
Jones
9 221 24.6
homes for Negroes in the seg- A phobia against his own peo- 'Some
people would rather say•
Kimmons
13 265 20.4
regated south. One does not ple when it cornea to business 'I'm for John
Birch' than `I'm C
Roberts
8 160 20.0
have to think too hard to re- and other relations
where his for Pope John.'"
TITW Ward
14 262 18.7
member the caliber of homes money is concerned. Who is to
L
Jones
14 232 16.6
heralded for Negroes a few blame for this fear
of one
14 209 14.9
years back. This billion dollar another in matter of business? about either case. When it RTW Powell
comes to purchase of a home I L
Swift
14 207 14.8
was noticed by someone and
I certainly don't know the
Cabbage
8 106 13.2
then the quickly constructed cause but I am sure you can must reiterate, if you should r
see a place that you might C
Turner
8 105 13.1
homes with inferior products recall the time
when dealing want even though
Mr. John X
built into them became more with aforementioned that
it has it for sale you can still call The fastest-rising
expendiand more noticeably refutiable. seemed you
weren't given the
Common thinking would dic- best of service and you felt the salesman of your choice to ture for any one recreational
activity,
handle it for you.
since World War II
tate that if there's a race of that if trading on the
other
people spending so much mon- side of the fence things might If you chose a dog or a man was for reading, according to a
study
to
be
by
broker
your
Esquire magazine.
is quite all
ey each year that a home con- have been better. At
this point
structed of worthwhile prod- I would venture to say that right if it is alright with you.
Just keep in mind that the
ucts would sell even quicker this fear of each other
was
than one with cheaper meter- brought on by this inattention, broker of your choice will
probably be eligible to handle
iaL
slipshod service and this way
matter for you. In matters
CONTROVERSY
of doing business in a pro- the
of real estate the situation is Here's blessed
Locally, this fact has been srast.nated manner, the same
relief fro,. tortures of vaginal
very different and your faith loch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
recognized. Take Evergreen people who condemn you for
with an amazing new scientific formula
any
in
broker
should
rebe
called LANACANE. This fast-arting, stainGardens for instance as an ex- trading on the other side. The
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
ample of the search for better Negro merchants are becoming warded with prompt and ef- germs
while it soothes raw. irritated and
ficent service.
untamed *in tissue. Stops scratching-so
homes and the unrecorded aware that he is guilty.
Getting
controback
the
di/sealing. Don't suffer
to
her mtnote.
wealth of a people. Evergreen
At this point the controversy
LANSCANS today
all drug store*
versy; Negroes will. . .
Gardens was sold at such a gains momentum and a never

Tougaloo Students
Go To Swarthmore

1liC8oN. *AMON A

The lid from a canned horn makes
an Ideal rack for cooking it, once it
Is perforated with holes cod placed
sins-down In a baldng pa*

=

C. J. MACK
(LICENSED BUILDER)
COMMIIRCIAL A N D
INDUSTRIAL 8 P FCIALIZING Is PATCHING. BRICK
WORE
WALKS AND DRIVEWAYS NO JOB roo
83141 L OR Too I A Roy
PLASTERING
763 NIIPA UNE 81

I

JA 64374 (After 6 p.m.)

JA

54041

ending debate is started. We
must concede that there is
some ignorance involved. This

thing about not rutsing each
other has been handed down
from generation to generation.
True, it started from trifle
things but now the items are
too expensive to be unconcerned.
The fact that certain items
cannot be traded with others
is apparent Mothers must go
to the hospital and as they: say
"I have but one beautician in
town..4 Nothing can be done

1. .viust have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
-.-

Near Cairo, Ill.
120 Acres
$14,000 TERMS
FULL SET OF

We

need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
merit increases
rates, wage progre.sion and

The. New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

at

FARM FOR SALE!
TOOLS

CONTACT.

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
460 S. State St., Chicago 9, IR., KE 8-1111

Live - in Maids
New York

BR 6-0016
i.icensed & Bonded Electricians

Free Estimates
5130 - $220 AloN1 H 30-36 YEA
R61
advanced. Sene. tickets, expenses
Tickets, expenses
advanced. Send Rel We wire new room additions,
REFSRENCES.
•relICIL
3-3200
MAT.IORY AGENCY, LY
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
MALLORY AGENCY. LY 3-2200
5T6 Mord* Rd.. Lynbrook. N.Y.
FM Merl* Rd., Lynbrook.
hot water heaters, electric heat.
N.Y.

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

Neither 'John Birch'
Or Its Pope John

ITCHING Torture
StoppedlikeMagic

LIVE - IN MAIDS, NEW
YORK $130 - $220 MONTH
20-35 YEARS

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
--•--

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson

6-2523

YMCA
LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "r FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19-Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable,
Modern Furniture,
Private Seth - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers .
..
Weekly Rates: $6 - $10
Modern Swimming Pool - Veer Round Swimming:
75130 ft. Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections.
Underwater Lighting Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stag*:
Spectators Section veitiv
1200 seating capacity - For Leagues,
Tournaments, Competativ•
Matches Cl
Boning
Community Programs
T-Larg• Club Rooms: Club Meetings
C/
Forums Conferences
Teas - Socials

JOIN THE "Y"
ANNUAL

TODAY:

RATES

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missift
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL
back after a long time of being away
and at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.

ir

Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged
If any of these are your problems, crone

let MAI/AM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to yoU
just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over MississiPPI State Lint on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICE
11011SF and you'll find her there at ail times. (Shrk
never had an office in West Memphis.)
,
1
Ca:rh yellow bus plinked Whitelidsen Stele bin.
sod get off at State line and walk 2 blocks and aka
MADAM BELL'a HAND SIGN.

